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Abstract
Marsilio Ficino’s Latin writings contain within them a program of clerical, social, and political
reform. The agent of such reform was a disciplinary apparatus called know thyself. Through
know thyself, an ideal philosopher would emerge. This philosopher had the potential to become,
in time, a prophet. Ficino built his apparatus out of parts borrowed from the writings of the
Platonists, early Christian monastics, and Ciceronians. It amounted to a process of daemonic
combat, fasting and prayer. Citizens, under the Ficinian prophet, would be made to practice these
arts in order to convert themselves to the truth contained in God’s light. The prophet would
reform society and the church in order to eliminate heresy and ward off the influence of evil
daemons. Ficino, looking at an Italian intellectual culture that denied the immortality of the soul
and encouraged children to seek the praise of glory, wished to return society to its humble,
devoted roots. There had once been a Golden Age of man, a reign of Saturn prior to the Flood.
Know thyself would return man to that age and that kingdom.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This is the story of an appartus. The apparatus was constructed by Marsilio Ficino
of Florence (1433-1499). He placed its various parts into letters, sermons, philosophical
treatises, medical instruction manuals, and commentaries. When assembled and activated,
it captures bodies, forming and disciplining them. It nullifies psychic landscapes,
emptying them of imaginative content. In the remaining white space of mind, the
apparatus builds a world of lines, angles, and rotating spheres. It teaches men how to die
and ascend to heaven. This dissertation is an attempt to reconstruct Ficino’s apparatus, to
describe its origins, functionality, and desired effects. Ficino constructed his apparatus,
which I call know thyself, using parts taken from other similar constructs—those of the
Platonists, Ciceronians, and monastics. Using it, he intended to reform the political,
intellectual, and religious culture not only of Florence, but Italy. Know thyself would
replace the standard grammar school and university curricula, creating a learned elite
devoted to God in religio. Religious men would reorganize the state so that it resembled
that of the Golden Age of angelic order that existed before the onset of sin. Know thyself
would overcome the deceptions and heresies incited by evil daemons in this fallen world.
Capturing, forming, shaping, conditioning, the apparatus would set Christians free.
Ficino was the son of a physician to the ruling Medici family of Florence. Born in
Figline Valdano, the young Ficino was given a grammar school education and then
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enrolled in the University of Florence prior to its closure and relocation to Pisa.1 Like
many Florentine youth, he participated in confraternal gatherings, ostensibly reenacting a
Pauline spirituality. 2 During this formative period Ficino learned the rudiments of
scholastic philosophical method and the arts of the late-medieval physician. He also
acquired a knowledge of Greek language. 3 Associating himself with the learned
Camaldolese monastics of Santa Maria degli Angeli and the theologians of the
Dominican church of Santa Maria Novella and the Augustinian Santo Spirito, Ficino
studied manuscript copies of Greek and Latin patristic literature.4 For a brief period,
ending in the 1450s, Ficino experimented with Epicureanism, having read the life of
Epicurus in a recently translated version of Diogenes Laertius’ The Lives and Opinions of
the Eminent Philosophers and the newly recovered copy of Lucretius’ On the Nature of
Things.5 However, this encounter with atomistic materialism, combined with Ficino’s
tendency toward mental illness, precipitated a spiritual crisis that inspired in Ficino a fullthroated rejection of the doctrine.6 Ficino turned instead to the Christian Fathers,
especially to the fourth-century bishop of Hippo, Augustine, and to the thirteenth-century
Dominican theologian Thomas Aquinas.7 He also turned resolutely toward the works of
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Plato and the Platonists. This redirection toward Christian theology and Platonism would
largely determine the shape of the rest of Ficino’s life.
Under the influence of a Platonizing Christianity, Ficino became a priest in 1473,
elected later to the parish of San Cristoforo a Novoli, a small church outside the
Florentine city-centre.8 Between 1469 and 1474, he would produce On Christian
Religion, a Platonizing imitation of Aquinas Summa Contra Gentiles, and Platonic
Theology, an eighteen-book treatise arguing for the immortality of the soul and the reality
of divine Providence. In 1487, Ficino became a canon of Santa Maria del Fiore,
Florence’s cathedral. Throughout his career as a priest, among the monks of Santa Maria
degli Angeli, Ficino preached the Highest Good, equating it with God and love.9 The
monastery’s library would later hold many of Ficino’s works.10 Ficino’s extant collected
works contain sermons, dialogues, letters, and commentaries dedicated to mankind’s
relationship with God, the Gospels, and to Paul’s Epistles. Indeed, one of Ficino’s last,
unfinished works was an extended commentary of Paul’s Epistle to the Romans, likely
composed in opposition to the prophecies of Giorlamo Savonarola, Dominican theocrat
of Florence at the end of the millennium.11
Ficino had translated, at least in draft form, all of Plato’s dialogues by 1468-69. In
1469 he produced a commentary on Plato’s Symposium and Philebus. After taking time
out to write On Christian Religion and Platonic Theology, Ficino returned to Plato in
8
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1474, spending the next decade revising his translations, providing them all with
epitomes, and beginning a commentary on Timaeus, Phaedrus, and Parmenides. In order
to have the release of his translations coincide with an important astrological conjunction
between Jupiter and Saturn, Ficino worked to have them published in 1484, albiet, in a
form less than satisfactory to the occassion. More pleasing to Ficino was the release in
1496 of his Commentaries on Plato, which included commentaries on Parmenides
(expanded), the Fatal Number of Book Eight of Republic, Timaeus (expanded),
Phaedrus, Ion, Philebus, and Sophist. The remainder of the dialogues continued to
receive only eptiomes. It appears that Ficino had hoped to release full commentaries on
all the dialogues, but political instablity in Florence after the expulsion of the Medici and
Ficino’s own death precluded this.12 In the 1480s, Ficino also translated the Enneads of
Plotinus, ps. Dionysius’ Divine Names and Mystical Theology, Iamblichus’ On The
Mysteries of the Egyptians, Porphyry’s On Abstinence, Proclus’ Commentary on the
Republic, Synesius’ On Dreams, Michael Psellos’ On Daemons, and a number of other
Platonic classics.13 Ficino’s translation of the Enneads were printed in 1492, the
unfortunate year of Lorenzo de’ Medici’s death.14
Ficino’s translation project had deep roots in Italian, and especially Florentine,
political and intellectual history. Unlike the Byzantine and Ottoman Empires across the
Mediterranean, medieval Europe possessed relatively little in the way of unmediated
access to Platonic texts. Rare theologians such as the ninth-century theologian John
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Scotus Eriugena could read directly from the sixth-century Syrian Christian Platonist
psuedo-Dionysius the Areopagite. For the most part, Platonism existed in Latin
translations, such as William of Moerbeke’s version of Plato’s Timaeus, or in the
translations of paraphrases of Plotinus and Proclus taken from Arabic texts, misattributed
to Aristotle.15 These works provided a Platonic substructure to the ostensibly Aristotelian
scholasticism of Aquinas and his fellows.16 Petrarch, the influential fourteenth-century
philologist, moral encyclopedist, and poet, while a secretary at Avignon, attempted to
learn Greek from an Byzantine ambassador named Barlaam of Calabria, but the lessons
did not stick, and the knowledge was not disseminated. Petrarch had hoped to read Plato
in the original.17 Cicero and the other Roman classical rhetoricians, as well as Augustine,
had praised Plato for the manner in which he had melded eloquence with wisdom.
Inspired by Petrarch and lamenting the loss of Plato in Italy, educated politicians and
ecclesiastics worked to cultivate a knowledge of Greek.
Such studies developed slowly in Florence but then—in Ficino’s day—
proliferated widely, particularly with respect to Plato. The story begins at the end of the
Trecento, when the Ottoman Empire began its encroach on the not-yet-fallen Byzantine
capital of Constantinople. Ambassador Manuel Chrysoloras (1355-1415), seeking aid
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from the Venetian Empire against the Ottomans, was invited to Florence by chancellor
Coluccio Salutati (1331-1406), an admirer of Petrarch’s cultural project.18 The chancellor
contracted Chrysoloras to teach Greek. The ambassador’s students included Leonardo
Bruni (1369-1444) and Guarino da Verona (1370-1460). Bruni, future chief secretary to
the papacy and twice chancellor of Florence, would use that training to produce a version
Basil of Caesarea’s To The Younger Generation on Making Good Use of Greek
Literature and a handful of Plato’s dialogues, including Phaedo and Republic. Guarino
would, for his part, hone his skills in Constantinople and then set up as an itinerant master
of boys, instructing elites in Ferrara and Venice, along the way producing an important
pedagogical treatise.19 Shortly after Chrysoloras’ departure, Ambrogio Traversari (13861439), prior of Santa Maria degli Angeli, and then general of the Camaldolese Order,
taught himself Greek, using the ambassador’s influential Greek grammar.20 With this
skill, and with the aid of a Byzantine refugee named Demetrio Scarano, Traversari
produced Latin translations of many works of the fourth-century Greek Fathers, including
those of John Chrysostom, Athanasius of Alexandria, and Basil. He also, in 1433,
produced the above-mentioned translation of Laertius’ Lives and Opinions of the Eminent
Philosophers, and finished translating the complete works of ps. Dionysius in 1436.21
Traversari would serve until his death as official translator of Greek documents during
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the Council of Florence (1438-1439).22 The Council had been convened in order to heal
the Great Schism between Latin Catholicism and Greek Orthodoxy, and to bolster the
political authority of the beleaguered papacy of the Venetian Eugenius IV (r. 1431-1447).
This council provided the material and hermeneutic conditions for Ficino’s Platonic
revival.
The Council of Florence provided Ficino with a book and a way of reading.
During the Council, the international banker and political boss of Florence, Cosimo de’
Medici (1389-1464), received a copy of the complete works of Plato in Greek from a
Byzantine legate named Gemistos Pletho (1355-1452), an enthusiastic Platonist.23 Pletho,
drawing on a long Platonic tradition, argued for and contributed a manuscript regarding
the superiority of Plato’s ontology over that of Aristotle’s. 24 This action kicked off a
lively debate regarding the relative authority of one philosophy over the other which
would persist during and after Ficino’s lifetime.25 When the Council had finished, ending
in political agreement but very little in the way of political effect, interest in Greek
continued to grow in Florence. Sometime in the early 1460s, Cosimo even received a
copy of the Greek Hermetica from Lorenzo da Pistoia.26 The Hermetica were a collection
of fourteen late-antique Egyptian, Platonic dialogues attributed to the mythical Hermes
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Trismegistus, supposed progenitor of an ancient philosophic theological tradition. 27
Cosimo’s Plato and Hermetica provided the material conditions for Ficino’s Platonic
revival.
Scholars have cited Byzantine refugee John Argyropoulos (1415-1487) as the
direct inspiration for Ficino’s project.28 Argyropoulos received a lectureship at the
University of Florence in 1456-7, holding it for ten years, teaching Greek language,
literature, and philosophy. The idea was that Argyropoulos’ curriculum represented a
systematic presentation of Greek Platonism, moving from logic and dialectic to ethics,
natural philosophy, mathematics, and then metaphysics. The Greek pedagogue was not a
Platonic enthusiast, but nonetheless addressed Platonism in a manner that influenced
Ficino’s later approach to the subject.29 However, in attempting to correct the
overestimation of the influence of Greek intellectual culture on Italian education and
politics, John Monfasani notes that Greek migrants, themselves relatively rare, tended to
teach Latin and to focus on Aristotelian philosophy.30 Furthermore, they tended to be
poorly treated. Indeed, many Greek migrants, such as Argyropoulos, ended their life
either penniless or outside of Italy. Those Greeks who succeeded in producing a lasting
contribution to the recovery and emulation of antiquity had been converts to
Catholicism.31 James Hankins posits that one such convert, the future Catholic cardinal
Basilios Bessarion (1403-1472), a student of Pletho, was most decisive in Ficino’s
27
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intellectual development. Drawing on ancient and medieval commentaries, Bessarion
offered a new method of interpreting Plato’s dialogues. Using this method, Italian
intellectuals could treat Plato’s dialogues as holy writ. 32 When Cosimo gifted the works
of Plato and the Hermetica, as well as a villa at Careggi, to the precocious and
enthusiastic Ficino in 1463, the necessary material and hermeneutic conditions for a
Platonic revival had been met.
There has been some debate about the nature of Ficino’s Platonic revival,
particularly over the existence of the Platonic Academy of Florence. Scholars generally
agree that the term Academy does not refer to a real school located at Careggi. Rather the
term should be taken metaphorically to refer to an informal association of learned elite
enthusiasts centred around Ficino, who acted for them in a manner analogous to a lateantique holy man.33 This Academy existed largely in conversations, dinner parties,
orations, and letters.34 If Ficino’s Platonism flattered the vanity of the Medici, who
fancied themselves as philosopher kings, and provided a rhetorical legitimacy to their
largely illegitimate control of Florence, it does not follow—as some had asserted—that
Ficinian Platonism marks a quietest turn in Florentine intellectual culture. 35 Platonism
was not the opiate of the reggimento, keeping elite families from retaining control of
Florentine government. A web of favours and loans issuing out from the Medici faction

32
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accomplished that.36 Nearly everyone, including Ficino, owed the Medici their continued
position in Florentine life.37 Indeed, Platonism would not enter into the mainstream of
Italian intellectual culture until well after Ficino’s death. 38
So, if Ficino was not a significant player in Florentine politics—indeed, if he was
merely a pawn among pawns—what is the importance of the apparatus to which this
dissertation alludes? What good does it do us to describe its origins, characteristics, and
functionality? First, let us explain what an apparatus is. The term, a translation of the
French dispositif, is borrowed from the writings of Michel Foucault. The twentiethcentury philosopher developed the notion of an apparatus in order to study the links
between intradiscursive, interdiscursive, and extradiscursive relations in human
experience. His three methods of approaching historical experience corresponded to these
three types of relation; epistemology looked at the statements that make knowledge
possible—whether scientific, economic, or historical; archaeology examined the
relationships between fields of knowledge; and genealogy unearthed the dependencies
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between fields of knowledge and power.39 This last category of relations, the
extradiscursive, regards methods of subjectification, the processes of subject-formation.
According to the analysis of Gilles Deleuze, Foucault did “not write a history of
subjects but of processes of subjectivation, governed by the folding operating in the
ontological as much as the social field.”40 ‘Subjectivation’ is “created by folding.” There
are four foldings involved in the production of the subject. The first involves the material
part of ourselves, the body and its desires; the second involves the relation between
forces, those elements of human living that bend back to establish the characteristics of
the relation to oneself; the third is the fold of knowledge; and the fourth is “the fold of the
outside itself,” the unattainable aims of life, such as immortality or salvation.41 Apparatus
was the name given to the mechanisms behind these foldings, recognized through the
study of epistemology, archaeology, and genealogy. Isolating the characteristics and
functionality of an apparatus revealed an important element of the history of how humans
established their relation to their selves and why human subjects emerged as they did
under certain configurations of knowledge and power, enabling that configuration, giving
it substantial existence.
Giorgio Agamben, an equally de rigueur contemporary Italian philosopher,
defines an apparatus as “that in which, and through which, one realizes a pure activity of
governance devoid of any foundation in being…(they) imply a process of

39
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subjectification, that is to say, they must produce their subject.” 42 Putting it in plainer
language, Agamben writes that an apparatus is “literally anything that has in some way
the capacity to capture, orient, intercept, model, control, or secure gestures, behaviours,
opinions, and discourses of living beings.” 43 There are apparatus and there are living
beings. A human subject, beyond bare life, results from the relationship between life and
apparatus, and from the fight between the two.44 One particular apparatus, that of
oikonomia, described and analyzed in Agamben’s most recent works, is of particular
relevance to the study of Marsilio Ficino. Agamben not only demonstrates that the term
dispositif derives etymologically from oikonomia, but that the concept became “the
apparatus through which the Trinitarian dogma and the idea of divine providential
governance of the world were introduced into the Christian faith.”45 This insight is central
to Agamben’s theological genealogy of economy.
In The Kingdom and the Glory, Agamben argues that the early Christian
conception of oikonomia, beginning in Aristotle’s Metaphysics, and migrating into the
writings of the late-second-century Christian, Clement of Alexandria, serves as the
original paradigm for thinking about economy and government in the modern era.46 The
paradigm, also referred to as a diagram, is another notion that Agamben borrows from
Foucault. The notion is based on the assumption that technology is “social before it is
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technical.”47 Deleuze writes that a paradigm is an abstract machine, “a map of relations
between forces, a map of destiny, or intensity, which proceeds by primary nonlocalizable relations and at every moment passes through every point.”48 Agamben, for
his part, when discussing the great differences between the Kuhnian and Foucauldian
notion of paradigms, explains that the paradigm is more than a model for how to practice
normal science, but an exemplum, “which allows statements and discursive practices to
be gathered into a new intelligible ensemble and in a new problematic context.” 49
Agamben treats archaeology as the “deconstructing of paradigms, techniques, and
practices.” It is the study of a perpetual moment of arising that is “objective and
subjective at the same time and is indeed situated on a threshold of undecidability
between object and subject.”50 Tracking this paradigm of oikonomia in its theological and
juridical contexts, Agamben explains how the apparatus of order and providence-fate
work within oikonomia to suture together the transcendent and eminent nature of
Aristotle’s Good, between the unmoved mover and the world its moves, between
kingdom and government.51
This dissertation will argue 1) that an apparatus know thyself exists in history; 2)
that Ficino’s version of know thyself was, like all apparatus, not only a “machine that
produces subjectifications,” but that it is also “a machine of governance;” and 3) that the
government resulting from know thyself participates in oikonomia, particularly in its use
of order and providence-fate. Know thyself is a machine through which one captures,
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orients, calibrates, and forms the minds and bodies of living beings in order to produce a
pastoral government organized according to a theological economy. Where this
dissertation differs from Foucault and Agamben is its insistence that context matters. This
book is not a simple examination of the relations between statements without relation to a
subject (as if such a thing were easy in itself!); it is a book about the specific form of a
specific apparatus. Ficino’s know thyself, although part of a long tradition, emerged from
the intellectual, material, and social context of Florence, reflecting and responding to its
particular habits and tendencies.
Such an examination of the Latin writings of Marsilio Ficino, one that posits that
they possessed an active political function are rare.52 Generally speaking there are three
streams of historical inquiry regarding Marsilio Ficino. The first concerns his
metaphysics, the second his Platonic revival, and the third his theorization of magic.
These streams overlap often, resulting in a historiography that tacks along the winds of
traditional intellectual history—What did Ficino think? What were the antecedents of that
thought? Who read Ficino’s works? Who was influenced by them? When? Where? Why?
We can trace the beginnings of this approach to a half-century period between 1920 and
the turn toward social history in the 1970s. During that period, Ficino’s Latin writings
held a prominent position in the historiography of the Italian Renaissance as the so-called
birthplace of modern European man. Prior to that period Ficino was, at best, a side note;
after that period he became a cottage industry.
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Karl Hagan’s Germany’s Religious and Literary Relations in the Age of the
Reformation (1841-1843), which sought to analyze the intellectual and social trends of
medieval Germany oppositional to Catholicism, depicted Petrarch and Ficino as weak
men who, in their continued denial of the objective world, sympathized with the Church
beyond its expiry date.53 Ficino fared little better in Jacob Burckhardt’s The Civilization
of the Renaissance in Italy (1860), receiving only passing recognition in a discussion of
Medicean artistic patronage.54 It would take a Neo-Kantian emphasis among historians
regarding the unity of the interiority of human existence to move Ficino to centre stage.
Ficino’s Platonic revival, in the hands of historians such as Ernst Cassirer and Eugenio
Garin, became evidence of a new objectivity and consciousness of the cosmos in the
Italian Renaissance.
Interestingly, this shift was inspired partly by the work of an art historian
addressing the subject of religion. Henry Thode’s Michelangelo and the End of the
Renaissance (1903) brought Ficino to positive attention. Seeking, like Burckhardt, to
demonstrate the kinship of art, religion, and civilization, Thode argued that Ficino’s
Platonic revival expressed a perfected form of Franciscan spirituality. Like the thirteenthcentury founder of the Franciscan order, Ficino conceived of a fusion of humanity and
divinity, providing the artists of the Italian Renaissance with a subtle perception of
reality, enhancing their creativity.55 Cassirer, the early-twentieth-century philosopher of
symbolic cultural forms, in his The Individual and the Cosmos in Renaissance
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Philosophy (1927), argued that, while Thode was correct in noting the high spiritualism
of the medieval era as an impetus to embrace the natural world, it was only through the
logic of mathematics that fifteenth-century intellectuals could raise themselves “above
the sphere of mystical feeling into that of intellectual vision.”56 The Renaissance, for
Cassirer, marked a transition from dogmatic medieval theology to a free-willed empirical
investigation of particulars. Ficino’s writings on astrology and magic served as a vehicle
for this transformation.57 Because Ficino equated the human soul with the totality of
existence, making the soul the subject of all knowledge, his doctrine of love and his
conceptualization of natural magic raised and intensified the awareness of the individual
ego among educated Italians.58 “The Ego can face the infinite cosmos inasmuch as it
finds within itself the principles by which it knows that the cosmos is infinite.”59 From
this intuitive, self-conscious understanding of the cosmos, Italian Renaissance
intellectuals took up old Aristotelian problems, such as the nature of motion, in new,
empirically-minded ways. The result, over time, was a new understanding of cosmology,
such as that found in Galileo.
Eugenio Garin, a mid-twentieth-century historian of Renaissance intellectual
culture, modified the interpretation of Cassirer. In Science and Civic Life in the Italian
Renaissance (1965), he argued that modern science owed its genesis to the project of
civic renewal directed by Italian humanism. Garin arrived at this conclusion through a
complex methodology underpinned by two important assumptions. The first was that
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human thought is not encapsulated solely in the organized form of analysis and deduction
called philosophy, but manifested equally in literature, poetry, science, and magic. The
world of man expresses itself through numerous symbolic forms, but in the period
referred to as the Renaissance, the primary symbolic medium was that of Mediterranean
antiquity.60 The second assumption was that symbolic forms play different roles under
different socio-political circumstances. Therefore, in order to arrive at an accurate history
of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian life, the historian needed to situate specific its
symbolic forms in their precise conditions. According to Garin, Ficino’s formulation of
natural magic, based upon ancient Greek sources, provided a new language for the
discussion of medieval problems of causation. Taken up by the sixteenth-century empiric
Giambattista della Porta, the English jurist Francis Bacon, and many others, magic
provided a technique for interacting with and controlling the newly rediscovered natural
world.61
The popularity of the Neo-Kantian approach to Marsilio Ficino lost popularity
among academics shortly after the German philosopher-turned-historian Paul Oskar
Kristeller gained prominence in mid-twentieth-century Anglophone scholarship. This is
ironic, given Kristeller’s own intellectual convictions. Like Plato and Kant before him,
Kristeller believed that philosophy dealt with real metaphysical beings. He asserted
plainly that “philosophical thought has its own distinctive core which ought to be always
considered on its own terms.”62 However, unlike Cassirer, Kristeller did not extend his
metaphysical belief to the study of history; he considered himself “a realist in
60
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metaphysics”, but “a thorough nominalist in reference to several terms employed in
historical discourse.”63 For instance, about the term ‘humanism’, Kristeller asserted that it
“as a whole cannot be identified with a particular set of opinions or convictions, but is
rather characterized by a cultural ideal and a range of scholarly, literary, and intellectual
interests that the individual humanist was able to combine with a variety of professional,
philosophical, or theological convictions.”64 Kristeller emphasized that Renaissance
classicists were heirs of the medieval ars dictaminis tradition—they were teachers,
grammarians, and administrative personnel, not philosophers in the proper sense.65
Indeed, their writings largely eschewed metaphysical speculation in favour of stylistic,
classicized exhortations and examinations of morality and ethics. 66 Their contribution to
Western civilization was indirect, not revolutionary. First of all, they developed an
influential approach to pedagogy that focused upon the classics of Greek and Latin
antiquity.67 Secondly, their revival of various streams of ancient and late-antique thought
within a world of religious controversy led to their close examination, seeding sixteenthand seventeenth-century Europe with a number of core ideas that bore fruit in the
Enlightenment.68 Under the guidance of Kristeller, later historians of Marsilio Ficino,
rather than using Ficino’s writings to present contesting grand narratives, would focus
upon more precise questions regarding Ficino’s metaphysics and source material.
63
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In one of his first books, The Philosophy of Marsilio Ficino (1938), Kristeller
drew on his training as a phenomenologist to isolate the ontological starting points of
Ficino’s philosophical system as presented in the Platonic Theology—his theories of
causality, of idolum, of passive potentiality, and of primum in aliquo genere. “From these
basic doctrines (the historian) can reconstruct their various speculative doctrines and even
the traditional postulates with which they are combined, and so arrive in the end at the
formal structure of the system as the author actually expounds it.” 69 Moving from an
understanding of the function, order, and character of being in Ficino’s worldview,
Kristeller explored Ficino’s metaphysical understanding of cosmology, knowledge, and
existence, as well as some of the consequences that those things had on Ficino’s
conception of humanity, love, prophecy, magic, salvation, and dialectic.70 This detailed
and comprehensive analysis provided the starting point for all later studies of Marsilio
Ficino’s metaphysics.
In addition to this rationalist evaluation of Ficino’s thought, Kristeller collected,
collated, and edited many Ficinian texts, such as the two-volume folio facsimile of
Ficino’s Opera Omnia71 and a two-volume Supplementum Ficinianum, which collects
letters and short treatises not included in Ficino’s complete works. The Supplementum
also includes valuable biographical material regarding Ficino’s interlocutors. 72
Furthermore, Kristeller produced a regular stream of scholarship regarding the sources of
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Ficino’s thought, his early life, and his literary pursuits. 73 For the most part, however,
despite the man’s prodigious output and varied interests, Kristeller largely passed over
the less-rational, more-esoteric aspects of his favourite subject’s worldview. 74 Perhaps it
is for that reason, and because Kristeller’s explication of Ficino’s central metaphysic met
such a high standard, that scholars have focused on less comprehensive themes like
magic, astrology, and medicine in the writings of Marsilio Ficino.
First among historians in this regard is Michael J. B. Allen. He has provided
complete translations of a significant number of Ficino’s Platonic commentaries and
(with James Hankins) Ficino’s Platonic Theology. 75 Furthermore, since the mid-1970s,
Allen has addressed a host of themes and concepts in the writings of Marsilio Ficino. He
has evaluated the status of angels in Ficino’s metaphysical scheme, revealing their
relative ontological and epistemological weakness in relation to the human soul;
suggested in the thorough-yet-speculative manner of Natalie Zemon Davis that Ficino’s
consciously emulated the purposefully obtuse Lecture on the Good of Plato;
demonstrated the precise role of love in Ficino’s cosmogony; determined the degree of
influence that late-antique Neoplatonic thinkers had on Ficino’s commentary on
Phaedrus and on his ontology of five substances; disproved previous scholarly assertions
regarding Ficino’s Arianism and Hermeticism; and explored how Ficino interpreted
73
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Plato’s Timaeus and the stories of a magical summoning contained in the biography of
Plotinus.76 Furthermore, he has produced a monograph regarding Ficino’s idea of the
ancient theological tradition, the personage of Socrates, and the dialectic methodology of
the Neoplatonists, especially of Plotinus.77 In the last fifteen years alone, Allen has taken
up the role of Pythagorean mathematics in Ficino’s conception of the soul and explored
Ficino’s understanding of the relationship between words and things, the nature of
resurrection, and the knowability of God. 78
Next in influence to Kristeller, although perhaps with less scholarly justification,
has been the work of Dame Frances Yates. Her Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic
Tradition (1964) and The Art of Memory (1966) collectively sparked a controversy (in a
way that Eugenio Garin’s works did not) regarding the causal relationship between the
histories of magic and science. Yates suggested in her works that the ethos of natural
magic, the act of isolating the occult powers of natural objects in order to take practical
advantage of them, ultimately derived from Ficino’s translation of the Hermetica.
Ficino’s Hermetic magic inspired natural philosophers such as Francis Bacon, thereby
inaugurating an important moment in the Scientific Revolution.79 Yates’ suggestion was
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met by historians of science with little enthusiasm.80 Among historians of Renaissance
intellectual culture, however, it inspired a series of close studies concerning Renaissance
magical practice, especially that of Marsilio Ficino. These studies would lean heavily on
the work of English historian of the occult Daniel Pickering Walker, just as Yates’ work
had.
D.P. Walker’s Spiritual and Demonic Magic: From Ficino to Campanella (1958),
which had predated Yates’ work, elaborated the origin, content, and influence of Ficino’s
conception of natural magic in Italy up until the sixteenth century. The work emphasized
the connection between medicine, music, and magical practice in Ficino’s writings. 81
Walker found that, while the Hermetica indeed had a decisive influence as Yates would
later claim, Ficino also drew upon the thought of Plotinus, Porphyry, Iamblichus, and
Proclus in his development of astral magic, that is, the use of natural objects in order to
derive benefit from their occult, astrologically beneficial powers. 82 Historians of
Renaissance intellectual life would eventually do away with Yates’ emphasis on the
Hermetica, moving closer and closer to Walker’s original evaluation while illustrating the
influence of medieval scholasticism and natural history.
Brian Copenhaver has especially helped us to see the philosophical and natural
historical underpinnings of magic as presented in Ficino’s Three Books on Life.83 He
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situates Ficino’s understanding of astral or natural magic in its medieval scholastic
context, demonstrating that Ficino drew his distinction between manifest and occult
properties from the doctrine of substantial forms outlined in the writings of the ninthcentury Baghdadi commentator Avicenna, as well as the thirteenth-century scholastics
Albert the Great and his student Aquinas.84 Copenhaver has also demonstrated how
Plotinus’ Ennead 4.3 provided a metaphysical support for the medieval idea of occult
powers.85 And, finally, as he produced a critical edition of the Hermetica, Copenhaver
demonstrated that the supposed works of Hermes Trismegistus, being little more than
theological dramatizations, in fact played no role in providing a philosophical basis for
Ficino’s magical practice. Instead the thought of Iamblichus would have been decisive. 86
There has also been some debate about the nature of Ficino’s magical practice.
D.P. Walker had focused his attention on Ficino’s Three Books on Life, a medicalinstruction manual for scholars seeking to attain old age and retain mental health, written
in the 1480s and published in 1489. Walker argued that Ficinian magic achieved its
effects through the imaginative faculty of the brain, primarily by means of poetry, music,
and song, but also through talismans, incantations, and occult qualities. These effects
were psychological and subjective, remaining in the operator or those taking part in the
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operation. Walker claims that Ficino prefered such subjective magic because it was not
political, protecting him from accusations of heresy. 87 Hankins, however, in emphasizing
earlier texts, the epitomes to Laws and Platonic Theology, written in the 1470s, has
detected a form of transitive magic. After the example of Avicenna, Ficino argued that,
through spiritual purification, Christians could employ the natural powers of the rational
soul in a manner akin to the Biblical prophets, manifesting abilities such as telepathy,
weather control, and matter manipulation.88 Ficino did not just imagine magic as the
therapeutic use of astral forces, as Walker has claimed; his later distinction between
natural or astral and demonic magic was not a challenge to Innocent VIII, but an attempt
to obfuscate a potentially heterodox opinion.89 Gary Thomlinson, meanwhile, has called
into question Walker’s distinction between spiritual and demonic magic in Ficino’s Latin
writings, especially after 1490.90 Thomlinson claims that Ficino’s music magic “is
instead one fo the many potent sonic images created by the demonic operationg of our
imagination.”91 As such, we may say that Ficino’s magic was both subjective and
transitive, depending on the methods employed, and that subjective spiritual and demonic
magic enabled the transitive magic of the prophet.
Historians have also disagreed about the role of astrology in Ficino’s thought. 92
At issue here is the degree of determinism in Ficino’s work. Did Ficino think that humans
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had free will or that their fate was determined by the stars? Kristeller asserted that Ficino
wavered between a determinist and voluntarist view of the human will throughout his
career.93 However, Walker argued that determinism is a “dangerously anachronistic” term
to use in this context. Throughout his career, Ficino believed that man possessed a free
rational soul that could choose to do good by fulfilling the role set out for him by God
through the influence of the stars.94 Today we would call this a soft determinism. Melissa
Meriam Bullard agreed with the conclusion of Walker, but qualifies his opinion, arguing
that Ficino’s understanding of the effect of astral influences upon the human body took
on a more psychological rather than physiological character in later works such as Three
Books on Life.95 The present author finds Bullard’s argument difficult to accept, given—
as this dissertation will claim—the overwhelming role that biology plays in Ficino’s
thinking about revelation, wisdom, and reform.
Historians studying Ficino’s medical thought would appear to concur. Art
historians Raymond Kilbansky, Erwin Panofsky, and Fritz Saxl, in their Saturn and
Melancholy: Studies in the History of Natural Philosophy, Religion, and Art (1964),
placed Ficino at the centre of narrative concerning the relationship between medical
thought regarding human physiology and the status of artists. According to their
argument, Ficino took up the illness-concept of melancholia presented in the pseudo-
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Aristotelian Problemata, transforming it from a sort of bi-polar disorder or schizophrenia
to the source of religious and artistic insight.96 Admittedly, Hankins has complicated this
story, showing that melancholia was also interpreted to be a cause of atheistic
sentiment.97 In this regard then, historians have made Ficino the progenitor of both
German artist Albrecht Durer and English proto-psychologist Robert Burton.
This dissertation will emphasize a question different from those asked above.
Instead of emphasizing what Ficino thought, or from whom that thought was derived, or
who later made that thought their own, this dissertation will ask how Ficino would have
achieved the goal of an actual Platonic revival. Historians have long recognized the
experiential nature of Ficino’s project. Paul Oskar Kristeller, seeking to describe the
function, order, and character of being in Ficino’s writings, asserted that for Ficino
philosophy was “conceived as an active and living force guiding men by means of
knowledge toward their real goal. We must go back to antiquity to find such a sublime
yet concrete conception of philosophy.”98 Edgar Wind emphasized the Hellenistic nature
of Ficino’s position, noting the centrality of Plotinus in the Florentine’s interpretation of
ancient Greek sources.99 Charles Trinkaus and Michael J.B. Allen have emphasized
similarly.100 And in recent years Christopher Celenza, while continuing to recognize the
great importance of Plotinus’ thought for Ficino, asserted that Ficino’s works are better
placed in a post-Plotinian context. Ficino’s conception of theurgy and his basic ontology
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are more reminiscent of Porphyry, Iamblichus, and Proclus than they are of their great
teacher Plotinus.101
This dissertation asks how the experiential nature of Ficino’s project, if practiced,
would have resulted in political and social reform. If Kristeller sought to describe the
formal structure of Ficino’s system of thought using a handful of metaphysical concepts,
then this dissertation seeks to describe the procedural structure of Ficino’s thought. The
apparatus know thyself gives name to this procedural structure, linking the practice of
theology, philosophy, and politics into a coherent whole.
Focusing on the procedural structure of Ficino’s thought allows us to more closely
examine the era prior to Foucault’s “Cartesian moment,” when philosophical knowledge
transitioned away from spiritual. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Europeans
took up a form of thought that “asks what it is that enables the subject to have access to
the truth and which attempts to determine the conditions and limits of the subject’s access
to the truth.” This form of thought was in contra distinction to “the search, practice, and
experience through which the subject carries out the necessary transformations on
himself in order to have access to the truth.” 102 Recognizing that Descartes shared many
of the procedural elements of the prior generation of philosophers, Foucault asserts that
historians of subjectivity “will have to try to uncover the very long and slow
transformation of an apparatus of subjectivity, defined by spiritual knowledge and the
subject’s practice of truth, into this other apparatus of subjectivity which is our own.” 103
This dissertation is a contribution to the history of subjectivity, providing a
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comprehensive account of an influential thinker in the period prior to the beginning of the
transformation of spiritual knowledge into philosophical.
Should this dissertation fail to make such a contribution, it will—at the very
least—provide a robust account of philosophical practice before the writings of Jacob
Bruckner’s Historica Critica Philosophia (1740), which codified a transformation in the
field of intellectual history in Europe, narrowing the scope of philosophy, removing
natural philosophy from its purview and focusing on epistemology. 104 Christopher
Celenza notes that the “idealist, progressivist vision of the history of philosophy”
practiced by eighteenth-century historians left out periods of thought such as the “longfifteenth century in Italy.”105 During that period the philosopher was simply one who
sought wisdom. “Systematically organizing systematically coherent thought was not the
point (of the history of philosophy), finding respectable exemplars toward the end of
leading a life in search of wisdom was.”106 Quattrocento literati studied the past in order
to learn how to attain virtue, and thereby wisdom. This dissertation explains how to
philosophize in the Renaissance, how to attain virtue and how that virtue results in
wisdom and good government.
Emphasizing the political aims of philosophical practice in the Renaissance,
analyzing the apparatus know thyself, allows us to perform two other functions. The first
is to re-read the practice of magic, and the second is to revise our conception of Ficino’s
Platonic revival. This dissertation, in Foucauldian fashion, treats magic as an abstract
machine, as a biotechnology that existed before the age of technicity. The historiography
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of Ficinian magic has until now concerned itself most of all with Ficino’s sources and the
legitimacy of his magic, and very little with magic’s function in the act of philosophizing.
Magic was central to Ficino’s philosophical way of life and ideal polity. Through the
manipulation of living elements of the “corporeal machine,” Ficino believed that one
could optimize the “mechanism of cognition.”107 This procedure, which is nothing else
than the practice of magic, determined the philosopher’s relation with material existence,
setting the him in tactical relation to clothing, jewelry, shelter, and environment, not to
mention food, drink, and medicine. Through gestures, adornment, and ingestion, the
practitioner of magic used the living spirit of the world machine to regulate and maintain
his biological constitution. Michael Baily notes that magic “is far more often studied in
terms how it is understood and reacted to, mostly through prohibitions, than in terms of
how it is enacted.”108 The body can be treated as a “locus of interaction… as a critical
interface for ‘magic’.”109 In Ficino’s Latin writings, and the apparatus contained within,
magic was the primary mechanism for producing wisdom and government. It sorted and
contained and regulated bodies and minds according to the will of providence and fate,
producing order, a divine economy.
With this in mind, historians ought to reconsider their general opinion of Ficino
and his Platonic revival. Ficino was neither an opportunist nor a benign spiritual director.
It would be enough to reveal that the political goal of know thyself was not only a
repressive pastoral government in which subjects knew and adhered to their
astrologically-assigned roles, women were confined and sanitized, homosexuals
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repressed, and children indoctrinated; in which philosophically-inclined priests surveilled
and worked to keep their penurious, laboured parish under the thumb of an inner jury.
But Ficino’s political goals also included a medieval Christian Islamophobia. Indeed, as
this dissertation will highlight, Ficino’s ideal polity is one capable of defending itself
from, or even overcoming through crusade, the encroaching, ‘heretical’ Ottoman Empire.
Chapter Two of this dissertation introduces readers to the author of its subject matter.
Who is Marsilio Ficino of Florence and why did he attempt to revive Platonism in a latemedieval, Christian context? The simple answer is that many authors considered Plato to
have been a wise man. He had been part of a continuum of ancient theologians and
philosophers such as Zoroaster and Pythagoras. In Ficino’s opinion, Italy’s grammar
school curricula encouraged pride while its universities denied the existence of
Providence and the immortal soul. Ficino’s contemporaries looked to the ancients as
models not only of thought but of behaviour. As such it was natural for Ficino to attempt,
along with this pedagogical reform effort, to imitate and emulate the ways of life
characteristic of the Platonists. Reviving Platonism was Ficino’s method of countering
these trends, returning wisdom to Italian intellectual life. Moreover, Italy was threatened
by the heretical forces of the Ottoman Empire at the very moment when its religious
leaders seemed most immoral. Platonism would provide the clergy with a method of
reforming itself so that it could ward off its material adversaries.
Chapter Three offers a brief history of the apparatus know thyself. It focuses its
attention on the writings of Plato, Plotinus, Iamblichus, Evagrius of Pontus, John
Climacus, Cicero, Pico della Mirandola, and Francesco Patrizi. Ficino constructed his
know thyself from elements taken from the Platonic, monastic, and Ciceronian traditions.
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A bodily and psychic practice developed in ancient Athens, designed to create an ideal
ruler, transformed over time into a practice that denied politics and society in total,
focusing its attention instead on the attacks of supernatural forces. Ficino retained the
practices and objectives of the Platonists, following a way of life aimed at spiritual
ascension and poltical wisdom, but added the daemonic combat of the Egyptian
monastics. Ficino’s know thyself was a method of fasting and prayer designed to
overcome daemonic assaults. Under ideal conditions, it would forge a prophet capable of
advising society, leading it—as Cicero writes—into charity and religio.
Chapter Four concerns itself with the religious aspect of Ficino’s know thyself. Ficino
placed the quality of religio at the centre of all human sociality. Know thyself was, in the
final analysis, a machine designed to teach mankind how to recognize God within itself.
This self-recognition was religio. For Ficino, the concept possessed a specific theological
connotation that positioned Christians against Muslims. It required a method of
subjectification called sanctity, and the protection of the theological virtues of faith, hope,
and charity. These virtues allowed Christians to overcome the influence of evil daemons.
Platonism taught Christians an effective method of calling down the powers of angels and
warding off daemons. As such, Platonism aided Christians in their quest for revelation.
Chapter Five is the first of a two-part discussion. It focuses on the philosophical
aspect of know thyself. This aspect included a bevy of disciplinary technologies, bodily
practices, magical theories, and meditations. Correct education, fasting, and prayer—the
actions of sanctity—exorcised evil daemons from the body, restoring it to its correct
biological configuration. This chapter elaborates a form of education and worship that is
also a form of biotechnological combat against daemons. Ficino’s know thyself was a
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process of subjectification which used the angelic powers of a living cosmos to attain
wisdom, that is, the capacity for right governance.
Chapter Six seeks to describe political aspect of Ficino’s know thyself, the
functionality of Ficino’s ideal polity. Once a prophet emerges from the religious and
philosophical aspects of know thyself, what sort of city-state does he design? Why? How
does he go about building it? I want to show that the answer to these questions is: know
thyself. The prophet, free of daemonic influence, and given power to command, will
restructure society by subjectifying each individual according to their astrologicallydetermined biological constitution. From childhood, citizens will be trained in the
discipline of mind-body separation, so that they understand their ontologically assigned
duty on Earth. Those who fail to turn themselves into subjects will be made to turn.
Central to the analysis of this ideal polity are the concepts of duty, harmony, friendship,
and justice. Each of these terms reflect elements of a cosmogenic legal structure
embedded in the metaphysical underpinnings of know thyself. Ficino wished to use his
apparatus to reform society according to the dictates of Providence itself.
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Chapter 2
Ficino
Asking why Ficino constructed an apparatus know thyself will help us begin to
understand how it would have worked. Nearly every aspect of Ficino’s education and
context contributed to his decision to become a Platonist. Classical literature and
Christian monasticism were the primary reasons. The classics taught Ficino that peace
comes when citizens are calm and generous and wise. History was full of Roman and
Greek examples to follow in this regard. Christianity taught Ficino that peace was found
in God. Platonism was the force that held these two attitudes in suspended relation.
Ficino viewed the Platonists of history as men who reformed citizens through the
emanating power of God in the world. In Ficino’s opinion, Christians too could and ought
to reform their citizenry, aligning their behaviour and love toward God. If Ficino did not
use the wisdom and justice of the Platonists to heal Christianity, not only would Christian
citizens be conditioned and deceived into denying the immortality of the soul or God’s
lawful cosmic design, but they would never achieve peace in the world, never forget
injury and drive the forces of heresy and ignorance back into the darkness among the evil
daemons.
Ficino, like all university-trained men of his age, was familiar with Aristotelian
scholasticism and steeped in the Latin classics. Ficino’s teachers included Francesco de
Castiglione, a theologian fluent in Greek; Lorenzo Pisano (1391-1465), an Augustinian
canon; and Niccolo Tignosi da Foligno (1402-1474), an Aristotelian philosopher and
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physician.110 There has been debate as to the influence of Tignosi on Ficino, especially
with respect to the latter’s enthusiasm for the thirteenth-century Dominican theologian
Thomas Aquinas. What is certain is that Aquinas’ Summa Contra Gentiles cast a long
shadow over Ficino’s Platonic Theology.111 Ficino’s medical training imparted him with
a working familiarity with Galenic medical theory and practice. Meanwhile, Pisano
seems to have taught Ficino to believe that philosophy could reveal to its practitioner the
inner working of the cosmos and the charity or love unity all things. 112 In grammar
school, Ficino would have read and even memorized the works of Cicero, Seneca, Virgil,
Ovid, and Macrobius.113 On his own, Ficino read from Apuleius and—most
significantly—the freshly recovered Latin poem of Lucretius, On The Nature of Things.
Reading from Ambrogio Traversari’s translation of The Lives of the Most Eminent
Philosophers, produced in 1433, Ficino was at first smitten with Epicurus and
Epicureanism. However, a spiritual crisis of the 1450s inspired Ficino to reject the
materialist doctrine.114 Ficino, once in possession of Greek, also read the Enneads of
Plotinus. The young scholar’s commonplace book contains passages from Phaedo,
Timaeus, Phaedrus, and the fourth Ennead.115 Cosimo’s gift of the complete works of
Plato and of the Careggi villa were given to a man already approaching expertise in
Platonic philosophy.
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In addition to Platonism, Ficino would, as mentioned, share a special affinity with
the Camaldolese monks of Santa Maria degli Angeli, visiting its library and lecture room
often. The Camaldolese were respected members of the Florentine political and
intellectual culture. The monks were entrusted with the records of tax assessments. Legal
statutes report that the Camaldolese were “religious and honest,” and that their
involvement contributed to the accuracy of the assessments.116 Paulo Orlandini, prior of
the urban monastery in Ficino’s lifetime, would be an enthusiastic supporter of the
Platonic revival.117 The monastery would later house Ficino’s translations of Plato,
Plotinus, the Hermetica, Iamblichus’ On The Egyptian Mysteries; and copies of Ficino’s
On Christian Religion, Platonic Theology, Three Books on Life, and various
commentaries.118
Thanks to Traversari’s dedication to patristics, the library contained manuscript
copies of letters, treatises, and Biblical commentaries written by Basil, Eusebius,
Chrysostom, Gregory Nazianzen, Augustine, Lactantius, Athanasius, Ephrem, and
Cassian.119 The Ladder of Divine Ascent, written by the sixth-century monastic John
Climacus, was especially influential to the spiritual character of Santa Maria degli
Angeli.120 The library also included works of influential Jewish authors Josephus and
Philo of Alexandria, and the Byzantine monastic Manuel Kalakos. 121 Ficino made
particular use of the complete work of ps. Dionysius and of a Latin translation of the
sixth-century Christian Platonic Aeneas of Gaza’s Theophrastus or On The Immortality
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of the Soul. Indeed, Ficino copied Theophrastus for his own library in 1456, perhaps
during his period of spiritual crisis.122 Given that Ficino made such use of Aeneus of
Gaza, the Corpus Dionysium, and Laertius’ The Lives of the Most Eminent Philosophers,
each a product of Santa Maria degli Angeli, it stands to reason that Ficino read other
works from that library as well. What is clear is that Ficino would share the approach to
ancient literature taken by the then-deceased Traversari. Looking to Chrysostom and
Gregory Nazianzen, and touched by Ephrem the Syrian, Traversari sought to encourage
his Florentine and Venetian audience to emulate the ancient Christian saints. This
“ethico-spiritual” approach echoed Plato’s call to meditate on death—recognizing one’s
spiritual condition, examining the conscience, and striving for virtue. 123
One of Ficino’s chief guides in the study of Platonism was Augustine of Hippo
(354-430), an author likewise steeped in Christianity, classical studies, and Platonism.124
In his City of God, Augustine remarked that “If Plato says that the wise man is the man
who imitates, knows and loves this God, and that participation in this God brings man
happiness, what need is there to examine other philosophers? There is none who are
nearer to (Christians) than Platonists.”125 According to Augustine, philosophical
speculation of the Platonic sort could bring genuine spiritual insight concerning God and
the cosmos.126 But even without Augustine’s endorsement, there were many reasons to
take an interest in Plato’s dialogues. Latin classics, such as Quintillian, wrote of Plato’s
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eloquence and wisdom.127 Having turned to the study of various philosophical schools
and read from the Church Fathers, Ficino—by 1463 at least—had found all but the
Platonists wanting.
Contemporary ways of reading Plato and of thinking about the history of Platonic
thought encouraged Ficino in his effort to imitate, know, and love God. Chrysoloras not
only introduced academic Greek, but also Greek methods of translation. Prior to
Chrysoloras, translations of Greek works had been word-for-word, producing jilted if
technically accurate Latin editions. Quattrocento scholars emphasized instead the literary
merits of their objects.128 As Bruni began the process of translating the extant dialogues
of Plato from Greek into Latin using Greek methods, however, he discovered that many
aspects of Platonism were difficult to reconcile with Florentine intellectual culture and its
Christian dogma; Plato’s dialogues at points highlight Athenian homosexuality, describe
the transmigration of souls, devalue rhetoric over philosophy, and argue for the
communal ownership of wives and children.129 Faced with these difficulties, early
translators of Plato’s works felt it necessary to subtly alter terminology, exclude abrasive
passages, or provide leading marginalia and commentary. 130 It was not until Cardinal
Bessarion, as mentioned earlier, introduced the traditional Neoplatonic method of
interpreting the dialogues that Renaissance Christians could fully embrace Plato’s
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writings in their original Greek. For Ficino, each word and image in the dialogues held
below its surface a deeper, more profound meaning.
We see evidence of this method in Ficino’s Commentary on Phaedrus, where
Phaedrus is said to talk “about love for beauty’s sake.” Ficino writes that, despite the fact
that Lysias’ speech is oratorical rather than argumentative, seeming to prize sophistry
over reason, it nevertheless pertains to the divine; “beauty pertains to the intelligence, to
sight, and to hearing. Consequently, in dealing with the beauty of rational souls and of
divinities and likewise with the beauty of a body, Plato is correct to discuss the beauty of
speech.”131 What Plato wrote and what he meant, according to Ficino, were not always
the same; one needed to attain wisdom to discern the difference.132 Here in Phaedrus a
speech about beauty was in fact an affirmation of the primacy of intellect, sight, and
hearing in the life of the soul. Each aspect of the dialogue’s setting and persona
comprised a semiological code; “the description of the spot stands allegorically for the
Academy; the plane tree for Plato; the angus castus bush for the chastity of Platonic and
Socratic love; the fountain for the overflowing of the wisdom to be shared; and the rest of
the embellishments stands for the oratorical and poetic flowers with which Plato’s
Academy abounds.” 133 This Greek Neoplatonic way of reading extended to all of Plato’s
works. In his On the Life of Plato, Ficino informs us that:
“(Plato) wrote a book, Euthyphro, on sanctity; he wrote The Apologia of
Socrates; Crito, on what Crito discussed with Socrates in prison; Phaedo,
on the immortality of the soul; Cratylus, on the proper consideration of
names; Theaetetus, on knowledge; The Sophist, on being; The Statesman,
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on government; Parmenides, on the single origin of all things; Philebus,
on the highest good; The Symposium, on love; Phaedrus, on beauty;
Alcibiades I, on the nature of man; Alcibiades II, on prayer; Hipparchus,
on the desire for gain, Amatores, on philosophy; Theages, on wisdom;
Charmides, on temperance; Laches, on courage; Lysis, on friendship; the
refutative dialogue Euthydemus; Protagoras, on ethics; Gorgias, on
rhetoric; Meno, on virtue; Hippias Maior, on beauty; Hippias Minor, on
falsehood; Menexenus, on ancient Attica; ten books on The Republic;
Timaeus, on the nature of the cosmos; Critias, on ancient Attica; Minos,
on law; twelve books on The Laws; Epinomis, called The Philosopher and
thirteen Letters. “134
Of these works, only the Letters, The Laws, and Epinomis contained Plato’s complete
and unveiled thoughts. The other dialogues were “to be taken as probable.”135 Ficino’s
reform program, the apparatus know thyself, is in many ways a machine built from the
supposed topics of Plato’s dialogues. Ficino’s God is a single unity equal to the highest
good. Sanctity provides knowledge of the highest good and the nature of man. Man is an
immortal soul. One acquires sanctity from the love of beauty, that is, from philosophy
and from prayer. Philosophy and prayer train the body and mind in wisdom, temperance,
courage, and the law of friendship. Such a body and mind may access divine law, using it
to reform a republic.
Ficino’s understanding of history helped to shape his beliefs. To Ficino and many
of his contemporaries, the philosophy of Plato was part of an ancient theo-philosophical
lineage stretching back thousands of years, deriving ultimately from God Himself. The
chief figures in this drama included, in rough order of transmission, Zoroaster, Orpheus,
Hermes Trismegistus, Pythagoras, Plato, Dionysius the Areopagite, and Plotinus. These
figures and their students participated in a venerable wisdom tradition at first transmitted
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poetically and vaguely, but then—after Plato—understood and interpreted
philosophically. The Platonic tradition, like the Hebrew Scriptures, pre-figured
Christianity, preparing the ground for its arrival.136 Such an interpretation of the history
of Platonism was perfectly reasonable given the historiographical, textual, and
doxographical evidence behind it.
In his Nine Books on the Institution of a Republic, Francesco Patrizi (1413-1494),
the governor of Foligno and bishop of Gaeta, recognized two branches in the history of
philosophy, one Greek and the other Italian. Thales, who had learned of wisdom from the
Egyptian priests, was the leader of the Greeks; he began a line of philosophers stretching
from Anaximenes of Miletus to Socrates.137 “Like a Trojan horse,” Socrates released
many princes of philosophy into the world, such as Plato and the whole of the Academy,
not to mention the Aristotelians, Cynics, and Stoics. 138 Pythagoras, leader of the Italians,
likewise sat at the feet of the Egyptians, but his learning also extended to knowledge of
the Chaldean priests and Persian Magi. Because his study Pythagoras “was possessed of
the highest familiarity” with wisdom.139 His teachings produced a line of philosophers
stretching from Parmenides to Zeno to Democritus to Epicurus.140 Despite Pythagoras’
familiarity with wisdom, however, Patrizi elsewhere emphasized Plato and his Academy.
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The Platonists believed correctly in the will of Providence; their namesake “described
God most religiously and piously.” 141 Plato was, among the ancient theologians and
philosophers, the one man who had come closest to accessing a Christian truth regarding
the real existence of God and Providence.
Recognizing that this genealogy of ancient philosophy had a deeper origin in the
wisdom traditions of the East, Patrizi also discussed the philosophers of India and Persia.
The Gymnosophists lived in co-operative peace, using their time to contemplate the stars.
Their personal virtue and knowledge of astronomy allowed them to establish many cities
in India. Through great councils of citizens they announced the will of the gods and
taught the worship of religion.142 The Persians, although Manichean in their theology,
likewise developed, through the personage of Zoroaster, knowledge of astronomy and the
magical arts.143 In the Quattrocento, intellectuals strongly associated Platonism with the
history of magic, astrology, and perfect government. Wisdom as such grew out of Egypt,
Persia, and India, from men who had glimpsed the light of God prior to the moment when
Christ brought it into full view.
Many members of the Italian literati, looking to access the origins of Roman and
Greek philosophy, sought out works regarding the ancient Egyptians. Guarino da Verona,
for instance, translated Strabo’s Geography in 1469 and Poggio Bracciolini translated the
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first five books of Diodorus’ Historical Library in 1472.144 Both translations described
the lands of ancient Egypt, further enflaming curiosity regarding the mysterious
Hermetica. In reality, the Hermetica is a collection of dialogues and sermons written by
unknown Hellenic-Egyptian intellectuals between the second century BCE and the fifth
century CE, but historical confusion led scholars to attribute the Hermetica to the
mythical Hermes Trismegistus, one of the ancient theologians of the Platonic tradition. 145
The Jewish historian Josephus (37-100) and Church historian Eusebius (263-339) both
claimed that Hermes Trismegistus had been a contemporary of Moses. According to this
tradition, Hermes had been inspired by the earliest Hebrew Scriptures. Such claims,
however, were based on the erroneous conclusions of Manetho’s History of Egypt (c.
200BCE).146 Nonetheless, when Cosimo de’ Medici received a Greek copy of the
Hermetica in the early 1460s, the boss of Florence was overjoyed. Cosimo (and possibly
also the politically ambitious Benedetto Accolti (1415-1464)) encouraged Ficino to
translate the fourteen extant books from Greek into Latin. 147 One of Ficino’s first
commissions as a translator, then, was to bring ancient wisdom from the past into the
present, where it could edify Christian minds brought up in the classical tradition.
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The Hermetica contain a lengthy dialogue between characters named Asclepius
and Poimandres, “mind of sovereignty.”148 Asclepius plays the role of inquisitive and
penitent audience as Poimandres explains how he himself created the cosmos out of
chaos. Arguably, especially if one were to take up a Christianized Neoplatonic
cosmogony in which the world emerged from the mind of God, one could hear an echo of
the Genesis myth in “mind, the father of all, who is life and light, gave birth to a man like
himself whom he loved as his own child.”149 And, indeed, Ficino would begin a praise of
medicine with the following:
“The Pythagorean and Platonic philosophers who emanated from the fount
of philosophy, Hermes Trismegistus, consider that nothing can be
examined nor discovered in any way by the mind of men without that
principle from which proceed both the mind itself and those things which
must be learned. Hence they believed that the light for contemplating
everything is that selfsame God from whom all things originate.”150
All knowledge, sensory and cognitive, depends for its existence on a single being, the
source of mind and objective reality. This principle is God, who illuminates everything
into being. Ficino recognized not only the Platonic undercurrents within the Hermetica,
but also associated those currents with Christian belief in a way that dovetailed with
another misdated and misattributed body of work, that of the Syrian Christian ps.
Dionysius the Areopagite.
In Acts 17:34, Paul is said to have converted Dionysius of Areopagus to the
Christian faith. That, if true, would have occurred c. 60CE. Later, around the late fifth
century or early sixth, another Dionysius of Areopagus, this one possibly a student of the
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fifth-century Greek Neoplatonist Proclus, produced a series of works regarding the
cosmic hierarchy, church government, and the names of God. Scholars in the early and
late-medieval period conflated these two historical figures, concluding that the biblical
Dionysius and the Neoplatonist Dionysius were in fact the same; the Corpus Dionysium
had been written by one of Paul’s contemporaries.151 Aquinas would later endorse the
“blessed” Dionysius, stating that he “artfully distinguished into four parts what is found
in Sacred Scripture.”152 The Corpus Dionysium offered Christians a rare, harmonized
blend of Platonic and Aristotelian thought that, on the surface at least, conformed to
Christian doctrines.153 Among the Camaldolese monks of Florence Ficino would have
heard sermons and lectures concerning Dionysian purgation, illumination, and
perfection.154 In book sixteen of Platonic Theology, Ficino cited the authority of the
Areopagite concerning the “many degrees of minds,” saying that heaven benefits from a
multitude of souls rather than one of bodies. 155 Later Ficino quotes The Divine Names
verbatim.156 And near the end of his life, Ficino provided the text with a lengthy
commentary.157 The post-Plotinian thought of ps. Dionysius, written in a Christianized
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manner, mistaken for centuries as an apostolically sanctioned statement of divine truth,
heavily influenced Ficino’s conception of the history of Platonic interpretation.
In Ficino’s historical understanding, there had been six Academies after Plato’s
death: three before Christ and three afterwards. The first three, operating roughly between
396 and 241BCE, were those Greek Academies headed by Xenocrates of Chalcedon,
Arcesilaus, and Carneades. This phase of the Academy embraced sceptical arguments
that, while they properly refuted materialism, obscured the truths of the divine
philosophy, either accidentally or cunningly concealing the ancient theology of Plato
from the understanding of other pagans.158 The birth of Christ initiated a new phase in
this history, inspiring the formation of the three final Academies between roughly 100270CE: those of Numenius of Apamea, Ammonius Saccas, and Plotinus.159 In this second
phase, the teachings of ancient philosophy, as contained in the dialogues of Plato, were
revealed clearly to all. Ficino believed that Numenius was a Christian who knew pseudoDionysius or his works, but then—for unknown reasons—did not record his own thought
or leave books from his library behind.160 Numenius’ student, Ammonius was thought to
have also been a Christian. Reading Porphyry’s Life of Plotinus, Ficino thought that
Ammonius was the instructor of both Plotinus and Origen, the third-century Christian
theologian.161 If that were not enough, Eusebius, in his Preparation for the Gospel,
declared that one of Plotinus’ early students had been Amelius, a third century
158
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acquaintance of John, the Italian saint and martyr. 162 Consequently, the entirety of the
ancient theology myth traced a historically and hermeneutically, if not theologically,
consistent line from the pagan era of Moses to the informal Roman Academy of Plotinus.
And since that line seemed to criss-cross and parallel that of Christian history, there
appeared to Ficino’s mind a deeper spiritual connection. It was a connection that Ficino
believed he was appointed to reveal.
The year 1484 marked an astrological conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn. The
interaction and intensification of Saturn and Jupiter’s influences under the rays of the Sun
heralded a period of great change. Ficino was sure to publish a printed version of his
translation of Plato in that year, seeking to assist Providence in the renewal of the Golden
Age of mankind.163 The occurrence of this astrological moment coincided with a
resurgence in apocalypticism in Italian society, particularly after the Black Death. 164
Lactantius and Augustine had previously “domesticated” the Book of Revelations,
arguing against literal readings and crash-and-burn, end-of-world scenarios.165 Indeed,
Lactantius claimed that Revelations encouraged Christians to live a virtuous life in the
present age, struggling in both body and soul, in order to receive an internal revelation. 166
However, the popular writings and sermons of Joachim of Fiore (1135-1202) revived
literal interpretations of Revelation. Since that time, and despite the arguments and
protestations of scholastics such as Aquinas, a new apocalypticism emerged in Italy. 167
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This stream of Biblical interpretation was present in Ficino’s Florence. Salvestro da
Monte Borello, an apocalyptically-minded preacher, was active at Santa Maria degli
Angeli in the generation before Ficino’s.168 Quattrocento Florentines often looked back
on a mythic past of noble governance and forward to a divine eschaton. In an increasingly
discordant civic context, threatened by foreign invasion (first the Ottomans and then the
French), these two mythic and prophetic visions of Florentine life “tended to coalesce.”169
Ficino’s Platonic revival existed to counter many of the destructive elements of Italian
and Florentine society that, in his opinion, prevented the return of the Golden Age of
revelation and good governance.
In Ficino’s day, there was a tendency in Italian intellectual culture toward imitation
and emulation. The Italian grammar school curriculum owed its understanding of
imitation and emulation to the ancient Roman educator Quintillian.170 In the second
chapter of the tenth book of Quintillian’s The Orator’s Education, we read that it “cannot
be doubted that a large part of art consists in imitation. Invention of course comes first
and is the main thing, but good inventions are profitable to follow.”171 Roman students
were to have, if possible, practiced translating Greek into Latin, paraphrasing Latin
sources, and re-writing those sources into new forms.172 Furthermore, they were to have
attended legal courts in order to expose themselves to correct practice, and to have
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trained their capacity for memorization.173 Similarly, in On the Orator, Cicero argues that
teachers ought to “show the student whom to copy, and to copy in such a way as to strive
with all possible care to attain the most excellent qualities of his model.” 174 The
Quattrocento intelligentsia, who felt that the Middle Ages had lost sight of its Roman
cultural heritage, looked to the sentiments of Quintillian and Cicero, and sought to
recapture the Roman idiom.175 This marks the first, eclectic school of imitation in Italian
history, which sought to “duplicate or rival, rather than recreate, the perfection of the
‘classical’ past.”176 Ficino’s contemporaries read from the past because they wanted to
relive its glories, perhaps even surpass them.
Historians of imitation theory in the Renaissance have distinguished between the
transformative, dissimulative, and eristic classes of imitation. The most common form,
discussed metaphorically using the images of bees, apes, family resemblances, and
digestion, was the transformative class of imitation, often simply called imitatio. The
Roman Stoic politician Seneca’s use of the image of the bee is most common, cropping
up throughout the classical tradition until the seventeenth century. 177 Petrarch wrote of
digesting books, such as those of Virgil, Cicero, Horace, and Boethius, so thoroughly
“that they entered his bone marrow, not just his memory.” 178 Originality in imitatio is the
creative recombination of textual styles.179 It allows for meaningful variation based on
the preferences of the student in question and the number of different models imitated.
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Such originality enables aemulatio, as the student, when forced into practice beyond
theory, produces works that respond to the vicissitudes of life.180 This is the third class of
imitation, the eristic, “the attempt to surpass the model,” calling attention to itself and
“deliberately challeng(ing) comparison with its model.”181 The aim was to create an
original work like that of the ancients, yet somehow also better. Quattrocento authors
learned how to transform texts through imitation so that they might emulate, or surpass,
the excellence of the originals.
With this in mind, it is interesting to note that in grammar school glosses, “there was
interest in the ancient philosophical sects, in their etymology, in their teachers, and in
their biographies.”182 Figures like Petrarch, through imitation of classical style, had
assimilated much of classical morality. 183 Indeed, Brian Stock argues that Petrarch
absorbed Seneca’s notion of the self and placed it into a monastic context, thereby
transforming “the meditative ideal of earlier monastic thought…into a type of literary
subjectivity,” and replaced religious community with “the putative reading public of a lay
author.”184 Petrarch’s most well-read works during his lifetime were the Secretum, the
Penitential Psalms, On the Solitary Life, and On Remedies.185 Classical studies after
Petrarch are profitably interpreted as a form of spiritual exercise that had been common
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to philosophical life since antiquity. 186 Petrarch, although Christian, attempted to live as
the Stoics Cicero and Seneca had, hardening himself against misfortune and operating
according to holy reason. However, this Petrarchan way of life consisted mostly of
exercises conducted through writing. Later intellectuals, like Ficino, inspired by Petrarch
but familiar with The Lives of the Most Eminent Philosophers, modeled the whole of their
life according to ancient example. The artist and architect Leon Batista Alberti (14041472), for instance, modeled his life and autobiography after the lives of Diogenes and
Crates the Cynics.187 And, as we have seen, Traversari exhorted his fellows to emulate
the lives of early Christians. This was a common feature of the Quattrocento. Italian
intellectuals did not simply read and write and speak eloquently for the sake of
eloquence; they did so in order to acquire virtue and wisdom in practice.
This is the second reason for Ficino’s experiential approach to Platonism. Like
Stoicism, Platonism was something more than a collection of abstract propositions and
investigative procedures regarding nature and metaphysics. It was something that
someone did; a practice regimen that produced a specific mode of behaviour, opinion,
and dogma.188 Platonists, even if they disagreed about the particulars, asserted that “the
universe has a systematic unity”, that “the systematic unity is an explanatory hierarchy,”
that “the divine constitutes an irreducible explanatory category,” that “the psychological
constitutes an irreducible explanatory category,” that “persons belong to the systematic
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hierarchy and personal happiness consists in achieving a lost position within the
hierarchy,” and, finally, that “the epistemological order is included within the
metaphysical order.”189 Basically this means that for a Platonist the cosmos, as a unity,
can be understood systematically; that it is ordered from simple and intelligible to
complex and sensible. Platonic ontology and Platonic theology amount to the same thing;
being is a measure of one’s god-likeness. Furthermore, it means that “normativity is
woven into the account of what is objectively real.” 190 Platonists, in accepting the above
propositions, accepted the need to conduct themselves in a manner that reflected larger,
seemingly disconnected assertions in the realm of metaphysics. It is this normative
element which, in conjunction with the Quattrocento tendency toward practical imitation
and emulation of the ancients, inspired the experiential recovery of classical antiquity.
Ficino, in taking up Platonic axioms and arguments, also—by necessity—took up
Platonic modes of training and conduct.
It seemed to Ficino that the dominant pedagogical methodologies of Italian
universities and grammar schools encouraged competitiveness and verbal acidity, even
towards superiors. Fair or not, he had some reason to think this. Scholastic universities
were stages for semi-public disputations, legal joisting matches in which the most
complex and not necessarily the most correct arguments won.191 Grammar school
classrooms promoted what they termed “noble envy.” The tutor and canon lawyer Pier
Paolo Vergerio’s (1370-1444) The Character of Studies Befitting a Free-Born Youth
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Dedicated to Ubertino da Carrara explains that, because students could not be shown the
good itself in physical form, educators needed to persuade their charges to “aim at the
best out of eagerness for glory and praise.”192 Ficino felt that such pedagogy, both in the
grammar schools and universities, constituted an abuse of the Muses, of oration, poetry,
and logic. In a letter addressed to Angelo Manetti, the learned son of a renowned Hebrew
scholar, Ficino wrote: “Who then makes the greatest abuse of the Muses? Surely one who
heedlessly and importunately presses on their attacks; or one who impudently involves
them with the common Venus; or who separates them from their lord Apollo.”193
‘Common Venus’ in Ficino’s idiom denotes sensual materialism or sexual pursuits, while
the ‘lord Apollo’ alludes to God, who is like Apollo a god of light and healing. The
passage seems to castigate those scholars who unnecessarily or inappropriately engage in
arguments or polemics against others, those who waste poetry upon lovers, and those
who otherwise disassociate their poetic aims from God. From Ficino’s vantage point,
scholasticism and classical university preparation—for all their usefulness and lofty
aspirations—had begun to threaten the social and spiritual fabric of Italy, encouraging
pride and hedonism.194
One of the philosopher’s most important duties was the propagation of goodness
through oration and discourse. In his letter entitled Speech Ought To Be Adorned With
Poetic Modes and Numbers, Ficino quotes Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian’s opinions of
Plato’s writing, alluding to how it had mixed and tempered poetry with prose. Alongside
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Plato, Ficino mentions the beauty and lyricism of the Hebrew prophets, Hermes
Trismegistus, Gorgias, Isocrates, Herodotus, Aristides, Cicero, Livy, Apuleius, Jerome,
and Boethius. Their mixture of poetry and prose resulted in texts which—because of their
prose-like characteristics—argued swiftly, and—because of their prosody—captured the
imagination and spirit of their readers and listeners. “All antiquity, indeed, teaches us to
combine poetry with philosophy. This was always done, particularly before Aristotle,
mainly so that the sacred mysteries of Minerva should be honoured and loved by all and
should be understood by the few who are indeed pure.”195 Philosophers, as intermediaries
between man and God, employed their knowledge of the cosmos in order to craft
speeches and texts that not only made their point in a succinct, logical manner according
to Platonic truths, but also “enraptured” their listeners, aligning their spirit with goodness,
inspiring virtuous acts thereby. 196
Late medieval Italians had two reasons to be concerned about Epicureanism. The
first reason is that Epicureanism had been condemned by Augustine in his City of God.
The Latin Father denied the possibility of acquiring reliable knowledge regarding physics
or metaphysics based on the bodily senses, associating the Epicureans “and other
philosophers of that type,” with that behaviour”197 The second reason is that the name of
Epicureanism had been associated in Florence with the Cathar heresy, a strain of
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Christianity that resembled Arianism in its denial of Jesus’ divinity. 198 Scholars have
recently, and fruitfully, turned their attention to the recovery of Epicurean philosophy in
the Quattrocento, particularly to the context and long-term effects of the recovery of
Lucretius’ On the Nature of Things in 1417. As mentioned, Ficino had dabbled in
Epicureanism early in his intellectual career. It seems to be the case that other Florentine
intellectuals, such as Bartolomeo Scala, followed suit, contributing to a growing culture
of Epicureanism in Renaissance Florence, one that would influence the next generation of
politicians, such as Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527).199 When Ficino turned away from
Epicureanism to dedicate himself to Platonism, it left him concerned that materialist
atomistic accounts of physics left no room for an immaterial, immortal soul.200 This
implicit denial of the soul in turn fostered, in Ficino’s imagination, a denial of Providence
and justice. If the cosmos was an emergent property, a swerve in an otherwise chaotic
mass of materia, then there was no divine plan.
Two other trends in Italian intellectual life exacerbated Ficino’s concerns about
belief in the soul and Providence. The first trend, derived from the late-medieval recovery
of the late-antique commentaries of Alexander of Aphrodisias, called Alexandrianism,
denied the compatibility of theology and rational thought. 201 Pietro Pomponazzi (14621525), a professor at the University of Padua, writing shortly after Ficino’s death,
claimed that philosopher could only draw reasoned conclusions from sense perception,
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and that such an investigation revealed that the soul died with the body. 202 The second
trend, Averroism, was also present in medieval university culture. Hankins explains that
an accusation of Averroism could mean a number of things. It could mean that the
accused adhered to the unicity thesis, positing one single intellect for all human beings;
that they accepted that the world was necessarily eternal, rather than created and finite;
asserted that speculative men had god-like faculties; denied God’s knowledge of singular
beings; or claimed—like the Alexandrians—that philosophy is based on reasoning from
sense experience, leading to answers different from faith.203 Whatever the validity of
Ficino’s concerns regarding Averroism, the writings of the twelfth-century Spanish
Arabic commentator, Ibn Rushd (Averroes in the Latin tradition), had entered the
mainstream of Italian university curricula a generation prior to Ficino’s. Professors at the
University of Bologna lectured on Averroes’ On the Substance of the World.204 At the
University of Padua, Paul of Venice had included Averroistic propositions in his
Compendium of Natural Philosophy in 1408.205 Most dangerous of all Averroistic
propositions, in Ficino’s estimation, was the unicity thesis, which Aquinas had attempted
to refute as early as 1270. 206 If mankind possessed a single intellect, as Aristotle seemed
to suggest in De Anima, then there was no need to believe in the immortality of the
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individual soul.207 Everyone plugged in, so to speak, to a realm of intelligible forms while
alive and then unplugged at the moment of death, their individual lives and memories and
deeds extinguished.
We read of Ficino’s displeasure with these trends in a letter written to John of
Hungary entitled Divine Providence has Decreed the Restoration of the Ancient
Teaching. In that annunciation, Ficino laments that “the whole world has been seized by
Aristotelians and divided for the most part into two schools of thought, the Alexandrian
and the Averroist. The Alexandrians consider our intellect to be subject to death, while
the Averroists maintain that there is only one intellect. They both equally undermine the
whole of religion.”208 Ficino believed that the return of Platonism would offer to
Alexandrians and Averroists, as well as Epicureans, a corrective, leading them back to
religion, that is, to belief in the immortality of the soul and the reality of Providence.
Aristotelianism served a purpose in the quest for religion, explaining the function of
physical beings; it investigated “with the greatest care how the natural world is
everywhere ordered by highest reason.” But, as Ficino explains in How the Platonic
Teaching Surpasses that of the Aristotelians, it was not suited to true philosophy.
Platonists alone revealed “how much we owe over and above this to Him who had
ordered the world according to number, weight, and measure.”209 Ficino, echoing the
late-antique Platonist Simplicius, wanted to subordinate scholasticism to Platonism,
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believing that the two philosophies were fundamentally compatible; scholasticism
described the physical, Platonism the metaphysical. 210 Through Platonic education,
orations, and metaphysical investigation, Italian students would be led back to God and
the soul, preparing for the next phase of human spiritual progress through Christ.
The reform of grammar schools and universities would no doubt aid in the
reformation of Italy generally, but it would not suffice on its own. The Catholic church
was lax in its examination of officers and its pontiff had failed to provide leadership. In a
letter addressed to Leonardo of Perugia (1430-1480), the general of the Dominican order,
Ficino lamented that some young men had been admitted into the order of preachers
without a period of trial. Ficino asks “if the Brahmins and Pythagoreans used to admit no
one at all to this human teaching unless examined for two years, why is anyone at all
admitted so rashly to the divine teaching?” 211 The implication is that the ancient
theologians could provide a model for contemporary ecclesiastical practice. Christians
ought to imitate the philosophers of ancient India and Italy, the progenitors of all
philosophy.
A top-down reform of the church would, Ficino hoped, begin with the Pope. In a
letter addressed to Sixtus IV (although perhaps not delivered), Ficino announced his
desire to return to the Golden Age, when the highest power would conjoin with the
highest wisdom. Ficino claims that he had hoped that Sixtus would herald such an age.
Instead, all the Florentine had received under Sixtus’ pastorship was warfare—an age of
iron rather than gold. If this were not enough to disappoint the hopeful Platonist, Ficino
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felt himself threatened by “the most ravenous wolf of all, a roaring lion, a monstrous
elephant, a noxious dragon; the Turk, that savage enemy of the church.”212 He advises
Sixtus to forget injury, “for remembrance of injury is forgetfulness of oneself.” 213 Sixtus
ought to know himself, forgetting his local enemies in the Christian flock and turn
without to the threat of the encroaching Ottomans. Ficino encouraged Sixtus to be a good
pastor, looking over his flock, caring for them in their misery; God has “commanded you
to provide for the sheep in your charge and at the same time to be merciful to them but to
vanquish the arrogant wolves, that is, the barbarian enemies of the faith of
Constantine.”214 Should Sixtus fail in this, subjugating the sheep, daemons and public
infamy may nonetheless prevail over him.215 He ought to strive to eliminate war from
Christendom, and to govern “by divine providence rather than by the movements of the
heavens.”216 Ficino posits that god-like holy governance involved the establishment of
peace, the overcoming of daemons, and the embrace of divine Providence. Such a polity
would exist to overcome the threat of Ottoman invasion.
212
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Ficino’s violent estimation of the Ottoman Empire was not uncommon among Italian
intellectuals. Cardinal Bessarion had described the atrocities supposedly committed by
the Ottomans against Byzantine Greeks. Such accounts of Ottoman barbarism were so
common, in fact, that Niccolo Tignosi remarked in Expugnatio Constantinopolitana
(1455) that the teucri (Turks) were truces (butchers).217 These men, in addition to
lamenting the bloodshed of conquest, dispaired the loss of Greek learning, the destruction
of books at the hands of barbarians.218 Ficino, in a letter to Matthias Corvinus, king of
Hungary, echoed these concerns.219 Historiographical convention associated the
Ottomans with the ethnographic commonplaces regarding the murderous tribe of
Scythians taken from Hippocates, Aristotle, Cicero, and Virgil. 220 Furthermore, following
the conventions established in ninth-century Spain, and in twelfth-century polemics,
Italians viewed the Ottomans, followers of Islam, as heretics. This seems strage to us,
given our modern meaning of religion and our superior understanding of the concrete
differences between the Christian and Islamic faiths, but in the late Middle Ages it was
not uncommon to follow the Benedictine theologican Guibert de Nogent (1055-1124) in
emphasizing Mohammed’s similarity with the early Christian theologian Arius.
Daemonic illusion and lust had led Muslims to deny Christ’s divinity, but they were
otherwise similar to Christians.221 It is worth noting that, in an account that we possess of
his pedagogy, Ficino instructed his students to compose orations calling for a crusade
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against the Ottomans, and that Traversari had previously exhorted Pope Martin V (13691431) to lead a crusade against the Ottomans.222 Ficino, like many of his contemporary
intellectuals, including his teachers and inspirations, actively enouraged Florntines to
both fear and hate the encroaching empire of heretics.
As we shall see over the next four chapters, the procedural structure of Ficino’s
thought, the apparatus know thyself, was designed to recondition his fellow Christians,
reforming religion, ethics, and politics. If grammar students embraced envy and pride,
know thyself would teach them continence and temperance; if university professors
denied the soul and Providence, know thyself would teach religion and wisdom; if
ecclesiastics failed to lead Christendom toward virtue and the good life under God, know
thyself would show the way toward a holy polity, one of order, peace, and friendship.
And if Christendom needed to defend itself from invaders, know thyself would even
prepare Christians for war. Ficino had a specific plan for how to recondition his fellow
Christians in the realms of religion, ethics, and politics. Looking back at his past reading,
everything he had heard from the wise men of God, Christian or otherwise, and seeing
the dangers threatening the Christian faith in the here and now, Ficino designed a grand
machine that would bring men to stillness in God. Everything else would flow from that
stillness: right worship, good government, and eternal peace.
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Chapter 3
Know Thyself

Marsilio Ficino’s apparatus was constructed out of elements taken from three
traditions in the history of know thyself: the Platonic, monastic, and Ciceronian. The basic
structure of know thyself had been abstracted from Plato’s dialogues, providing a
metaphysical and procedural foundation to the tradition as a whole. The Platonists, such
as Plotinus, Porphyry, and Iamblichus, provided Christians with an aesthetic one could
live, and a method of turning men into cosmic beings. Having revaluated the capacities of
human will and embraced a differing ethos, Christians ascetics borrowed the contours of
the Platonic way of life, transforming that life into a quest for angelic existence and a
battle against malevolent daemons. Ficino’s know thyself, while leaning strongly toward
Platonism, conceived of it as an urban asceticism directed toward angelic life and
opposed to the evil daemonic. Cicero, echoing Plato’s Republic and Laws, had taught that
men who knew themselves through philosophy should advise the citizenry, showing the
people how to establish a just government, charity, and religion. The products of Ficino’s
know thyself would perform that very same function.
This approach to the Latin writings of Marsilio Ficino is ultimately inspired by
the thought of Pierre Hadot. The historian of ancient and Hellenistic philosophy, in a
recently popularized collection of translated essays, recognized that each school of
philosophy expressed a vision of the world, style of life, and a perfected man that was
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based on a transcendent norm coinciding with the rational idea of God.223 The various
schools attempted to enact their respective visions through the practice of philosophy, a
therapeutic procedure in which thought takes itself as its own subject matter and seeks to
modify itself. The result of this procedure would be a living being that sees and exists in a
particular mode, directing itself toward and in respect to a higher class of being. 224 There
are four aspects to the procedure called philosophy: attention, meditation, research, and
praxis. The philosopher pays attention to himself in his present circumstances, being sure
to respond appropriately according to the principles of his school. In order to perform this
action, the philosopher must be sure to engrave in his memory the maxims of his teacher,
and their accompanying arguments. Furthermore, he must examine his actions at the
beginning or the end of the day, ensuring that they and dogma coincide. Such
memorization required the reading of texts, familiarity with the arguments of other
scholars, listening to lectures, and personal investigation into physics and metaphysics. If
the philosopher performed these actions consistently and successfully, a habit of
philosophizing would emerge, influencing and reinforcing the procedure of
philosophy.225 In some cases the procedure of philosophy, when closed in on itself,
inspires in the philosopher a vision of the cosmic totality. 226 This interpretation of ancient
and Hellenistic philosophical life leaves us with the impression that men like Plato and
Epicurus were the leaders of cults rather than schools, that philosophy is religion by
another name.
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When Michel Foucault later drew on the work of the elder Hadot, covering a
similar territory, it was for the purpose of analyzing one of the three dimensions of
human experience, the extradiscursive, regarding sexuality in the ancient Mediterranean.
Hadot’s categories of spiritual exercise provided a starting point for Foucault’s analysis
of the pragmatics of the subject, how a certain mode of being is constituted with respect
to sexuality. In the second volume of his The History of Sexuality, for instance, Foucault
isolated the strategic uses and aims of Hadot’s spiritual exercises, linking them to modes
of governance both of the home and the state. Foucault named this strategy the “use of
pleasure” (chrēsis aphrodisiōn). Recognizing the disruptive effects of desire on human
existence, the ancients moderated their use of pleasure according to need, limiting that
use to proper time periods respecting both circumstance and social ranks.227 The term
enkratia designated an “active form of self-mastery, which enables one to struggle, and
achieve dominion in the area of desires and pleasures,” a state the Latins would term
continence.228 A man used pleasure because pleasure was a disruptive adversary; strategic
use was part of his attempt to wrestle and war with it pleasure.229 The final aim of this
“strategic art” was a “relationship with oneself (that) would be isomorphic with the
relationship of domination, hierarchy, and authority that one expected, as a man, a free
man, to establish over his inferiors.”230 Under Foucault’s pen the ancient and Hellenistic
philosophical schools, and their attendant spiritual exercises transformed from religious
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cult to an aspect of human experience generally, to procedures of subjectification within a
mode of governmentality.
The use of pleasure was one among three types of strategy contained under the
overarching category of care of the self (epimelea heautou).231 According to Foucault
there had been three “moments” in the history of care of the self: Socratic-Platonic, the
golden age (0-300AD), and the shift from pagan askesis to Christian asceticism (300600AD).232 Foucault’s analysis tended to focus itself on the second moment of care of the
self, which navigated a middle path between the poles of Platonic return (epistophē) and
Christian conversion (metanoia) previously recognized by Hadot. 233 However, a
discussion of Marsilio Ficino requires that we turn our attention on Foucault’s analysis of
the first and third moments. The strategic use of pleasure had been strategic in a general
sense, a set of behaviours amenable to different, variable situations. The Christian care of
self, however, was more tactical, more specific.234 Its goal was conversion, which
Foucault calls “one of the most important technologies of the self the West has
known.”235 Christian conversion is a sudden transition from one type of being to another.
The subject may prepare for this transition, but the change is not incremental; when it
happens it is all-at-once. This must be a break “in the subject.” A fundamental element of
Christian conversion is renunciation of oneself, dying to oneself, and being reborn in a
different self and a new form which, as it were, no longer has anything to do with the
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earlier self in its being, its mode of being, in its habits or its ethōs.”236 The Christian,
particularly the ascetic Christian, experiences a relation to knowledge that is hinged on
circularity between the truth of the Text and self-knowledge, the practice of an exegetical
method of self-knowledge, and the objective of self-renunciation.237 Citing the writings
of Chrysostom, Foucault notes that the salvation of conversion is “the vigilant,
continuous, and completed form of the relationship to self closed in on itself.” 238
In many ways Foucault’s project is, as mentioned, an elaboration of Hadot’s. The
elder historian suggests that historians practice a “historical topics.” The aim would be to
take up philosophical models, aphorism, and meditative themes, discerning their original
meanings and the “different significances that successive interpretations have given
them”239 Foucault had taken ‘care of the self,’ established its original meaning and
functionality, recognizing it as a strategic element in an overall apparatus, and then
tracked the changes and tactical developments in that strategy. The imperative ‘know
thyself’ (gnōthi seauton), which Foucault had claimed was the flip-side of care of the
self, is a worthy historical topic, one that Hadot himself briefly addressed. 240 Hadot
asserted that, while it is difficult to discern the imperative’s original meaning, it
nonetheless invites the establishment of “a relationship of the self to the self, which
constitutes the foundation of every spiritual exercise.”241 This chapter is concerned with
the know thyself that exhorted one to “know oneself in one’s essential being,” the
separating of what was non-essential from the essential. The Latin writings of Marsilio
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Ficino employ this meaning, presenting know thyself as a strategy for attaining
conversion and also for, as in the Platonic moment of care of the self, establishing an
isomorphism between the Christian relationship with his self and the relationship of
domination, hierarchy, and authority over inferiors.
Ficino refers often to the Platonic dictum know thyself. He renders it as nosce te
ipsum or cognosce te ipsum. The imperative form of the verbs noscere and cognoscere
imply open-endedness, the beginning of a quest. In a letter, entitled Recognition and
Reverence of Yourself is the Best of All Things, Ficino writes:
“Know yourself, divine offspring dressed in mortal clothing; I beg,
unclothe yourself. Separate as much as you can, to the best of your ability;
separate, I say, the soul from the body, the reason from the passions of the
senses...You will revere yourself, believe me, as if an eternal ray of the
divine sun.”242
In the above passage Ficino asserts that his readers are in essence the members of a
divine genus. However, a veil has been placed over this essence, concealing it in the
realm of time and material, where things change and decay. The act of recognizing
oneself is metaphorically understood as an unveiling. In the next line Ficino describes
this also as a separation, so that recognition, unveiling, and separation are equivalent
procedures. The objects separated are called body and soul, passions and reason. The aim
is to establish a barrier or buffer between objects associated with the true self, those
things that make up the divine genus, that is to say, soul and reason, and the elements of
not-self, that is to say, body and its passions. No rendering of the divine from the
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mundane is permanent or absolute; Ficino employs a rhetoric of limitation, “as much as
you can, to the best of your ability.” So, in practical terms, Ficino seems to mean that one
must limit the interaction between soul and body, reason and passion. This rhetoric, along
with the imperative mood of the verbs recognize, unclothe, and separate, confirms for us
that know thyself is a procedure. One cannot ever complete the action; it will always be a
future goal.
Yet to the extent that it is possible to unveil the soul and reason, it is possible to
catch a glimpse of one’s divine essence, which body and passion conceal. Although one
may never know oneself perfectly, one may revere what little is known, establishing an
attitude of veneration towards that knowledge. Ficino implores his reader, “believe me,”
that one who is engaged in the process of knowing their self will come to view their
essence as a direct product of a heavenly, and so immaterial, light. A corresponding
negative evaluation of material being, as well as of human passion, will result from this
attitude. Ficino cites two kinds of authorities in this letter. The first authority is
Pythagoras, who—as Ficino writes—correctly instructed his followers to revere their
selves.243 In Ficino’s concept of history, particularly with respect to the tradition of
ancient theologians, the Pythagoreans were important teachers of Plato, on par with
Socrates. In Ficino’s epitome to the first book of Plato’s Laws, he writes to Lorenzo
de’Medici that there were three lights of wisdom: Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato. “We
consider the known wisdom of Pythagoras to consist more in contemplating, of Socrates
more in doing, and finally of Plato equally in contemplating and doing.” 244 In the context
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of Ficino’s letter, the evocation of Pythagoras tells us something more about the process
of know thyself. It is, at base, a process of contemplation made possible when the soul
and reason are separated from the body and passion.
The second kind of authority that Ficino cites is scriptural. In particular, he cites
lines taken from Psalm 8 and Psalm 81. The line taken from Psalm 81 asserts that “you
are all the sons of the highest God.” It serves to locate the nature of mankind’s divine
essence. Among the category of beings termed ‘sons,’ mankind ranks highest. Since we
know that Ficino associated the soul and reason with the divine essence, and that soul and
reason are placed in contradistinction to body and passion, we may infer that the category
of ‘sons’ refers to an immaterial hierarchy of beings. This is confirmed by the line taken
from Psalm 8, “you are a little less than angels.” Humanity, its true essence being soul
and reason, although the direct product of a divine light emitted from God, is not equal to
the category of angels. They are, however, they are very close to equality. We gain a
further sense of this from a line offered later in the same letter. Ficino writes that “earthly
man is a star surrounded by cloud; a star is a man of heaven.”245 When mankind knows
itself and reveres itself, turning in towards its own self, it becomes like a light shining in
the firmament, just as the angels serve as such lights.
So what we may surmise from our reading of Recognition and Reverence of
Yourself, when placed in the larger context of Ficino’s writings and of Scripture, is that
knowing yourself is a process characterized by the disentangling of immaterial being
from material element, soul from body, designed to reveal the higher nature of mankind’s
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being and eliminate the influence of evil daemons. Scripture confirmed the truth of such a
revelation, and the Platonists offered a reliable guide to its attainment. But what has gone
unremarked thus far is the centrality of sense perception in know thyself. After all it is the
“passions of the senses” that must be separated from reason. To know thyself, through a
process of bodily and intellectual discipline, is to reconfigure the senses so that they
disregard material phenomena (to the extent possible), ‘seeing’ and ‘hearing’ the
immaterial.
In Ficino’s introduction to Platonic Theology, Ficino asserted that human minds
existed in relation to God as human sight exists in relation to the Sun. Just as the eye
cannot see in darkness, our minds cannot recognize (cognoscere) anything without God.
Humanity, in an attitude of piety and justice, ought to render all things to God, since it
owed all the things of its mind to Him. When we philosophize about morals, our souls
must be purged, made more serene, so that they may perceive the light of God and
worship its source. And when we thoroughly examine the causes of things, we must
search for deeper causes so that we may discover at last the cause of all causes and
approach with awe what has been found. Ficino claimed that Plato had exemplified this
dual purity and veneration. It was for this reason that Ficino wrote that the ancient
Athenian’s teachings had been nominated by all people as a theology and why the author
himself was called divine. No matter the field of reasoned inquiry, Plato had always, with
the highest piety, led his discussion back to contemplation and worship. Plato had
thought of the human soul as a mirror that reflected the apparent image of God. He
understood that the Delphic commandment “know thyself” (nosce te ipsum) meant that
he who wished to regain knowledge of God (agnoscere) must first recognize how to
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regain knowledge of their own self. Whoever reads carefully the works of Plato will
comprehend all things, including the customs of life and the ultimate happiness. Most
especially they will comprehend the pious worship of God and the divine nature of souls.
Indeed it had been Plato’s opinions about these things which later led Augustine of Hippo
to imitate the ancient Athenian and to assert in his City of God that with a few changes
the Platonists could be Christians.
Ficino’s Platonic Theology was, by its author’s own admission, an attempt to
make those few changes, to transform Platonism into Christian Platonism. The purpose of
the Platonic Theology was to teach readers, through an extended Platonic examination of
the divinity of souls, how to contemplate and worship God. Looking first in a Platonic
manner at the divinity of the soul, the reader would perceive his or her created nature and
then contemplate and worship the creator himself. For it is through this contemplation
and worship that philosophers would gain access to knowledge of the cosmos and
morality, and thus attain happiness. The entire process involved a turning inwards of
outward perception toward the mind, toward the soul, up to God, and back down to Earth
and life. It revealed truth in the world above and also the world below.
There are three groups to which the Platonic Theology was addressed. The first
included those in possession of a crooked temperament, who did not yield easily to the
sole authority of divine law. Ficino hoped that his work provided arguments that would
successfully straighten out those temperaments, offering them a rational account of
religion’s authority. The second included those who separated impiously the study of
philosophy from sacred religion. Ficino hoped that Platonic Theology would help these
impious philosophers recognize that they had disjoined love of wisdom from the honour
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of wisdom itself and the understanding of truth from the correct intention of will. Finally,
the third group included those who thought only about what they sensed regarding bodies
and preferred the shadows of things themselves over true things. Reading a Christianized
Plato would lead this third group to contemplate higher states of being and to place the
essence of things before their shadows.
The reform of these three groups had been ordered by God. Plato accomplished
such in his day, so Ficino himself wished to do likewise in his own. Through the study of
Platonic physics and metaphysics, that is, through an examination of how bodies move
and concepts relate, those who denied religion or favored conclusions based exclusively
upon premises drawn from direct sensory perception would learn how to turn their
mind’s eye inward and worship God. This procedure would reveal a holy way of life.
Practitioners would gain a totalized sense of the universal order. A correct morality and
totalized vision would in turn result in complete happiness; lives bathed in the warmth of
God’s light. Through Platonic Theology, Ficino hoped to lead wayward Christians back
to sacred religion and divine law, just as Plato had brought the heavens down to Earth in
ancient Greece.
Ficino was not the only contemporary philosopher to evoke the Delphic
imperative, associating it with revelation, wisdom, and reform. Pico della Mirandola
(1463-1494), in his so-called Oration on the Dignity of Man, meant to have introduced
his failed 900 Theses, writes that ‘know thyself’ (nosce te ipsum) “arouses us and urges
us towards the knowledge of all nature, of which man's nature is the medium and, as it
were, the union. For he who knows himself, knows all things in himself, as first
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Zoroaster, and then Plato wrote in the Alcibiades.”246 Pico claims that such knowledge is
revealed after a process of moral reform involving philosophy, classical literature, licit
magic, and kabbalah. Through these exercises the philosopher, as Dionysius the
Areopagite explains, is purified, illuminated, and made perfect. “We, therefore, imitating
the life of the Cherubim here on Earth, by refraining from the impulses of our passions
through moral science, by dissipating the darkness of reason by dialectic—thus washing
away, so to speak, the filth of ignorance and vice—may likewise purify our souls.” 247
Pico conceives of the philosophical life as an imitation of angelic existence. Philosophy
separates body and soul from passion and reason, and subordinates the former to the
latter. The philosophical methodology employed derives from members of the ancient
theology, Zoroaster, Plato, and Dionysius. Theirs was an angelic way of life, existing in a
“seamless friendship” with the mind above all minds, God. 248
Pico conceived of the entire process of know thyself as an angelic ascent, from the
justice of Thrones, to the intellect of the Cherubim, to the charity of the Seraphim. Justice
subordinates inferior things to superior, freeing the mind to contemplate God’s light.
Having fully contemplated God, “He who is a Seraph, that is, a lover, is in God; and
more, God is in him, and God and he are one.” 249 In his argument, Pico cites the
authority of Paul, Jacob, Job, Moses, Pythagoras, and the Chaldeans or Babylonians. 250
The Oration of the Dignity of Man exhorts mankind, on the basis of Christian, Hebrew,
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and Platonic authority, to discipline the body so that it does not interfere with the soul’s
vision of God. Through a regimen of study, magic, and meditation, the philosopher
accessed a perfect knowledge of creation, one that could be used to reform all learning
and sacred doctrine. This conception of know thyself has its origin in the received
dialogues of Plato, particularly in Timaeus and First Alcibiades.
The characters of Plato’s Timaeus seek to explain where everything came from
and how it all hangs together. In the first half of the dialogue, the astronomer Timaeus,
explains to Socrates the probable origin of the cosmos, basing his tale on philosophical
investigation and the interpretation of mythical history. He claims that the cosmos was
brought into existence by a Demiurge or Craftsman. This Craftsman, who represents the
highest good, took up the chaotic matter that existed prior to the advent of order,
harnessing the inherent properties of that matter in order to forge the elements, planets,
stars, humans, animals, and plants.251 He performed all of these actions with the aid of
tools called Ideas. While it is not clear from the text whether Ideas existed independently
of the Craftsman or if he in fact created them, it is certain that ideas are the things that
give shape to shapeless matter. When a philosopher ponders the deep questions of reality,
he is actually pondering the nature of ideas.252 In the second half, Timaeus offers an
analysis of human nature. Readers are provided with a description of humanity’s various
diseases, as well as their cures. In this sense then, Timaeus is more than a cosmology; it is
a cosmological medical treatise.253 Plato explains, albeit in couched language, the origin
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and nature of the universe and then, basing his judgement on the conceived universal
order, prescribed measures that, if followed, would produce healthy, rational, that is to
say, wise individuals.
A human being, according to Plato, is governed by two types of souls. An
immortal soul is the essential Idea of an individual, his or her rational faculty; it is
contained within the head of the body. A mortal soul, which activates the visceral
functions and imbues sexual and other appetites to the body, is located in the torso.
Because the mortal soul is the receptacle and source of pleasure, pain, boldness, fear,
anger, and anxiety, that is, the forces disruptive of reason, the immortal soul separated
itself from its counterpart, using the neck as an insulating barrier. Within the torso, the
functions of the mortal soul are divided into two parts: the spirited and the appetitive.
“Manliness and spirit, the ambitious part,” are located between the neck and bottom of
the ribs.254 This allows ambition to remain within range of the voice of reason. When
working together, reason and spirit may restrain the appetites, be they sexual or digestive.
The heart, located within this region of the body, operates as a “guardhouse.” 255 It keeps a
diligent watch for the signals of the immortal soul, which inform when some internal and
external wrong has occurred. When a signal is received, the heart uses its tangle of
connecting veins to activate the senses so that each part of the body may respond quickly
to the immortal soul’s commands.256
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There are two things to note about this anatomy. First, the individuality of the
human being is entirely located in the immortal soul. However, this conception of the
individual is radically different from our modern definition. Here the soul is without
emotion and sensation. Yes, the soul receives and issues signals, but only to the extent
that it is embodied. Should the head lose its sight, for instance, the soul would have no
other means of engaging visually with corporeal existence. The soul is something that has
being; it simply is. The body, on the other hand, is becoming; it exists within time and
space and thus changes as it proceeds through those dimensions. 257 Second, the human
body operates like a military encampment, composed of a citadel, a guardhouse, and
several divisions of troops. The immortal soul, located in the head, serves as a general,
directing the functions and movements of the body. Below this rests a well-organized
intelligence agency—the heart—gathering and disseminating information as needed so
that the body works in tandem with the will of the general. The extremities of the body
itself, which are largely passive, serve either to send information back to the central
agency or to carry out the orders handed to it by that agency. Taking this and the above
point into account, we may conclude that at the level of being, the human soul is pure
commandment; at the level of becoming there is only passivity and obedience. The ideal
human being, for Plato, was one who had brought becoming in line with being,
disciplining his or her body so that it was in strict conformity with the dictates of the
immortal soul.
Along with the heart, the immortal soul placed the lungs within the upper
compartments of the body. The lungs operate as a regulator for the heart. When the
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mortal soul expects things that it fears or is made angry, an inner fire is activated within
the body, causing the heart to pound. The lungs, which take in cool air and (in Plato’s
understanding) water, serve to dowse the fire of an enflamed heart, returning it to normal
so that it may again follow the instructions of the immortal soul. Breathing brings
“respite and relaxation.”258 If we continue the analogy between the body and a military
encampment offered by Plato, we may say that breathing is equivalent to a soldier’s
‘R&R’. Below the heat and lungs lay the stomach and intestines, which Plato likens to a
beast, feeding perpetually at a trough. This set of functions lacks an innate respect for
reason, responding only to the representation of things, such as images and phantoms.
The immortal soul, because it is reason itself, must command the digestive organs
indirectly, through the functions of the liver and spleen. The former emits sweetness or
bitterness into the body, corralling the unreasoning digestion, while the later cleans and
purifies the liver, which is strained by the act of emission.259
The human being then, as a whole, is itself a place of synthesis between three
centres of power—the head, the chest, and the stomach. These are the rational, spirited,
and appetitive functions of the human being. Illness results from the improper
maintenance and conditioning of these functions. The stomach falls ill when it fails to
remove impurities, allowing waste to re-enter the blood stream. This results in acidic
phlegm and bilious humors which remain trapped in the body, disrupting the life-giving
motion of the mortal soul. The chest falls ill when it has inhaled bad air or allowed used
air to remain too long in the body. This can cause terrible pains and swelling of muscles
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and flesh.260 These illnesses, Plato claims, are exacerbated by “bad government.” Those
who are sick in the chest and stomach are made worse by the hearing of “bad civic
speeches,” either spoken privately or publically. Furthermore, the possibility of recovery
from illness is diminished when the ill have failed to study the remedies for their
illnesses. It is for this reason that Plato has Timaeus assert that the “begetters” and
“nurturers” are more at fault for bodily illness than those begotten and nurtured.261 No
one chooses the bad willingly, but only out of ignorance of the good. 262
Before moving on to the illnesses that result from a malfunction of rationality, we
ought to elaborate on Plato’s meaning in the above passage. A bad government is one that
enables something called “bad civic speeches.” To understand this we must turn briefly to
Plato’s Charmides. There Plato, through the voice of Socrates, demonstrates that speech
has the capacity to invoke in listeners, be they animal or human, a state of tranquility of
soul called sophrosyne. While in this state, a listener’s mind is calm and still.263 A bad
civic speech is one that fails to instill sophrosyne; it agitates the mind of the listener,
causing it to wander outside of itself. A bad government condones speeches that induce
such wandering. Moreover, a bad government is one that does not promote the study of
bodily health among its youth. Plato assigns moral responsibility for illness to the parents
and elders of those made ill. Indeed, we may surmise that he assigns an even greater
responsibility to the ruling political authority, be it monarchical, oligarchic, or
democratic. Yes, all should shun what is bad and embrace the good, regardless of their
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upbringing, but it is the duty of rulers to facilitate these actions through tranquilizing
speeches and sound education, that is, through good government.
This brings us to illnesses of the head or soul, the malfunctioning of rationality.
At first this seems like a strange notion, since the head is the seat of pure being, the
immortal soul. Can that which does not change lose or gain any quality beyond itself?
No. So how can rationality malfunction? The answer is that illness of the soul is the result
of illness of the body and of bad government. These forces produce either madness or
ignorance. Madness is a product of excessive pleasure or pain. When a human enjoys
itself too much or flees towards pleasures in order to avoid great pain, “he lacks the
ability to see or hear anything right.” 264 It is not entirely clear from the dialogue what
Plato means by this statement, but he seems to be saying that in a state of madness the
immortal soul is somehow shifted away or at an angle from the corporeal world. As
mentioned, the soul’s access to our world is limited to the input gained through the five
senses. If these senses are no longer functioning correctly, then the immortal soul loses its
grasp on the here and now, leaving the mortal soul to govern in its place. This is what
Plato means by madness: when a body exists more or less without the express
government of reason.
Ignorance is less a departure of all sensory input than a disruption of the flow of
that input. Think of it as a sort of signal interference in your speakers and monitor. It
results from a lack of proportion between the three centres of bodily function. An
overemphasis on study wears out the head, too much food clogs the stomach, and
aggressive argumentation agitates the heart. The breakdown of any one system inhibits
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the functionality of the whole, not reducing the head to madness, but simply making it
dull and forgetful.265 In order to avoid madness and ignorance, the human being needs to
avoid all excess, living their life according to a balanced measure. Those who make
frequent use of the mind need regular exercise in the gymnasium, and those who often
frequent the gymnasium ought to apply themselves regularly to the pursuit of arts and
knowledge. Indeed, the whole body should be cared for in “imitation of the structure of
the universe,” which has been balanced by the Craftsman.266 Should this balance maintain
itself, the human being will attain access to the wisdom of their immortal soul, entering
into a state of divine happiness, as their becoming aligns with their being. For Plato,
philosophy was a complex procedure which touched on all aspects of daily life. One
needed to maintain the strict natural command structure of the body, disciplining one’s
diet and behaviour so that the head retained hegemony over the heart and stomach,
without, however, overexerting any one system in any way. In order to optimize the
capacity of individuals for rational thought, society as a whole needed to discipline itself,
providing its constituents with an education regarding the regulation of the body. The
state should limit the exposure of its population to agitating speeches both at home and in
the public arena.
A reading of pseudo-Plato’s First Alcibiades reveals that the immediate followers
of Plato encapsulated this totalized conception of philosophical life in the imperative
know thyself. Alcibiades, the ambitious, but young Athenian statesman, has thus far only
studied writing, lyre-playing, and wrestling; Socrates questions whether this is enough for
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the purpose of leading a state.267 After an extended period of dialogue, Socrates
eventually manages to convince the young aristocrat that he lacks the sort of knowledge
necessary to advise others. Indeed, Alcibiades comes to recognize that, even among
things that he does know, he knows next to nothing about them.268 Socrates then asserts
that it is this profound ignorance, “of thinking that we know when we don’t know,”
which leads to errors in conduct.269 He further claims that ignorance, being “wedded to
stupidity,” is the reason that Alcibiades, as well as others, rush into the political arena.270
Socrates then persuades Alcibiades that he needs to cultivate himself. But, since “we
often think we are cultivating ourselves when we are not,” Socrates and Alcibiades set
out to learn just what we ourselves are, what is without a doubt ours. Once they possess
knowledge of that realm, they will have identified the object of self-cultivation.271 A
philosopher learns how to command others and to obey the commands of others for the
sake of the soul.
Unsurprisingly, given what we have read in Timaeus, the two interlocutors
conclude that the self is a soul. Socrates says to Alcibiades: “the command that we should
know ourselves means that we should know our souls.”272 He induces the young man to
agree to examine the region of the soul that most makes it good, a place that Socrates
names wisdom. After having acquired knowledge of that region of the soul, a person
acquires “vision” and “understanding” of the soul’s divinity. 273 Through this vision and
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understanding of what is uniquely his own self, Alcibiades could begin to reason
correctly about those things that belong, yet are extrinsic, to his own self and to the
extrinsic belongings of others. 274 To use the terminology introduced in the discussion of
Timaeus, knowledge of self provides a vision and understanding of being. From that
vantage point it is possible to begin to re-view becoming, to understand it again, perhaps
for the first time. At this point, Plato’s follower, if not Plato himself, asserts that such a
person is now fit to enter politics, obeying the dictates of his knowledge of divinity so
that he may command others appropriately. 275
This reading of Timaeus and First Alcibiades reveal to us four important things.
First, within the original texts of the Platonic tradition, we may extract a totalizing view
of human life, which regiments diet, behaviour, and thought, subordinating these things
to something Plato calls wisdom. Know thyself names this act of subordination. Second,
in order to provide a systematic order to his regimen, Plato and his immediate followers
offer an index of the body, giving place to thought and emotion, separating them,
establishing boarders between them, yet also elaborating on their relationship with one
another. Third, military and political command structures, when they do not serve as
heuristic metaphors, show themselves to be Plato’s chief concern. After all, Plato was the
author of The Republic, The Laws, and Statesman. For him, philosophy is about acquiring
the capacity to command and to obey in a correct manner. Finally, the correct manner of
commanding and obeying refers at all points to the fundamental order of the cosmos.
Attaining a state of wisdom, knowing yourself, occurs only when the command structure
of the microcosm identifies with the command structure of the macrocosm, when
274
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becoming matches being. These four themes of early Platonic thought—wisdom,
regimentation of the body, politics, and cosmic identification—determined much of the
later tradition.
Eight-hundred years after Plato, in Rome, Plotinus (204-270) presented a version
of know thyself that prepared the ground for Christian interpretations of the imperative.
Plotinus’ only written work, the Enneads, was a series of fifty-four brief logical and
metaphysical discussions regarding questions of being, knowledge, and ethics. His
philosophical mode is more abstract than Plato’s, avoiding mythologies and narrative
conceits. The Craftsman of Timaeus had, over the intervening centuries, become the One,
an absolutely transcendent being outside time and space. The One was the origin of all
exiting things, including—unlike in Timaeus—matter itself.276 The overflow of power
from the One produced Mind, which served as both a blueprint and operating system to
the universe. According to Plotinus, Mind is the source of Idea or Soul. A philosopher, a
lover of wisdom, is one who seeks knowledge and experience of Mind so that he may
catch sight of the One, the principle that is at once all things, everywhere, yet nothing and
nowhere.277 Know thyself named this quest.
Plotinus refers to the Delphic imperative on two occasions throughout the
Enneads. In the fourth he writes that “in enquiring into this (the soul) we should be
obeying the command of the god who urged us to know ourselves.” 278 The process of
knowing thyself involved a search for the origin and nature of the soul. A second passage
from that same Ennead helps us to elaborate on this inquiry and its effects. Plotinus
276
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writes that when one “contemplates, especially when the contemplation is clear, one does
not turn to oneself in the act of intelligence, but one possesses oneself.” The act of
inquiring into the soul is an act of contemplation directed towards the soul; the soul, once
discovered, is not understood intellectually; it is instead grasped by itself. A closedcircuit of subject seeking and object-being-subject emerges, folding the soul in on itself
like an oroboro. Plotinus confirms this in the next line; “one’s activity, however, is
directed towards the object of contemplation, and one becomes this, offering oneself to it
as a kind of matter, being formed according to what one sees, and being oneself only
potentially.”279 He is speaking of a loss of identity within oneself, as ones identity
transforms into a reflection of the soul. Should the soul cease to contemplate itself,
identity would return to its regular form.
Turning away from oneself in that way marks a loss of perfect knowledge.
Plotinus writes that the soul contemplating itself “is himself in such a way as to be
everything, when he thinks himself, he thinks everything at once; so that a man in this
state, by his intuition of himself, and when he actually see himself, has everything
included in this seeing, and by his intuition of everything has himself included.” 280 The
soul contemplating itself becomes an omnivorous gaze, an unblinking, all-seeing sight.
The inference is that the soul participates in some universal essence and design, the
whole of which is contained in each part, or at least in each soul-part. Plotinus codes the
state of self-revelation as beautiful and the more common moments of space between
perception and soul as ugly; “when we know ourselves we are beautiful, but ugly when
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we are ignorant of ourselves.”281 Here perfect knowledge of the soul and existence
becomes a desirable aesthetic choice.
Elsewhere Plotinus writes of this aesthetic choice as a metaphorical “’escape’ to
the upper world,” conducted so that “we may not sink to the level of sense perception by
pursuing the images of sense, or to the level of the growth-principle by following the urge
for generation and the ‘gluttonous love of good eating,’ but may rise to the intelligible
and intellect of God.”282 Plotinus appears to think that the images produced in the mind
based on sensory input, desire for sexual intercourse, and overindulgence are mechanisms
that restrain the soul, drawing it down the scale of being, keeping it from its rightful
ontological ascent. It follows then that this ascent involves a process of learning how to
disregard the products of imagination, to practice sexual abstinence, and to fast. Plotinus
chastises those who have chosen the ugliness of imagination, sex, and food. He writes
that they have “fettered all their loves with evil passions” and fettered their right reason,
which is inborn to them, with the “evil opinions which have grown upon them.” 283
Passions and opinions are the mechanism by which one alters oneself from ugly to
beautiful; restraining the passions turns them into goods, and acquiring correct opinion
turns opinion into a good, a way of escaping the world of imagination, sex, and food.
The Enneads offer many clues as to how one restrains the passions and acquires
correct opinion in the quest to know thyself. Two examples will suffice to demonstrate
this. Plotinus, borrowing a Stoic technique, writes that we should “be spectators of
murders, and all deaths, and the takings and sackings of cities, as if they were on the
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stages of theatres, all changes of scenery and costume and acted wailings and
weepings.”284 He encourages his readers to cut all empathetic ties with humanity,
imagining that, let us say, the murder of a family member was an elaborate art happening,
a drama of false misery thrust suddenly into their life. Yet, at the same time, Plotinus
encourages a profound respect for the lives of others. He writes that the actors each have
something special to them; they are capable of acting beyond the stage; ”the author
makes them the master of the All.”285 Here Plotinus suggests that each character in the
drama of history is capable of separating themselves from it; the author has given the
actors the capacity to take possession of not only the stage but everything beyond. In
addition to taking a respectful, apathetic subject-position, the actors should consider
themselves “part of the author, and an author who foreknew what they were going to say,
so that he might in this way be able to bring the rest of the play and the consequences of
their interventions into a coherent whole.”286
Plotinus seems to be saying that one should practice thinking of oneself as
separate from reality but also deeply implicated in its structure, part of a universal
destiny. Lived reality is interconnected in the way that the plot of a novel is
interconnected, directed as it is toward a particular narrative end. This, however, should
not prevent the actor from believing that he does not have access to the script, or any say
in the writing of his own lines. Plotinus gives this impression elsewhere:
“And some of them have altogether become subject to the destiny of the
world, but others are sometimes subject to it and sometimes belong to
themselves; others again accept all that is it necessary to endure, but are
able to be self-possessed in all that is their own work, living according to
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another code of laws, that which governs the whole of reality, and
submitting themselves to [this] other ordinance.”287
He separates people into three sorts. The first, we infer, are the ugly, fettered by evil
opinion and evil passions to the realm of sense impression, sex, and food. The second
mark a halfway point between ugliness and beauty. The assumption here is that these
people have access to correct opinion but do not always heed it, and do not always
successfully restrain the passions. Finally there are those who are beautiful through
knowledge of their self. They tolerate from an apathetic distance the drama of history but
act their part from the perspective of the author, intuiting from a vision of their soul the
direction, purpose, and meaning of the play. The trick is to practice arts that participate in
the metaphysical underpinnings of reality. Plotinus offers a list of six occupations that
train the soul in the pursuit of right opinion and restrained passion. He writes that all
music aids man in this pursuit, as does carpentry and generalship, rhetoric and
geometry.288 Each of these disciplines train the mind to abstract thought from reality,
especially music, which is a literal participation in the harmonic structure of the cosmos.
Philosophy, the practice of wisdom, represents the ultimate form of such abstraction,
whether in construction, command, speech, number, or sound.
A biography of Plotinus written by his chief student, Porphyry (234-305), shortly
after his master’s death, reveals the practical dimension of know thyself. Because Plotinus
did not wish to speak of his childhood or parentage or to have his image reproduced in
painting or sculpture, lest he accidentally succumb to love of the body over the soul, we
know little of Plotinus’ life or appearance before he began his career as a philosopher in
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Rome.289 After training for eleven years under a master named Ammonius, Plotinus
joined a failed Roman imperial military expedition into the East. Having barely escaped
that expedition with his life, Plotinus established an informal question and answer circle
in Rome devoted to philosophy, which was attended primarily by politicians and
doctors.290 He was plagued by a disorder of the bowels and also a form of leprosy which
caused painful ulcerations and affected his voice and sight. 291 In spite of this, Plotinus
was charming in appearance, especially in speech, and that “kindness shown out from
him,” even when faced by persistent questioning.292 His way of life included continual
fasting, a vegetarian diet, and daily massage. He esteemed those who were indifferent to
the needs of life and distained finance and money-lending.293 Yet Plotinus was himself
good with money and people, serving as executor to numerous deceased, watching over
children’s trust funds, and arbitrating disputes.294
Much to the chagrin of late copyists and modern scholars, Plotinus paid little
attention to spelling and grammar when writing, concerning himself only with putting his
thoughts onto scroll. Indeed he practiced a perpetual “self-turned attention,” being
“present at once to himself and to others.”295 Something of this mode of attention was
said to have imbued Plotinus with the ability to judge the character of an individual from
his outward appearance, but we do not know precisely how that was. 296 This insight also
afforded Plotinus a keen intelligence; through his studies, he was versed in a general
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manner with Stoic, Aristotelian, and Platonic streams of philosophical thought, as well as
geometry, arithmetic, mechanics, optics, and music.297 He also studied astronomy in an
informal manner, but argued against the practice of casting horoscopes. 298 Finally, we are
told that Plotinus attained a vision of the One, having raised his Soul to the level of Mind,
at least four times.299
Plotinus may have said of himself that he had acquired the purificatory virtues,
the qualities of wisdom, self-control, courage, and justice. Wisdom exists when the Soul
formulates its own opinions without the aid of sensory input. Self-control names a state in
which the Soul does not share in the experiences of its body. Courage marks the Soul’s
utter lack of fear regarding its departure from the space occupied by the Matter of its
body. And justice occurs when the body is ruled by reason and intellect without
opposition.300 Plotinus, due to his close relationship with and resemblance to the One,
possessed wide learning and near total control of his personage. Having used diet and
massage, and numerous visualization exercises, he had anesthetized his body, removing it
from the sight of the divine. He had been purified, illuminated, and made perfect in
virtue.
The writings of Iamblichus of Apemea (245-325), contrary to Platonists before
him, located the site of individuation in the pneumatic or spiritual body that existed
between the sensible realm and the soul.301 In this, he followed the arguments of the
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Galenic medical tradition.302 Iamblichus argues that, in order to acquire a proper vision of
the divine, it was necessary to affect the spiritual body, home of the phantasia or
phantasy, rather than the soul itself. The phantasy was the faculty of the mind that
collected and processed sensory data. Iamblichus wrote in his On the Egyptian Mysteries
that an excess of black bile, the humors produced in the liver, led philosophers to inferior
visions.303 Prayer cleansed the phantasy of misleading, materialist visions. Iamblichus
writes that “extended practice of prayer nurtures, enlarges greatly our soul’s receptivity to
the gods, reveals to men the life of the gods and accustoms their eyes to the brightness of
divine light, and for contact with the gods, until it leads us up to the highest level of
consciousness of which we are capable.”304 Prayer, then, is both a process of acclimation
and an opening to a particular sort of experience, one characterized by a vision of light
and contact with a higher ontological being. This vision and that contact mark the
perfection of the individual spirit, allowing it to identify with the pure vision of the soul.
Historians tend to refer to this process of acclimation and opening as theurgy. 305 In
addition to prayer, Iamblichean Platonists used astrologically beneficial objects and
health-promoting exercises.
Iamblichus likely practiced a bodily discipline based on the hagiographic accounts
of the ancient Pythagoreans.306 Recognizing Pythagoreanism as a long tradition
“concealed by outlandish teachings and secrets codes obscured by numerous false and
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outlandish treatises, and entangled in many similar difficulties,” Iamblichus saw
Pythagoras as an ancient holy man worth emulating.307 Pythagoras “disciplined himself
with religious observances, scientific studies, and extraordinary regimens. Having
achieved stability of soul and mastery of body, his every word and action were
accomplished with tranquility and inimitable calmness.” 308 From this reverent description
of Pythagoras, we see that the Pythagorean life resembles that of Plotinus; philosophy
was the zealous pursuit of contemplation, or a vision of how the cosmos participates in
first things.
His exercise regimen, as outlined in Iamblichus’ Life of Pythagoras, involved
music, study, exercise, and diet. Pythagoras observed for three years those who desired
his teachings. He watched them closely for their personal habits, relationships, and
leisure occupations. What they did and who they knew would partly reveal the potential
initiates’ nature. An initiate needed to be capable of “holding their talk,” of being silent
generally, and had to possess an able memory and aptitude for following instruction.
Further, they were to have a noble attitude towards studies and a willingness to undertake
ascetic exercises. When they encountered difficulties, they must endure them with
patience. In addition to their temperament, Pythagoras also observed the person’s
physique and manner of walking; “studying the features by which their nature is made
known, he took the visible things as signs of the invisible character traits of their souls.”
If Pythagoras allowed a student into his school, he instructed that student to remain silent
for five years. During that time, through “intense and untiring close examination and
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repetition of theories about subjects most difficult to comprehend,” he would teach them
to honour and exercise their memory. 309 Pythagoras—who often demonstrated that he
possessed Orpheus’ power over animals—“corrected each of (his disciples) in the
direction of moral excellence by means of proper tunes, as though by means of some
well-blended, life-giving drugs.”310 Music was an excellent medicine for “despondency
and mental suffering;” it eased the passions and engaged the attention of the soul.311
Pythagoras refused to employ surgery and rarely used drugs, instead employing
“incantations” for some illnesses.312 Those, along with music, bathing, and intense midmorning exercises, such as wrestling and foot-races, would bring good health to the body,
allowing the soul to operate unimpeded.313 The life of a Pythagorean, of an Iamblichean
Platonist, was one of exercise, discipline, music, prayer, and study.
During the rise of Christianity in the Roman Empire, which began in the fourth
century, Platonism provided the language with which philosophy was conducted.314
Christians, both of the Roman and Eastern Roman traditions, became Christians as such
under the influence of Greek thought.315 So it is no surprise that the Platonic tradition,
particularly its methods of bodily discipline and its metaphysical substructure,
contributed to the development of Christian asceticism.316 Monasticism, as we refer to the
practice today, was a way of life devoted to knowing thyself. But while Platonism and
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Christianity share a similar approach to the divine, seeking to become god-like in their
way of living, they nonetheless conceive of the centrepiece of the cosmos in different
ways. Unlike the Platonic tradition, monastics did not derive their metaphysical
postulates strictly from a tradition of speculation and inquiry, but from theological
dogmas culled from readings of Scripture.317 Instead of seeking a vision of the One,
monastics sought a vision of God. And they did so against the active opposition of
malevolent material forces called daemons.
The men who entered into the desert of Egypt, either alone or in groups, sought to
forge a new identity. The monk defined himself in relation to angels and daemons, and in
relation to other social groups.318 This process of self-definition was centred on the body;
“the monk simultaneously experiences the body as friend, ascetic arena, instrument of
glorification, vessel of nature; and as fore tyrant and object of mastery.” 319 Daemons
variously attempted, through the manipulation of memory and mental images, to dissuade
the monk from leaving society or to make him sluggish and drowsy. When that sort of
attack failed, daemons practiced mental warfare, inspiring the monk with impossible
goals, and inflicting sudden passions and haunting memories. Should the monk overcome
these attacks, daemons would attempt to fool the monk into thinking that he had attained
a vision of God or that daemons were in fact angels.320 This combat against daemons took
the form of prayers, vigils, and fasting. Monks limited food and abstained from sex and
masturbation in order to calibrate and discipline the body, subordinating it to the mind
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and soul.321 They measured their progress in this ongoing struggle through the
measurement of night emissions.322 The monk that endured hunger patiently and retained
his sexual fluids had, to an extent, purified himself.
Monastics, like the Platonists, evoked the Delphic imperative when speaking of
their quest. Anthony of the Desert wrote that “Jesus knows himself in his spiritual
essence, for he who knows himself also knows the dispensation of the Creator, and what
he does for his creatures.”323 Likewise, the Roman Gnostic Valentinus associated ascetic
moral training the Platonic dictum.324 Much of later monastic fidelity to Platonic training
is due to the influence of Origen. He organized the cosmos according to degrees of sin.
The purest of beings existed immaterially, close to God; the most prideful and irreligious
existed on Earth, mired in the blindness of passion and becoming. The degree of one’s sin
was a reflection of one’s moral habits.325 Evagrius Ponticus (345-399), one of the most
influential of the Egyptian Desert Fathers, conducted his ascetic practice in an Origenist
world populated by daemons and angels, using Platonic categories to organize his
thought.
In his On Asceticism and Stillness in the Solitary Life, Evagrius writes that the
monk “must be a soldier of Christ, detached from material things, free from care and not
involved in trade or commerce.”326 In a manner like that of a business man, the monk
ought to test the value of everything according to the degree of stillness it provides to his
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life.327 The monk, in the quest to overcome demons in combat, must separate mind from
body and develop a benevolent apathy. This attitude is one of stillness, resting in the
spirit of God. Evagrius defines this attitude against the world of trade, subverting the
image of the materially-concerned business man to the end of spiritual combat. The
monk’s self-interest is served by forsaking self-interest. He ought to eat “a sparse and
plain diet” and wear clothes that are sufficient to the needs of the body. 328 God provides
us all with what we need in the present so we need not concern ourselves with the
future.329 Echoing Luke 10:41-42, Evagrius claims that “one thing alone is needful—hear
the divine word; after that one should be content with anything that comes to hand.” 330 In
order to maintain this attitude, the monk ought to remember that he will die and
experience pain; that the world is full of “compromises and crazes.” Furthermore, he
should visualize the day of Resurrection, Final Judgment, and Hell. 331 From all of this we
see that Evagrian monasticism employed an apparatus designed to isolate an individual
body from society, placing it aside through modes of ingestion and dress. It forges a
subjectivity through visualization exercises and meditations on non-existence. The mind
ought to locate its being in the mythology of Christian eschatology and retribution. The
monk’s life is one of fear and trembling before God.
In On Discrimination in Respect of Passions and Thoughts, Evagrius explains that
demons attack the intellect through “conceptions of sensory objects.” The battle ground
of daemonic combat is the space between perception and judgements based on those
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perceptions.332 Daemons—those airy beings of the firey airs, the fallen angels—attack
the monk seeking social death and psychic non-being through the human passions of
gluttony and avarice, and the desire for praise. The monk may destroy such desires and
passions “through fasting, vigils, and sleeping on the ground, and he tames his incensive
power through long-suffering, forbearance, forgiveness, and acts of compassion.”333
Through such actions Christ, “the physician of souls” corrects the incensive power,
purified the intellect, and withers desire.”334 Such bodily disciplines, the completion of
which Evagrius terms stillness, prepare the monk for prayer. Because daemons affect the
intellect, passions, and desires through the manipulation of sensory input, prayer is an
attempt to participate in God, the unity of all beings, without regard for the senses. 335 In
On Prayer, Evagrius writes: “try to make your intellect deaf and dumb during prayer; you
will then be able to pray.” 336 The mind should be silent, shorn of its inner monologue and
removed from distraction. With this in mind, Evagrius warns the monk to keep watch
over his memory so that recollection of the past does not interfere with the embrace of the
God-given present.337 “The warfare between us and the daemons is waged solely on
account of spiritual prayer.”338 Daemons disguise themselves as God’s glory. 339 Success
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in this warfare transforms the monk so that his intellect resembles that of the angels. 340
He is separated from all, yet recognizes himself in all being. 341
John Climacus, the seventh-century monk, would reformulate the Evagrian form
of monasticism, harmonizing the so-called hesychest and coenobitic ways of life.342 The
Ladder of Divine Ascent equates all purity and apatheia, even the angelic, with humility
and obedience.343 These two actions would become the spiritual exercises par excellence
among both western and eastern monastics in the centuries to follow. Climacus asserts
that a Christian is an imitator of Christ; a monk “finds himself in an earthly and defiled
body, but pushes himself into the rank and status of the incorporeal angels.” 344 This
imitation and push toward angelic life cannot be accomplished immediately, but requires
a slow ascent. Through repentance the monk persecutes the stomach and flogs the soul
“into intense awareness.”345 He reminds himself of death daily and—as a warrior and
athlete of Christ—submits his will absolutely to his superior. 346 These activities enable a
correct prayer, cleansing the imagination of impurities; a “fasting man prays austerely,
but the mind of someone intemperate is filled up with unclean imaginings.” 347 When
threatened with moral weakness, the monk may employ, as Evagrius had, sackcloth,
vigils, fasting, and water deprivation; he may also spend time among the burial places of
the dead. Best of all, the monk may practice “humility of the heart,” seeking “a spiritual
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director or a helpful doctor.”348 Such temptations tend to be the result of vainglory and
pride, which Climacus calls “the cause of diabolical possession, the source of anger, the
gateway of hypocrisy…the fortress of demons, the custodian of sins, the source of
hardheartedness.”349 Daemons, in grabbing the soul, “put out he light of the mind” until it
lacks discernment and self-knowledge.350
A monk who, through the cross-examination of prayer, has managed to retain a
union with God, also retains discernment and achieves stillness. 351 Discernment, in its
early stages, is self-knowledge, but then grows to be “the capacity to distinguish
unfailingly between what is truly good and what is opposed to the good.” Among “the
perfect,” discernment is “a knowledge resulting from divine illumination, which with its
lamp can light up what is dark in others.”352 Stillness is found in the body and in the soul;
“stillness of the body is the accurate knowledge of one’s thoughts and is an unassailable
mind.”353 Climacus’ innovation was to tie the development of discernment and stillness
not to demonic combat but to “the utterly mundane demands of daily obedience within a
community of stable, hierarchical structure.”354 Within a community, one went from the
heaven-imitating life of the coenobite to the life of an angel on Earth, the hesychest, one
who is still in body and mind.355
The Camaldolese order, formed in the eleventh century in Italy, looked to the
Desert Father for models of action, likewise seeking to attain a state of social death and
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psychic purity. Individually, but living together, they trained through the reading of
psalms, meditation on Scripture, self-examination, and self-denial to experience unity
with God, the ultimate stillness.356 We detect explicit echoes of the Desert Fathers in the
Rule of Romauld.
1. Sit in the cell as in paradise;
2. Cast all memory of the world behind you cautiously watching your
thoughts, as a good fisher watches the fish;
3. In the Psalms there is one way. Do not abandon it. If you who have
come with the fervor of a novice cannot understand everything, strive
to recite with understanding of spirit and mind, now here, now there,
and when you begin to wander while reading, do not stop, but hasten
to correct yourself by concentrating.
4. Above all, place yourself in the presence of God with fear and
trembling, like someone who stands in the sight of the emperor;
5. Destroy yourself completely,
6. And sit like a chick content with the grace of God, for unless its
mother gives it something, it tastes nothing and has nothing to eat. 357
Anselmo Giabbani notes that Camaldolese monasticism in Ficino’s day was less
about bodily denial and more about attaining a vision of God through love and friendship
in imitation of Christ.358 In this respect Camaldolese spirituality in Quattrocento Florence
more closely resembled that of Climacus than Evagrius. They practiced the philosophy of
Benedict, derived from Climacus, spending the day in manual labour, reading, private
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prayer, and observance of the canonical hours.359 They ate onve a day when fasting, in
imitation of the Israelites in the desert.360
Ficino, reading from Traversari’s translation of Ephrem the Syrian, would have
learned that such practice results in self-recognition in God, as the blessed man “discerns
himself in illumination”.361 And interacting with Paulo Orlandini, prior of the monastery
in Ficino’s lifetime, he would have read that “a man knowing himself is a philosopher,
and philosophy is to know yourself.”362 At Santa Maria degli Angeli, the asceticism of
the Church Fathers reflected the writings of the Platonists, further cementing in Ficino’s
mind the sanctity of the latter. At the same time that these authors exhorted men to look
into themselves, toward God, in order to attain knowledge of the cosmos and moral
habits, another stream of ancient writing instructed Ficino to do likewise, all for the sake
of justice.
The political dimension of know thyself owes much to Plato’s political writings
and their Neoplatonic interpretations, but the overall scheme is largely Ciceronian.
Ficino’s know thyself is a Christian Neoplatonic modification of Cicero’s design. The
highly influential Roman lawyer and orator, hero to Petrarch and to Quattrocento literati
generally, makes either direct or indirect reference to the Delphic imperative in On Moral
Ends, The Republic, and Laws. In books three and give of On Moral Ends, Cicero asserts
that the act of knowing thyself involves a two-step procedure, looking outward in order to
359
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look inward. Indeed, Cicero asserts that one cannot even understand the value of maxims
such as “obey the occasion,” “follow god,” “know thyself” (se noscere), and “nothing in
excess” without knowledge of physics. This means one gains such ability to look inward
when one knows the reason of nature, life, and god. Possession of that knowledge
produces a person with the ability to “judge truly about goods and evils.”363 Cicero
explicitly states that we cannot know ourselves (nosmet ipsos nosse non possumus)
without such knowledge of physics. This outward directed examination of the qualities
and origins of natural processes, including an examination of the forces of being which
set those processes in motion, enables a correct evaluation of one’s own being.
“Accordingly the Pythian Apollo bids us ‘learn to know ourselves’ (noscere nosmet
ipsos); but the sole road to self-knowledge is to know our powers of body and of mind
and to follow the path of life that gives us their full employment.” 364 Know thyself begins
with a thorough knowledge of physics, an evaluation of one’s powers using one’s
knowledge of physics, and then the exercise of those powers in one’s way of life.
We detect this process in the famous Dream of Scipio, told in Cicero’s Republic.
Having ascended through the celestial spheres, recognizing the smallness of the Earth,
and the spiritual origin of the cosmos itself, Scipio acquires knowledge of his own
powers. Indeed, he learns about the true nature of his being.
“For that man whom your outward form reveals is not yourself; the mind
(mens) is the true self, not that physical figure that can be pointed out by
the finger. Know, then, that you are a god, if a god is that which lives,
feels, remembers, and foresees, and which rules, governs and moves the
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body over which it is set, just as the supreme God above us rules the
universe.”365
So what we have here is an equation of mankind with the mind. The mind possesses the
quality of life and the ability to interface empirically with the world, to retain the results
of such interactions, and to anticipate future events. Furthermore, it possessed the
capacity to exert power over material reality, giving it specific direction. In these
respects, mankind—as mind—is god-like.
Knowledge of physics, which enables know thyself, is acquired through
philosophy. In Laws, Cicero makes this connection between philosophy and know thyself
explicit. He calls philosophy a gift of the gods to humanity, for “she alone has taught us,
in addition to all other wisdom, that most difficult of all things—to know ourselves
(nosmet ipsos nosceremus)... For he who knows himself will realise, in the first place,
that he has a divine element within him, and will think of his own inner nature as a kind
of consecrated image of God.” 366 Having attained these insights through philosophy—
detecting one’s inner divinity—the practitioner of know thyself partakes of a particular
subjectivity. Detecting one’s divinity perfects reason (ratio), imbuing mind with wisdom
.367 Wisdom in turn names a state of mind in which all human actions—life, cognition,
and power—are interpreted and measured according to a value called virtue, “nothing
else than nature perfected and develop to its highest point.”368 With wisdom and
knowledge of virtue comes a general attitude towards the body and society.
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Cicero asserts that the man who has gained knowledge of his true self through
philosophy will abandon subservience to the body. This means that one is no longer
preoccupied with pleasure.369 Pleasure is especially dangerous to those undertaking know
thyself. Pleasure is a counterfeit good. Indeed, it is “the mother of all evils.” Drawn in by
the desire for pleasure, men “fail to discern clearly what things are by nature good,
because the same seductiveness and itching does not attend them.” 370 In addition to an
apathy towards pleasures, those forces of bodily distraction which prevented an accurate
examination of nature and evaluation of the body and mind, the philosopher distances
himself from the fear of pain and death.371 Knowing that the body is not one’s true self,
and that the mind is akin to the immortal gods, if not itself immortal, it becomes less
reasonable to feel anxiety towards bodily damage or destruction. Having learned that all
men are in fact minds, the philosopher recognizes the homogeneity of mankind.
Consequently, he takes up an attitude of political inclusiveness, entering into “a society
of charity.”372 Freed from the deceptive tyranny of pleasure and fear, and open to
humanity in general, the philosopher takes up the worship of the gods and a pure
religion.373 Through all of this—the attainment of wisdom, virtue, apathy, charity, and
religion—the philosopher also attains the quality of prudence, the ability to reject evil and
choose the good.374
The accumulation of all of these qualities in one individual, which is the purpose
of know thyself, has certain practical results, inspiring a particular mode of political
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activity. Perceiving himself as god-like, wise, and prudent, the philosopher concludes that
he was born to take part in civil society. The philosopher not only engages in public
debates but—using the art of dialectic (ratione disserendi)—writes treatises concerning
proper moral and political conduct. He teaches “how to rule nations, establish laws,
punish the wicked, protect the good, honour those who excel.” Furthermore, he publishes
“precepts conducive to the well-being and credit (of citizens),” seeking to “rouse them to
honourable actions, recall them from wrong-doing, console the afflicted, and hand down
to everlasting memory the deeds and counsels of brave and wise men, and the infamy of
the wicked.”375 In other words, the philosopher develops two technologies: the first
regarding governance and the second regarding behaviours. Both such technologies aim
to establish in society the state of law, that is, the qualities of friendship and justice.
As Cicero claims in The Republic, “the existence of virtue depends entirely upon
its use; and its noblest use is the government of the state.”376 Members of the state who
hope to successfully exercise their virtue, that is, to live, cognize, and exert power on
materials through the application of mind in a more perfect manner, as we have seen,
recognize their affinity for political leadership. The philosopher, having brought himself
under the authority of law aims to likewise bring society as a whole under law. “Law is
the highest reason, implanted in nature, which commands what out to be done and forbids
the opposite.”377 Essentially, law is prudence given a sociological expression. But while
law on the individual scale equates with wisdom, apathy, charity, and religion, at the
level of society it equates to friendship and justice. In On Duties, Cicero writes that the
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“chief aim of all men” ought to be to “make the interest of each individual and the whole
body politic identical.”378 Should individuals fail to identify their interests with those of
the larger state, “all human fellowship will be destroyed.” 379 Elsewhere, in Laws, Cicero,
citing Pythagoras, calls this identification of self and state interest friendship. He then,
continuing the analogy between personal and political friendship, claims that ‘as soon as
either friend prefers anything for himself, friendship ceases to exist.”380 And since it is
bad habits, that is, a lack of wisdom and virtue and prudence lead to the misidentification
of interest with the self exclusively, it is the duty of the statesman to reform the habits of
the citizenry so that they aim towards friendship.381 This is accomplished through
technologies of governance and behaviour subsumed under the heading of justice. Justice
“binds all human society,” under law, the sociological expression of prudence. It
according to Cicero is best imposed on the aristocracy. “For just as the whole state is
habitually corrupted by the evil desires and the vices of its prominent men, so is it
improved and reformed by continence on their part.”382 The fundamental aims of the
philosopher who has attained wisdom, virtue, prudence, charity, and religion through
know thyself, is to teach the aristocracy how to govern the state and to instill within it a
sense of political friendship and justice.
The Ciceronian conception of know thyself transmitted itself into the culture of
political thought current in Ficino’s era. In the second of his Nine Books Concerning the
Institution of a Republic, Francesco Patrizi references explicitly the Delphic imperative
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nosce te ipsum. Patrizi writes that “he does not know himself who does not know how to
use the virtue of the mind, is broken by fear, throws oneself about in joy, is burned by
desire, and dried by lusts.” 383 As with all participants in the apparatus know thyself, the
act of knowing thyself is an act of self-regulation; it is knowledge of how to use and
restrain the body and mind. Knowing thyself involves the use of the mind and the
restraint of extreme emotions such as fear, joy, desire, and lust. It is a quest for an
integrated and bounded physicality possessed of ample bodily fluids capable of directing
energy toward the mind above the body. Patrizi, still following Cicero, goes on to explain
that philosophy is the mechanism through which one attains this physicality; “philosophy
arms us against evil things and pulls out not only the roots of perturbations, but even each
and everyone of their smallest fibers.”384 The act of loving wisdom is the act of clearing
one’s emotional landscape, establishing a clear field in which to grow something new and
healthy. The subject anesthetized through philosophy is, according to Patrizi, the best
citizen; “each best citizen, who not only wants to benefit himself and his fellows, but also
the fatherland, will give effort to this.”385 There is something beyond emotional
nullification at work in Patrizi’s Ciceronian know thyself. It offers its practitioner social
and political benefits. Again, as with Cicero, that benefit is knowledge of justice, that
virtue “which contains human society, without which no state is able to be, and no home
is governed rightly.” 386 Know thyself is a procedure not only for training and
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anesthetizing individuals but for discovering how to do the same to human society
generally, bringing families into line and forging a city-state.
In a lengthy passage in the first book of Patrizi’s On the Kingdom and the
Institution of the King, the author explains that one cannot be a good poet without first
being a good man. Good poets are the teachers of moral conduct and correctors of human
life; their songs praise the best man and display the glory of virtue; “they excite youth
toward the method (ratio) of living that ought to be imitated.”387 This method of living,
according to Patrizi, involves the domination of the mind over the body. He calls this
mode of domination virtue. “The continuous action of the mind according to virtue is
seen to be the highest good of mankind. This is the true happiness that divine good
accounted to many philosophers.”388 In this state of virtue, the mind sees that God is the
greatest and best, the first cause of all things. Furthermore, they perceive that, by
removing themselves from the contagion of the body, they may achieve, through the
mind, a full and perfect similarity with their creator. The mind is “the divine spirit in us”
which the ancients called soul, “through which we live, grow, and sense.” 389 A pure
mind, without body, is capable of recognizing correct thinking, understanding the reason
of terrestrial things, contemplating the heavens, and predicting the future. He has cut
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from himself emotional disturbance and bodily motion. The body is ruled by the mind. 390
And the mind free from emotional disturbance learns what justice is.
Ficino’s know thyself amalgamated the three traditions described in this chapter.
The largest borrowing is from Plato’s dialogues, the distinction between good and bad
government, and the necessity of know thyself for establishing the former and eliminating
the possibility of the latter. Good government required the cultivation of good speeches
and the management of the biological constitution of citizens. Good speeches, based on
knowledge of the cosmos and human nature, ease the psyche, removing illnesses of
rationalit. A rational, healthy, and pacified state is wise, participating in a cosmic identity.
Cicero, in echoing these claims, placed the qualities of good government under a single
heading borrowed from Plato’s Republic, justice. Later Platonists, such as Plotinus and
Prophyry, associated physical and mental health with a disregard of imagination,
abstinence, and fasting, claiming that a healthy body was beautiful, while an unhealthy
one was ugly. Iamblichus modified this scheme by arguing that various theurgic rites
instilled a body and mind with beauty, freing it from the rational illness of melancholia.
The man in good physical and psychic health could escape the hands of fate, touching the
divine plan that underpinned reality. Monastics argued for much the same tthing as the
Platonists, but associated health with angelic existence, emphesizing the virtues of
obedience to law, and humility in the face of the divine. Illness was the result of
daemonic influence, so the monk needed to combat such influence constantly through
prayer and fasting. Success in this combat resulted in stillness and an imageless
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experience of God. Know thyself would produce a healthy, beautiful, still, and obedient
populous under justice. Its leaders and citizens, practiced in prayer and fasting, molded
by theurgy and good speeches, would overcome the attacks of evil daemons, attaning the
status of angels on Earth.
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Chapter 4
Revelation
This chapter regards the theological dimension of the apparatus know thyself. For
Ficino, knowledge of God’s being was identical with knowledge of the self. Divine
revelation was self-revelation. When operating within the discursive field of Christian
theology, a field which overlaps in many ways with that of philosophy, Ficino referred to
a perfected self-recognition as religio. This chapter will analyze the content of religio,
placing it in a process of theological self-recognition which included the concepts of
piety and sanctity. Ficino used the term religio to name the state of a human being who,
driven by piety, worked to attain the capacity for sanctity. Through the practice of
sanctity, the pious man acquired hope, faith, and charity, thereby attuning himself to God,
his true self. These various theological virtues reinforce one another, binding a person to
a reflexively enclosed loop which, in its centrifuge, produces a particular worldview. This
chapter also elaborates on the mythological and doctrinal content of Ficino’s worldview,
focusing at last on Ficino’s conception of sin and daemonology. Like many of his
Christian fellows, Ficino directed his prayers to Mary and the angels in his attempt to
overcome the assaults of evil daemons.
Christine Caldwell Ames, in her recent review of the historiography of medieval
religion, points out that the category of religion has lost its original boundaries. 391
Historians, responding to the broadening of academia in the 1970s, began to write about
popular religion, pastoral care, and pilgrimage in a way that blurred the line between
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clergy and laity, between elite and popular.392 The medieval past was no longer an
omnipresent Catholicism.393 As a consequence, it became necessary for historians to
jettison intellectual and theological categories borrowed from Christianity. Indeed, John
Bossy reminds us that the sociological category of religion itself derives from Protestant
polemics against Catholicism; Protestants used the term religio to name a regimented
way of belief or life existing along side other such regimens. 394 Both authors explain that,
prior to the Reformation, religio referred either to a sense of reverence for sacred things,
that is, monasticism, or to worship in general. The religious (religiosi) were monastic
regulars.395 James Hankins argues that Ficino used the term religio in more or less this
same way. He points out, however, that— according to Ficino’s writings—there were
two sources for this reverence for sacred things, one innate and one determined from
Word and revelation.396 Following Iamblichus, Ficino treated religio as a biological
universal.397 Ficino was a “theological coherentist in that he believes all religious beliefs
justify themselves in terms of other religious beliefs and not in terms of foundational
truths of unaided natural reason.”398 Word and revelation gave specific shape to a
universally shared theological acceptance of the reality of God, Providence, and the
immortal soul. In discussing elsewhere Ficino’s attitudes towards reincarnation Hankins
also argues that Ficino—although never purposefully heretical, and often quite
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orthodox—was willing to explore semi-unorthodox theological directions.399 Ficino, as
Michael JB Allen puts it, was interested in re-enacting the late ancient introduction of
Greek philosophy to Christian myth.400 His theological writings tended to revisit old
debates within Christianity which scholasticism had deemed closed.
Keeping all of this in mind, I would like to approach Ficino’s understanding of
religio as if it were a blank slate. Let us not imagine that we already know what we shall
find. Let us see if we can get Ficino to tell us what to think about his own thought. In
order to open a space for this sort of re-reading, I shall employ the term religio
untranslated through this chapter, unless for the purposes of speaking of a sociological
category such as Christianity as a whole. As mentioned, this chapter will sketch out
Ficino’s religio, and demonstrate, in conclusion, its role in the apparatus know thyself.
However, before touching on that subject, we must first explore, at a very basic level, the
relationship between the human soul and God in Ficino’s writings. It is here that we
discover an outline of know thyself.
Near the beginning of the first book of Ficino’s collected letters, the philosopherpriest addressed Michele Mercati, a monk of San Miniato, the basilica which overlooks
Florence from one of the city’s largest hills. The letter contains a dialogue between the
soul and God. The soul is distressed. Presented as female, the soul laments that her father,
the creator, is impossible to locate. Reason leads the soul to suspect that her father exists
both outside of and within her. But she does not “know how anything can be both inside
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me and outside me at the same time.”401 God replies, seeking to comfort the soul, that He
is indeed both with and within the soul; “I am indeed with you, because I am in you; I am
in you, because you are in me. If you were not in me you would not be in yourself, indeed
you would not be at all.” God goes on to explain that he “penetrates and contains” heaven
and earth. He is “fullness itself” and the “power of penetration itself.” 402 All things are
accomplished, sought, and found through the omnipresent father of the soul. We may say
then that, for Ficino, God is the origin and substance of both subjectivity and objectivity.
He is the human experience of cognition and desire as well as the object and context of
cognition and desire, inner and outer. Human experience and natural event are equally
God; they cannot be separated. Nothing exists that is not creator. On the face of it this
suggests that a direct, isolated, and specific experience of God is impossible for mankind.
After all, God is everywhere and thus nowhere. The chief difficulty then faced by a
Christian living in Ficino’s cosmos is locating God somewhere intelligible to the human
mind.
God, recognizing this fundamental problem, exhorts the soul to attain stillness, for
He is “stillness itself.”403 Direction is meaningless to an omnipresent being. Place is
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meaningless. To discover God, argues this letter, the soul need only remain still, that is,
need only simplify and unify her actions. This does not appear to be a necessary
conclusion until one remembers that God is the most simple and unified of beings (see
Appendix). Were He not simple and unified, but instead complex and diverse, then all
activities and places would participate directly in God, thereby eliminating totally the
possibility of direct and specific revelation. God would exist as an atomized chaos akin to
that described by the Epicureans. Simplicity and unity locate God metaphysically if not
materially. So to participate in God, the soul needs to share His qualities. “Stop the
movement, unify the diversity, and you will surely reach me, who long ago reached
you.”404 The soul, encouraged by these instructions, begs for more information, wanting
to know about her father’s being.
Ficino now uses the dialogue to position his definition of God against the socalled Averroists. The father of the soul is not a physical object. Participation with God’s
being requires that the soul disregard its body. “It is good for you to be with your father,
bad for you to be with your body.”405 After all, because minds are changeable and
intellects lack complete simplicity, God can be neither mind nor intellect; He is beyond
intelligibility. The path to understanding God’s place is that of an ascetic. It is an
asceticism which seeks an ineffable experience. When the soul does ascend to God, she
does so through an understanding and love that is beyond intellect. Through such an
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understanding and love, the soul experiences life itself, pure existence, and absolute
being—the fundamental qualities of the soul and God. The soul ascends through the
Good itself, for that is what God is.406
God next asks soul if she wishes to look on the face of the Good. To this end, He
leads soul, and thus the reader, through a series of elementary subtractions. Imagine the
universe. Imagine all the light of the material world, its forms in constant movement. God
instructs the soul to take matter away from this motion picture so that only light remains.
This is soul, “an incorporeal light that takes all shapes and is full of change.” God then
orders the soul to remove from this image the concept of change itself. What remains is
the intelligence of angels, incorporeal light that receives all forms but never experiences
alteration. Finally, God instructs soul to remove diversity from the now-static image. The
light that remains will be pure, simple, and unchanging—the Good itself, “light without
limit,” undiminishable, self-sustaining. This light confers life on all beings, corporeal or
incorporeal. Furthermore, it “perceives everything and bestows perception.”407 Such an
imaginative exercise, the nature of which we shall explore in more detail in chapter four,
is representative of Ficino’s negative approach to theology, marking the philosopher-
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priest’s debt to pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite.408 To understand what God is, a
Christian needs to understand what God is not. An interesting corollary to this is that,
operating under this conception of God, Ficino thinks of material life and human
perception as embodiments of God’s shadow. The shadow of God, a being of pure
metaphysical light, “is the light of the sun,” it “awakens all the sense of all creatures.” 409
This helps also to explain why mind and intellect, dependent on sensory input for data on
which to formulate conclusions, are insufficient to grasping the nature of God’s being.
Human perception itself performs its function under a dark light.
Presented with this exercise, the soul is overtaken by a spirit described as
powerful and sweet, capable of piercing and soothing the heart. This spirit “bites and
licks, goads and tickles.”410 It unifies the soul’s fragmented nature and makes it seem to
soul that even the most bitter flavour is sweet. Thus enraptured, the soul freely chooses to
embrace an irresistible goodness. “How irresistible is this will! I cannot but desire the
good itself; I may avoid or postpone anything else, but not this longing for the good. How
freely chosen is this necessity.” 411 Having chosen the good, which amounts to self-death
and rebirth in God, the soul describes an experience that is “pleasure beyond sense,”
“delight beyond mind,” and “joy beyond understanding.” Soul announces that she is now
in a frenzy that bears her not only upward but “in every direction.” She overflows, yet
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does not lose her sense of identity; God, the unity of unities, brings the soul to herself,
because he makes her “live with himself.” 412
Let us take a moment to draw some conclusions from this information. First, the
universe is composed of light and shadow, a divine chiaroscuro. True existence is light,
while material life is an inversion of that light akin to a film negative. According to
Ficino, it is impossible for mankind to gain a correct understanding of the universe
outside of this metaphoric structure. Second, once mankind accepts this metaphoric
structure and its metaphysical underpinning, it experiences a series of contrasting
physical sensations which produce through their affects a reorientation of attitude.
Alternating feelings of pleasure and pain eventually result in an experience of melting
and “disembowelment.”413 The boundaries of the subject become indistinct as it loses any
sense of interiority. This esxperience concludes with a sense of reintegration or
reconstitution in a new-yet-familiar form. From outside of and separated from God, the
subject moves with and within Him. Third, the reconstitution of the subject is such that it
no longer experiences materially harmful sensations. In a sense the incorporeal elements
of mankind transcend their physical restraints. The subject experiences only a sublime
bliss—pleasure, delight, and joy beyond both body and mind. Fourth, reconstitution and
bliss directly precede self-revelation. Mankind comes to know itself through its
conversion to God. It knows itself in the experience of God’s light, the highest Good.
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Finally, Ficino is careful to depict this experience as voluntary even as he claims that it is
a necessity.
The reasoning here is paradoxical, but not uncommon to Ficino’s understanding
of the theological dimension of know thyself. Happiness is the most rational human
objective. Yet happiness is impossible without conversion to God. As one seeks God, one
recognizes that one’s rational objective is in fact an ontological necessity. Knowledge of
God reveals that God is all. This imbues the soul with the highest truth and pleasure. At
the same time, knowledge of God closes off the possibility that a soul may operate from
an alternative subject position. Knowing God is a willing choice to eliminate individual
will, to render human thought to a single worldview. Nonetheless, Ficino does not want
to remove the possibility that a person could fail to embrace God’s light, tragically
exercising their free will in vain.414 One infers that some souls, perhaps those who seek
God in the material world, in mind, or in intellect, aim in the right direction but fail to hit
the mark. Moral error occurs when free will leads the soul away from a correct
metaphysical understanding of God, and thus away from the necessity of correct choice.
It remains then for us to determine the method of conversion. How precisely does
one know thyself theologically, directing the vision of the soul to the light of God,
according to the Latin writings of Marsilio Ficino? We have seen that the procedure
requires spiritual exercise, but we shall have to address that element in the next chapter.
Here instead we shall turn to Ficino’s writings on the theological virtues. In another early
letter entitled The Cause of Sinning; Hope; The Remedy, Ficino asks his reader why is it
414
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that men live so profanely when their souls are divine. In response to his own question,
Ficino cites one primary reason and four sub-reasons. Souls live profanely because they
inhabit a profane “home and region.” The cause is environmental, not something inherent
to the soul itself. In this world souls go astray; they wander off the path of divine
providence through ignorance, excessive love of the body, disbelief, or overconfidence in
divine mercy. Ficino asserts that in order to return to the correct path souls must acquire
knowledge of God’s being and the nature of the cosmos, modify one’s relationship with
the body, and accept both that the universe operates according to a divine plan and that
divergence from that plan is undesirable. Each of these solutions feed into one another,
reinforcing one another. Overcoming profanity means forging a specific subjectivity, one
devoted exclusively to one’s position and duty within the present moment.415
Ficino calls this forged subjectivity the “highest prudence.” The moral virtue of
prudence, of which we shall also have more to say in chapter four, here appears to reach
its apotheosis in the theological dimension of know thyself. The subject is concerned
above all with the fruitful use of the present moment. Nothing that one can do, either in
the personal or political realm, can bring salvation; “our sole refuge is to commit
ourselves constantly to God.” Another term we might use to describe this subjectivity is
hope. Hope, according to Ficino, is the remembrance that “God understands how difficult
and dangerous is the province which he has given us to live and govern.” And that,
because of this difficulty and danger, God has incorporated a mechanism of justice into
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the machinic structure of the cosmos. The punishment of vice and the reward of virtues
are, in the final analysis, procedures undertaken by God, for “infinite goodness rises far
above finite evil.”416 Hope is a means of negating, through metaphysical and
cosmological postulates, one’s concern for the future and for the conduct of others. The
present moment, which is as full with the light of God as every other, is the totality of
existence. Tomorrow is, in essence, the same as today and the day before. Operating in
this metaphysical structure, committed to God, the boundaries of measured time and thus
human experiences are blurred; they blend into one all-present now. Hope, as we shall
see, is one of the three defensive theological virtues used to maintain one’s religio.
As mentioned, Hankins argues that there are two aspects of religio in Ficino’s
Latin writings; the first is ontological, the second doctrinal.417 However, it might be better
to speak of the ontological component of religio as the theological virtue of piety and the
doctrinal component as sanctity. To begin to explain why this is so, we shall turn first to
Ficino’s commentary on Paul’s Epistle to the Romans, left unfinished when Ficino died
in 1499. Chapter six explains that “impiety is a transgression of divine worship.”418 And
then, citing the tenth book of Plato’s Laws, Ficino claims that there are many species of
impiety. Plato “rightly calls impious those who deny God, or remove providence from an
affirmed God, or confess to see God before them but think to placate rage from offenses
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not so much by penance and purgation of the human mind as by sacrificial duties.” 419 We
infer that Ficino assigns the quality of piety to any mind that asserts the real existence of
a monotheistic God and a providential design. He also assigns it to those individuals who
convert themselves to God, aligning themselves with His design through internal, psychic
reform rather than external behaviour. Later, in chapter ten, Ficino writes something that
confirms our inference: “the pious mind is that converting itself to God; it marches with
three graces, defended by God: a sure faith, a firm hope, and a burning charity.” 420 The
armour of the soul, which is presented as a marching soldier, is composed of the
theological virtues of faith, hope, and charity. Undefended by such graces, the pious soul
is vulnerable to the attacks of its as-yet undefined adversary. We have already been
introduced to hope, the second of these defensive theological virtues. Let us continue to
explore piety’s role in formation of religio before we return to the remaining two.
In Platonic Theology Ficino wrote that “when I say religio, I understand the
instinct itself common to all nations by which providence, the queen of the world, is
everywhere and always thought and worshipped.”421 This seems to suggest that Hankins
is correct. However, in Ficino’s epitome to Plato’s Euthyphro, Ficino makes an important
distinction between piety, sanctity, and religio, describing the first as an instinct towards
sanctity. He writes that piety is the recognition that God is the source of mind and reason.
Sanctity then is the repaying to God what the soul has received through a total devotion
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of mind and reason. Lastly, religio exists when one actually returns what is owed.
Religio, in this text, is the indissoluble binding of mind and reason to God through
assiduous meditation and just works. “Piety rouses sanctity. Sanctity confirms and
consecrates piety, and also urges religio. Religio binds sanctity.” 422 These three virtues—
piety, sanctity, and religio—comprise a procedure centred on the intellect which, if
followed, resulted in an inner state of holiness.
The fact that Ficino refers in the Platonic Theology to “that piety that is religio”
seems to confuse the matter further.423 However, a careful eye recognizes a way of out of
this bind. In Platonic Theology, Ficino also states that one acquires religio not only
through instinct, but also through philosophical reckoning of the natural world and
through prophecy and miracles.424 And the epitome to Euthyphro reports that piety
“needs instinct, inspiration, or admonition by which we may ponder with undoubted faith
that the one God is our parent.”425 Religio is a tri-partite quality that one acquires after the
instinct of piety leads one to practice, through natural inquiry and theological study, the
virtue of sanctity. Like the soul in Ficino’s sermon, each person is born with a sense of
loss and also an inner love that drives it to seek God. The sanctified man pursues God
through theology and philosophy. And, in the end, as prayer and meditation on the nature
of the cosmos confirm the monotheistic truth, one enters into a subjectivity that can never
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be escaped. Ficino used the term religio to refer to the completion of a perfect circle of
belief in which piety provided its circumference and sanctity its line.
In the first part of a sermon regarding the immortality of the soul, Ficino delves
into the realm of anthropology, allowing us to further explore the nature of the piety that
inspires one to attain religio. Ficino, in explaining why man is the most perfect animal,
writes;
“He is chiefly most perfect through that faculty and part which he
considers his own, common in no way with other living things. This alone
is religio. For the more clever beasts seem to have a certain vestige of the
same reason, but no judgement of religio. He was not perfect through
religio if through this he is deceived and swindled in the present through
hope of things to come. Likewise religio, as Plato approves in Protagoras,
touched the first man of all, not only before all arts necessary to living, but
even speech and commerce.”426
It seems to be the case here that Ficino is claiming that religio is the quality that separates
mankind from the animals, but let us look more closely. Some beasts demonstrate an
almost human capacity for reason and even language. What the beast lacks, however, is
not religio itself but the human capacity to form a judgement regarding that highest of
theological virtues. It is not religio itself that separates man from beast, but a capacity for
reasoning about religio. Ficino writes that beasts lack this highest-order reason as a
consequence of deception or swindle. Some force has misdirected their sense of hope,
encouraging beasts to expect reward in the present moment. The capacity for highestorder reasoning and correct hope is innate, present since the very first man, before all
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arts, language, and trade. Mankind’s innate sense of loss is the force that leads it to attain
theological virtues through reasoning. This reasoning, in turn, eventually imbues man
with hope, the sense that all time is one moment and that that one moment is the Good
itself, God. From this process, religio emerges.
In the first part of another sermon regarding the same subject (the immortality of
the soul), we begin to detect a doctrinal, sectarian content within Ficino’s religio. He
proclaims that Sibyls and Prophets had long ago predicted the advent of Christ. Christ
and his disciples would propagate “his religio” among the Jews, converting the Gentiles.
“Finally, if most of all one’s own purity is religio, this certainly is most
divine, what does not admit the vilest superstitions of the later Jews, and
the filthiest nonsense of the Talmud, nor the obscene and iniquitous fables
of the Gentiles, nor the abominable licence of the Mohammedians, nor the
ineptitudes of the Koran. Religio does not promise earthly reward, as other
laws do, but heavenly. It does not order us to kill the adversaries of his
law, as the Talmud and Alcoran order, but either to teach by reason, and to
convert through prayer, or to tolerate with patience.”427
One’s religio is measured by one’s purity. Since we have seen that the capacity to attain
religio is innate to mankind, a capability present since the species began, and that failure
to attain religio is a consequence of deception, we may infer that purity refers to the
degree of deception one has overcome. Purity is a psychic quality. Those, such as Jews,
Muslims, and non-Christians generally, who lack purity are superstitious and inept, under
the thrall of fables and nonsense. Psychic impurity results in distorted doctrines which
cleave God in two or deny the divinity of Christ. For instance, in On Christian Religion,
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Denique si religionis maxime propria puritas est, haec certe divinissima est, quae neque viles
posteriorum Iudaeorum superstitions, et spurcissima Talmut deliramenta, neque obscaenas et iniquas
Gentilium fabulas, neque abominabilem Mahumethensium licentiam et Alchorani ineptias admittit. Quae
neque terrena praemia, ut leges aliae, sed coelestia pollicetur. Neque adversaries legis suae interfici iubet,
quamadmodum iussit Talmut et Alchoranum, sed vel ratione doceri, vel oration converti, vel patientia
tolerari, neque virtues ambitionis aut voluptatis eaut tranquillitatis humanae… Ficino, Opera, 1.506
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Ficino asserts that the Muslims are “in a certain way Christians, although heretics,
followers of Arians and Manicheans.”428 The corollary of this is that, for Ficino, Muslims
and Jews are closer to beasts than they are to original man. They seek vengeance and
desire to eliminate their adversaries, who they take to be evil. Christians, on the other
hand, in their potential purity, employ more peaceful methods, using reason, prayer, and
patience to overcome their opponents.
Included among the doctrinal elements of Ficino’s religio was a devotion to the
Virgin Mary. Ficino, in a letter entitled Vows Are Not To Be Despised, explains to
Francesco Marescalchi, a local canon, why he had not yet completed his On Christian
Religion. Ficino had been sick with fever and diarrhea, a malady perhaps brought on by
the influence of Saturn. The sickness threatened to overwhelm him. In this state of
weakness, he could find comfort only in the words of Christ; “what is more, I offered
vows to the divine Mary and begged for some sign of recovery.” 429 Ficino relates that he
began to feel better immediately and received in dreams an omen of recovery. Over the
course of the next few days Ficino returned to health. This is not the only story that
Ficino relates about the healing power of Mary. He explains how his own father, while
treating a terminally wounded child, experienced a vision of a woman “worthy of
reverence.” She exhorted the senior Ficino to continue showing charity to the boy. Three
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Mahumethenses Christiani quodamodo esse videntur, quamvis haeretici, Arrianorum,
Manichaeorumque sectatores, confitetur certe rex eorum Mahumenthes, Iesum Christum Dei virtutem,
sapientiam, animam, flatum, spiritum, verbumque afflatus quidam divino ex Maria virgine perpetua
natum, suscitasse mortuos, aliaque miracula plurima prae caeteris divinitus effecisse, fuisse cunctis
Hebraeorum prophetis sublimiorem, nullumque Hebraeos post Iusem habituros prophetam, cunctis
quidem viris eum anteponit, Mariam omnibus mulieribus. Addit corpur Iesu inorruptum in coelum
ascendisse, Christianos longo intervallo Iudaeis anteponit, Iudaeos admodum detestatur. Haec in libro
eius Alcorano omnia. Ficino, Opera: 1.17
429
Feci insuper divae Mariae vota, signumque salutis aliquod postulavi. Respiravi subito aliquantum ac
manifestum in somnis nuntium salutis accepi. Ibid: 644
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days later, when the parents of the boy returned asking for further treatment, they
explained how they had prayed to the divine Mary at the very same hour that the elder
Ficino had experienced his vision. The boy recovered, and from that day forward the
elder Ficino “frequently offered vows to Mary.” In closing, Ficino encourages
Marescalchi to warn his friend to not scorn vows. After all, even Aristotle offered vows
for the recovery of his ill son.430
The letter tells us a few things about Ficino’s religio. The first is that prayer,
referred to earlier as a method of conversion, is capable of healing the body. Prayer links
self-revelation and bodily health. Second, the Virgin Mary serves an important place in
Ficino’s mythology. Mary intervenes miraculously in a cosmos of providential design.
She is a consolation to those who cannot attain a pure theological hope. Through her
healing, God reveals the truth of cosmic justice. Third, Mary exhorts her supplicants to
“give generously” to those who would benefit from their respective arts. In the case of the
senior Ficino, she encourages that he offer his expensive expertise freely to those in need.
Embedded in Ficino’s religio is a concern for the common good. Lastly, a devotion to
Mary and the existence of real supernatural events suggests that Ficino’s religio involves
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Pater meus Ficino chyrurgicus Florentiae suo seculo singularis, ductus olim fuit a fustico quodam,
nomine Pasquino, ad curandum filium eius tommam caput gravissime vulneratum. Medicus inspecto
incurabili vulnere, puerum paulo post proculdubio periturum existimans, recessit inde tanquam non
rediturus. Parentes infirmi a Medico destituti, divam Mariam pro nati sanitate supplices absecrarunt.
Igitur aedem qua illi orabant hora Ficino in iterinere sub quercu vel oscitandi? vel certe levissime
dormienti mulier quaedam visa est aspect admodum neveranda, ita eum compellans. Quid ignratus erga
Deum es Ficine? Quae abe eo gratis accepisti, non das gratis. Respondit ille, panem do quotidie
mendicantibus. Subiunxit illa, Artis quoque tuae munera egentibus abunde largire. Post triduum rediit ad
Medicum resticus ille orans, ur ad filium curandum reverteretur. Quod quidem valde miratus est Ficino,
nam obisse illum arbitrabatur. Accessit gratis, tum praeterito somnio, tum voto parentum admonitus.
Narravit enim rusticus quae vota et qua hora fecisset. Denique puer praeter spem Medici artemue
medendi sanus evasit, ex eo tempore Ficinus saepe pro salute eorum qui curae suae commissi sunt, vota
Mariae fecit feliciterque successit. Quamobrem amicos tuos admone, ne spernant vota. Nam neque
Aristoteles quidem in generi morbo contempsit. Ibid: 644-645
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a mythology of some sort derived from Scripture. It remains then for us to sketch out the
precise nature of that mythology.
In roughly 1485, Ficino addressed a letter to Braccio Martelli, a learned aristocrat
associated with the Medici of Florence who would later serve as Standardbearer of
Justice. Below the surface of this letter, entitled The Harmony of Moses and Plato, lay the
precise elements of what Ficino took to be the doctrinal content of religio. The letter is a
guided tour of an imaginary construct called the Academy, in which one encounters
various characters found in the dialogues and letters of Plato (including Plato himself), as
well as other Platonic authors. The first author mentioned is Numenius of Apamea.
Numenius was the Platonic Christian reported by Eusebius in his Preparation for the
Gospels to have remarked that Plato’s works echoed those of Moses. Ficino informs the
reader that Numenius’ statement demonstrates that the Platonic books urge their readers
toward Mosaic law rather than Platonic teaching. 431 Here we detect explicitly Ficino’s
marked tendency to view Platonic writings in the same anagogical fashion that medieval
Christians had viewed the Hebrew Scriptures. The dialogues of Plato and his late-antique
adherents are propaedeutic to belief, arguing for the truth of religio.
There are five discernible areas within this imaginary Academy. In the first the
reader encounters the Eleatic school of Parmenides, Melissus of Samos, and Zeno of
Elea. He also encounters personifications of Plato’s dialogues: Timaeus, Politicus,
Protagoras, Menexenus, and Critias. They teach that there is one God who is the origin of
all things, containing and producing them. This God created heaven and earth by the
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Numenius Pythagoricus quem Origines non soum Pythagoricis, verum etiam Philosophis pene omnibus
anteponit, cum et Mosaicos et Platonicos legisset libros, air se in Platone Mosem agnovisse, nihilque aliud
esse Platonem quam alterum Mosem Attica lingua loquentem. Ficino, Opera: 1.866
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grace of his goodness. The duration of creation’s existence is finite, enduring according
to the pleasure of the divine will. Upon earth, God created mankind to be similar to him,
raised from the earth a cultivator and lord over earthly things. Man received law from a
lone messenger of God and is watched over by divine spirits. Finally, at the end of
creation, mankind will experience a resurrection from the earth.432
This first area of the Academy asserts the existence of God and the created nature
of the world. The story offered resembles in turns the creation stories of Genesis, the
account of Moses’ ascent of Mount Sinai in Exodus, and the descriptions of the end of the
world and of the resurrection given by Paul in his First Epistle to the Corinthians. The
resemblance warrants a supposition. For Ficino, religio appears to include among its
doctrinal elements a particular account of creation, human nature, law, and eschatology.
One gains knowledge of this cosmology from the Hebrew Scriptures and the letters of
Paul. Ficino accepted the story of Genesis as historically true, acknowledging the second
covenant of the Jews with God enacted by the reception of the Ten Commandments.
Finally, he believed in a resurrection at the end of time, one in which the risen body was
in some sense continuous with the earthly, mortal body.
The figures encountered in the second area of the Academy—Philebus,
Theaetetus, Phaedo, Phaedrus, and Socrates himself—begin to elaborate on the moral
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Nam cum primum ingressus academiam fueris, occurret tibi Parmaenides qui unicum demonstrabit
Deum esse rerum omnium ideas, id est, examplaria rationesque eminentissime, continentem vel
producentem. Occurret Melissus et Zeno, qui solum Deum revera esse demonstrent, caetera vero videri.
Veniet obvius et Timaeus ostendens mundum a Deo suae donitatis gratia fuisse creatum, Deumque a
principio caelum terramque creavisse, deinde aereum spiritum super aquas circunfudisse, atqueae haex
omnis tandiu permansuram quamdiu divinae placuerit voluntati. Deum fecisse hominem adeo sibi simile,
ut unicum Dei in terries cultorem terrenorum quam dominum collocaverit. Offerent ibidm se tibi Politicus,
Prothagoras, et Menexenus et Critias differentes ex terra homines ab initio rerum Dei virtute creatos
atque sub spirituum divinorum perpetua custodia positos, legem a solo quodam Dei nuncio accepisse, ac
demum post mundi cursum ex terra, (Deo iubente,) resurrecturos. Ibid
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content of cosmology and history. They explain that beautifulness is coequal to similitude
and enjoyment of God. It is at this point that Plato himself approaches in the guise of the
old Athenian. We suppose that this is Plato because the Athenian Stranger is the
protagonist of Plato’s Laws and because Ficino next references the content of Plato’s
letters. As mentioned previously, in his Life of Plato Ficino had asserted that only the
Laws, their epilogue, and Plato’s letters represented the unadorned opinions of their
author. It follows then that the old Athenian, who explains that God is the measure of all
things and that He acts violently toward all who disobey his rule, is meant to depict Plato
himself. The reader hears Plato address Dionysius II of Syracuse and Hermias, tyrants
each, teaching that God is both father and son, that everything is whole according to his
grace, and that not only does all goodness come from God but that goodness is
constituted in a singular love of Him. Plato then distinguishes between the blessed spirits
according to their function as efficient cause, exemplar, or end. Finally, he explains that
in order to comprehend the divine mysteries the initiate cannot simply employ reason, but
must be made similar to God through purity of mind, becoming something like a
receptacle and hearth for God’s illuminating flame.433
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Ibi Philebus, Thaetaetus, Phedon, Phedrus, Socrates in sola Dei ipsius similitudine atque fruitione
nostrum beatitudinem esse docent. Audies et senem quondam Atheniansem, verbo Dei mundum esse
dispositum afferentem, Deumque reurm omnium esse mensuram, maxime vero si Deus fiat homo,
superbos tanquam a Deo rebelles effulminantem humiles vero probantem tanquam Deo charissimos,
denique omnibus praedicentem sive descenderint infernum, sive in coelum ascenderint, eos ubique
divinum iudicem reperturos. Audies Hermian, Herascumque et Coriscum ibi doceri Deum rerum omnium
ducem causamque patrem esse simul et filium, atque in singulari epsius amore summum constitui bonum.
Doceri insuper Dionusium, circa omnium regem esse cuncta ipsius gratia omnia, eum quam causam esse
conorum omnium, deinde beatos hic ordine distingui spiritus, ut alii potentiam Dei vel ut efficientem
causam, alii sapitentia seu exemplar, alii bonitatem tanquam finem omnium referant. Doceri tandem
Syracusanos divina mysteria rationibus comprehendi non posse, sed puritate mentis Deo persimilies
denique fieri, ut tanquam ab igne scintillante subito lumen animo fulgeat sequam ipsam iam alat. Ibid:
866-867
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The picture emerging from a reading of the second section of the Academy is
growing complex. First, it is anti-Arian at the level of doctrine. It affirms unequivocally
that Christ is not only the son of God but Himself God. This is one of the ways that
Platonism contributes to the effort to overcome the deceptions that have corrupted
Muslims and Jews. Second, as we have seen in the dialogue between soul and God, we
detect the primacy of unity in Ficino’s cosmos. God brings unity to the cosmos through
his grace. He binds all things together. This is a cosmos of interconnection and
intelligence, lacking meaningless coincidence. Third, God is approached through love
and lost through disobedience. The act of loving God brings one closer to the All and the
act of disobeying him results in punishment. The corollary is that, in Ficino’s estimation,
love is equivalent to obeying the law. Fourth, the act of loving God, which is to obey His
law, results in psychic purity. One overcomes impurity, that is, separation from God,
through a loving obedience. Finally, the second section of the Academy reveals that
Ficino’s cosmos is populated by blessed spirits who serve physical, moral, and
teleological functions in the world. Spirits makes things happen, teach us how to act, and
direct us towards certain ends.
The third discernible area of the Academy depicted in The Harmony of Moses and
Plato regards the “secrets of the soul.” The reader beholds Eusebius, raised from the dead
by divine order. He leads his guest through the Elysian Fields that represent paradise.
Along the way, his journey points to hell, purgatory, and the cave of Limbo. Afterwards,
Socrates returns to confirm these things with arguments and teaches us (the pronoun shift
is Ficino’s) to follow eternal things rather than temporal. This means that one ought to
endure injuries and hardships rather than inflict them. Finally, he teaches that we ought to
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inspect all things, caring for and demanding only what purifies the mind, for it is the pure
mind that we offer to the judge. Of the behaviours that lead to a purified mind, Ficino—
mentioning Charmides and Laches—refers to confession and voluntary penance. These
bring health to the body and prevent the onset of “the ancient godless disease of the
mind.” By engaging in confession and penance, one retains purity of mind, and refrains
from things inappropriate to the body and life. Purity of mind, which seems to coexist
with health of the body, ensures immortality. 434
At this point we must note that John Monfasani has demonstrated that Ficino
routinely employed Eusebius’ Preparation for the Gospels in bad faith. The Preparation
is a sustained argument against the very sort of interpretation of Platonic sources that
Ficino presents in The Harmony of Moses and Plato.435 Eusebius even claims that the
religio of the ancients was not a true religio, not a “firm and stable turning of the mind to
the one, true God, and the life which is carried through by His commandments.” 436
Nonetheless, Ficino uses the Preparation in his works as a sort of encyclopedia of pagan
434

Proinde aspicies Herum Pamphilium divino iussu a mortuis refurgentem, quo inventibus animorum
secreta renunciet. Ille te per Elisia prata perduct quar nostri nomine paradisi significant. Ostendet et
inferos digito et purgatorium antrumatque Lymbo. Eadem tibi Socrates multis ubique rationibus
confirmabit, docebitquam aeternitatis coram habendam nobis esse multo magis quam temporis.
Contenenda esse caduca, ut consequemur aeterna, praestare iniuras vel gravissimas perpeti quam
inferred. Nihil curandam contendendumque aliud quam at purissimum iudici omnia inspicientia animum
offerre possimus. Itaque confessionem poenitentiamque voluntatiam peccatorum ante omnia probabit
esse saluti hominum necessariam, sed ad eam iubebit maxime properandum, ne antiquates animi morbus
insanabilis prorsus evadat. Monebit denique nos per huius vita mare ipsa exactissime rationis navitam,
diu vehi, quoad divino denique verbo tutius feliciusque provehamur. Illis et Laches ad crebram delictorum
confessionem poernitentiamque hortabitr. Verum cur nam generosum Charmiden praeterieram? Ibid:
867
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John Monfasani, “Marsilio Ficino and Eusebius of Caesarea’s Praeparatio Evangelica,” Rinascimento,
Vol. 49 (2009):10
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… caput religio est, non illa gentilisque falsa et ficta errorisque plena nomen ementita est, sed haec
nostra, quae ipsarum rerum vitate appellationem adinuenit, quam animi ad unum solum et verum deum
firmam stabilemque conversaionem, et virtam quae mandais eius peragatur esse efferimus. Eusebius of
Caesarea, Praeparatio Evangelica, translated by George of Trebizond (Nicolaus Jenson, 1470): 5.
Monfasani reports that Ficino would have read from this Latin edition. See Monfasani, “Marsilio Ficino
and Eusebius”: 7
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spiritual and cosmological beliefs, claiming that myths of paradise such as the Elysian
Fields signal analogically the truth of heaven, and that myths of the underworld indicate
the truth of hell, purgatory, and limbo. So we may conclude that Ficino’s religio included
these four theological constructs; God not only created heaven and earth, but also
provided realms in the afterlife for punishment for moral errors.
Such beliefs were common in both learned and popular understandings of the
Christian cosmos during Ficino’s lifetime. Indeed, after the thirteenth century, the
afterlife had taken on a new immediacy. Christians no longer believed that they had to
await the end of time in order to enter into heaven, hell, or purgatory; they believed that
they did so immediately at death.437 Confession, to be offered by a priest at least once a
year, is a probing of the memory, “producing self-knowledge and true confrontation with
sin.”438 Acts of penance, formalized in the instructional handbooks, dictated which
punishments—be they prayer, fasting, almsgiving, or pilgrimage—were appropriate to
the sin incurred through misdeed. Performing these rites quickly and often would,
according to Ficino, prevent one from entering into a state of mental illness characterized
by impiety. Should one maintain good psychic health in this manner, one would both
retain religio, gaining immediate entrance into heaven upon one’s death.
In the fourth, innermost area of the Academy, we hear from Critias again, this
time about the history of psychic impurity. Critias proclaims that primordial man, stout
with a bountiful favor, living in tree-gardens under spring, had tasted of fruits that
prolonged his blessed life. But, over time, he turned away from divine things and
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disobeyed the laws of the father, causing him to lose favor. The result was “an ugly habit
of mind, diseases of the body, anxiety of life, and labor,” as well as exile into various
regions across the earth. The cause of this unhappy fall was an evil daemon employing
the “bait of insolent pleasures.” Having rejected man, God attempted to cleanse the earth
with a deluge of waters.
Again, Ficino seems to have returned to the myth of Genesis, this time referring to
the second creation story, providing an etiology of human misery and spiritual pollution,
a history of sin. Yet this account does not follow exactly the plot of Genesis. Notable is
the gradual deterioration of a correct moral orientation, from the sacred to the secular,
and an emphasis on legal obligation. When Ficino references the flood narrative, he
claims that it served the purpose of removing ill-will and restoring purity. We may infer a
number of significant things from all of the above. First, that Critias’ story confirms for
Ficino the importance of divine law in the cosmos. The long messenger of God,
presumably Moses, brought law back into the world after it had been first been flooded.
Second, the chief consequences of failure to attend to divine law are bodily illness,
irreligion, social discord, and suffering; it causes antagonisms between men and mindbody impurity. The content of divine law, according to Ficino, involves care of the body
and of the mind, and to some extent the governmant of social mores; it directs persons
towards the sacred rather than the secular. Third, moral degradation occurs in small steps,
gradually, as aspects of the mind and society lose sight of the divine, forgetting their
origin and destiny. Christians, then, must be vigilant at all times in order to retain not
only their state of purity, but also of piety. Finally, since mankind experienced its fall into
mental, physical, and social illness due to the machinations of an evil daemon’s
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enticements, we may infer that one’s vigilance ought to be directed towards the threat of
daemonic intrigue.439 If this is so, then Ficino viewed the life of religio as a form of
spiritual combat akin to that practiced by monastics.
In the final area of the Academy, having received knowledge concerning the
procedure of sanctity, we encounter four Platonic authors—Plotinus, Philo of Alexandria,
Iamblichus, and Proclus. These men, each of immense influence and prestige in the
Platonic tradition, teach two related things. The first is a reaffirmation of Christ’s
divinity. According to them, the being of the son flows directly from that of God, “as if
by speaking a word or day-light from the light of day.” This again is a repudiation of
Arianism, the heresy which Ficino attributes to Islam. The second thing the Platonists
explain is the nine-fold nature and distribution of the angels.440 This schema of Seraphim,
Cherubim, Thrones; Dominions, Virtues, Powers; Principalities, Archangels, and Angels
was first outlined in ps. Dionysius’ On Celestial Hierarchy and later written of in
Aquinas’ Summa Theologiae.441 As historians have argued, the works of the pseudoDionysius owed an intellectual debt to the works of Proclus. 442 Ficino, in a way
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Quod quidem infidiante malo quodam daemone sub in solentioris voluptatis esca infelicitier accidise,
Timaeus et Phaedrus et Diotinia in academia testabuntur. Ficino, Opera: 867
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Hactenus et Plato et hi qui Platonis lingua loquuntur. Praetera Plotinus et Philo, divinum intellectum
Dei filium coli iubent, ab ipso Deo patre manantem vel tanquam a loquente verbum, bel tanquam a luce
lumen. Quod quidem Iamblicus, Aegytorum testimonio comprobat, Deum sui ipsius patrem filium
apertissime nominans. Numeratque angelos archangelosque et principatus, quos et Proclus novenario
distribuit numero, affertque Chaldaeorum oracula in quibus paterna in Deo potentia et intellectus a patre
manans, igneusqua amore exprimitur. Ibid
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confusing to the modern reader, infuses later Christianized notions of Proclusian
hypostases into the earlier sources of ps. Dionysius’ thought.
In Ficino’s imagination, the Platonists argue for the existence of an angelic
hierarchy. We may assume that this nine-fold hierarchy corresponds with the blessed
spirits described by the Platonists earlier in the Academy. If so, the first tier of celestial
beings (Principalities, Archangels, Angels) perhaps serves a physical function in the
cosmos, connecting the material realm through beams of divine light; the second tier
(Dominions, Virtues, Powers) serves a moral function, regulating behaviour in the
cosmos; and the third (Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones) serve a deeper metaphysical
function, directing the elements of the cosmos towards their assigned ends. However, this
is merely suppositional, and possibly incorrect. After all, Ficino’s epitome to Theages
states that the Principalities “inspire the minds of good citizens and true princes to govern
well.”443 Here Principalities serve a moral function, rather than physical. Whatever his
angelology, Ficino ends his guided tour of the Academy with a reminder of Augustine’s
endorsement of the Platonists, and evokes, in closing, the introduction to the Gospel of
John.444 The implicit claim here is that the cosmology, mythology, and ethic provided in
Ficino’s tour congrued with the greatest of Christian authorities. Ficino’s religio, attained
through penance and confession, was a process of psychic purification involving the
elimination of sin and the denial of daemonic enticement. Successful completion of this
process, the theological dimension of know thyself, involved obedience to law and the aid
of the angelic forces.
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Eos autem minitros, qui Dei iussu bonorum civium et legitimorum principum mentes ad bene
gubernandum illuminant, Dionysius Areopagita principatus nominat. Ficino, Opera: 1.1132
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Sed quid de Amelio dicam? Hic proaemium illud Evangelii Ioannis quod in sacris quotidie legitur, paucis
totum colligit atque admiratur. Haec illi. Ibid: 1.867
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The authors of the earliest portions of the Hebrew Scriptures had conceived of sin
as an action that produced a burden; it placed something material onto the body of the
offending agent that needed to be removed. This conception makes intelligible the ritual
of the scapegoat, which literally carries off the burden of one’s sins.445 This conception of
sin had changed by the Second Temple period. Sin transformed into debt. Gary Anderson
argues that “there was a complete interchangeability between commercial and theological
terminology.” 446 The authors of the Second Temple wrote of sin in terms of payment,
collection, indebtedness, and release from debt.447 This tradition of thinking about sin
would play an important part in the drama of the Reformation that, in Ficino’s day, was
soon to rock Central Europe. This tradition enabled the sale of indulgences and inspired
Martin Luther to seek a means of escaping the debt of sin.448 Given the future prominence
of this ancient Hebrew discourse among sixteenth-century European Christians, it is
notable that Ficino rarely participates in it himself. Ficino’s conception of sin still
originates from Hebrew Scripture, but only to the extent that late-antique Christians such
as Origen and Augustine made use of that tradition, echoing Paul; “Therefore come out
from them, and be separate from them, says the Lord, and touch nothing unclean; then I
will welcome you, and I will be your father, and you shall be my sons and daughters, says
the Lord Almighty.” 449 They described sin as a stain or impurity. Remarkably, such usage
appears in only eight passages in the earliest Hebrew texts. 450 Nonetheless this metaphor
dominated Neoplatonic approaches to Christian theology. Origen places sin-as-stain at
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the centre of his cosmology, while Augustine places it at the centre of his anthropology.
Origen reasoned that the entire cosmos was organized hierarchically according to the
measurement of sin. Augustine, on the other hand, used sin to account “for every detail of
human sexual intimacy, for the very structure of language, even of a single word.” 451
After the fall of Adam, the flesh of man not only became mortal but sin, impurity of soul,
became human habit.452 Ficino, although his cosmology somewhat resembles Origen’s,
tended to follow Augustine. For Ficino, sin was a habitual inclination toward psychic
impurity.
Building from this basic point of anthropology, Ficino incorporated ideas taken
from Iamblichus, Aquinas, and the daemonology of the Egyptian Desert Fathers.
Iamblichus, particularly in On the Mysteries of the Egyptians, asserted that the soul is
disoriented from a correct attitude towards the cosmos and the One by the process of
embodiment.453 Ficino’s Platonic Theology offers a detailed account of embodiment
reminiscent of Iamblichus’. In the seventh chapter of the sixteenth book, as he did in one
of the letters analyzed above, Ficino asks why rational souls are imprisoned in earthly
bodies. If souls are immaterial and divine, why are they afflicted by emotions? The
answer is that human bodies, unlike the bodies of the celestial spheres, stars, and sublime
daemons, are not simple. Being composed of warring elements and impeded by the
weight of water and earth, bodies tend to ebb away. They dissolve, stumble, and are made
unsuitable to life and motion.454 Souls, as recipients of this burden, must direct their
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power and attention to unifying, stirring, and restoring bodies. 455 “It is very difficult to
perfect imperfect things, to unite warring ones, and to detain the body beyond its natural
place.”456 This, of course, is the natural relationship between souls and bodies. For
instance, the souls of the elements cannot control fire and flood.457 It is not reasonable to
expect the soul of man to perform any better. “Hence it is not surprising that our souls
labour so much in tempering the humors and in this region of dissonance are themselves
dissonant.”458 Ficino is arguing that, although the rational soul is divine, the extent of its
administrative mandate and the vastness of its opposition prevent it from practicing its
own natural, disembodied serenity.
Citing medical and Platonic authorities, Ficino explains how the shock of a pure
soul entering into chaos produces illness, blindness, and perturbation.459 The love of soul
for body, its offspring, prevents it from recognizing itself, resulting in confusion. Soul
comes to believe that it is a shadow of the body rather than vice versa. Ficino says that
this is akin to a child seeing its shadow in water and crying about how it is drowning. 460
In order to re-orient the vision of the mind, so that it looks upon itself, the soul needs to
reform the motion and habit of its body. As a composite entity, a substance, the body
tends towards direct, outward motions. The soul, however, as an eternal form, properly
moves objects in a circuit, as is the case with the celestial spheres.461
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To understand how Ficino moves from this account of embodiment to a larger
conception of sin, we shall turn to his four-fold categorization of human moral character.
In the final book of Platonic Theology, Ficino lists the four types of man: the temperate,
continent, incontinent, and intemperate. These categories offer a qualitative measurement
of a man’s bodily discipline and psychic purity. The temperate soul is one that has
relinquished care of the body completely to the nutritive elements of the rational soul. It
has denied the phantasy, that faculty of the mind that collects sensory impressions and
discourses. It has given itself over exclusively to the consideration of the truth of all
things.462 The continent man has not completed the process of converting their vision to
God. Such a person has subordinated the appetite of the phantasy to the faculty of reason,
“but only with difficulty on account of the blandishments and fears of the body.” 463 The
incontinent man is a person who has largely failed to control the phantasy, although
occasionally the discipline of reason prevails. 464 Finally, the intemperate man has
extinguished all reason, giving in totally to desire and to the lower powers of the soul. 465
What is important here is that Ficino associates the moral virtues of temperance and
continence with a specific faculty within the human brain, the phantasy. It follows then
that, in some way or another, sin is a word used to refer to the functionality of the brain,
and that continence and temperance are qualitative measurements of brain function. We
shall have more to report about the moral virtues of continence and temperance in chapter
five, but for now we may simply note that they are necessary to attaining a state of
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psychic purity, that is, the elimination of sin from one’s person. One falls into sin when
one embraces bodily pleasures over ascetic contemplation.
Ficino owes this four-fold division to the seventh book of Aristotle’s
Nichomachean Ethics, which Augustine and Aquinas both later inherited. So it is from
Augustine and Aquinas that we should look for a fuller understanding of Ficino’s moral
categorization. Their interpretations of Aristotle revolve largely on the nature of
incontinence. Augustine, in Neoplatonic fashion, asserted that charity (caritas) named a
force in the soul which directed it towards God’s benevolence. To attain access to caritas,
one must overcome habit, clinging to God. One accomplishes this through the practice of
continence, that is, through resistance of the desire of flesh, desire of the eyes, and pride
in life. For Augustine, “continence is the operative mode of caritas.”466 Later, when
Aquinas took up the same subject, he offered a more strictly Aristotelian analysis than his
predecessor had. Aristotle argues that, contrary to the intemperate man, the incontinent
knows what actions are morally correct, basing his judgements on the soul’s universal
knowledge, but lacks the psychic harmony required to resist the craving for bodily and
sexual excess. Aquinas takes this idea and inserts the notion of will, distinguishing
between the intellect, which chooses, and the will, which carries through with the
choice.467 Human passions distract the soul from its universal knowledge, forcing it to
focus on sensory input over intellectual contemplation. They even alter the very condition
of the body. This can result in a sinful habit of incorrect choice.468 In Aquinas’
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terminology, the incontinent man sins choosing (peccare eligens) while the intemperate
man, who has embraced a bad habit of choice, denies the intellect completely and sins
from choice (peccare ex electione). 469 The incontinent man engages in vice, but only in a
transitory fashion.470
Ficino’s Latin writings offer readers an amalgamation of Iamblichan,
Augustinian, and Thomist thought. In these works the soul, entering into the material
realm, finds itself at first disoriented. The massive tangle of causal chains and natural
processes crash against the soul’s new body, a body that hungers and desires and feels
pain. Only through its love of God can the soul redirect its vision to God. This
reorientation, as we have seen, begins with piety, the recognition that God is the father of
everything. After this the soul may seek to bring its body under direct control, focusing
specifically on the regulation of its modes of cognition and its biological functionality. It
implemented this regulation through the process of sanctity, this is, philosophical
investigation, penance, and confession. Protected through faith, hope, and charity—the
defensive theological virtues—the soul enacts a perfected sanctity, that is, attains religio
or revelation. When the soul fails to perform successfully the act of sanctity, either
looking for God in matter, mind, or intellect, its body threatens to fall into a habit of sin,
becoming incontinent or—worse—intemperate. Angels are the soul’s allies in this quest
for self-recognition in conversion to God; evil daemons its adversaries.
Ficino’s daemonology is an amalgamation of three strands of thought and belief
regarding the nature and characteristics of beings referred to originally in Greek as
daimons and later in Latin as daemons. The first derives from ancient Platonism; the
469
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second comes out of the interactions and cultural slippages between late antique Jews and
Christians; and the third is Christian monastic. In the Greek pagan tradition, daimons
were creatures of the fiery airs, potentially servants and potentially adversaries. Plato,
writing in a world in which daimons were considered real, used the term to denote an
invisible guardian entity, a source of inspiration and prohibition. Jews, likewise writing in
such a world, argued against interacting with daimons, associating them with the Giants
of their mythology. Over time, however, as Christianity moved from splinter sect to
increasingly dominant theology, cultural interaction produced a new interpretation of
Hebrew myth, in which daimons become fallen angels. This new mythology was the
norm for medieval Christians, especially for those who practiced monasticism. The
Christian monk was a soldier in the war against daimons.
Ficino uses his Christianized Platonism to reconcile these various interpretations
of the daimon, calling them daemons. Ficino distinguishes between good and evil
daemons. Good daemons represent the material power of the angels, streaming down to
earth from celestial bodies such as planets and stars. They are, essentially, astrological
forces composed of rays of divine light, which we have seen is the shadow of God. These
forces strengthen bodies and inspire minds to contemplation. Good daemons are Plato’s
guardian daimon turned angel. Evil daemons, on the other hand, are the fallen angels of
Christianity, mankind’s chief adversaries in their battle to ascend to God’s light with the
aid of angelic powers. Using this distinction between good and evil daemons, Ficino
believed that he had heeded Augustine’s command to avoid daemonic intercourse.471
Ficino’s magical practice addressed natural, angelic, astrological daemons, using them to
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align the body with cosmic order, while other necromancers and sorcerers attempted to
harness the evil daemons of the fiery airs to enact their will. This distinction allowed
Ficino to embrace Iamblichan theurgy while criticizing his fellow clergy for their
superstition. However, it also opened Ficino himself to potential criticism, as attested by
a brief period of scrutiny from the Dominican Inquisition under the papacy of Innocent
VIII.472
John Rist offers an illuminating discussion of the history of Socrates’ daimon,
leading up to Plotinus’ day, specifically up to Ennead 3.4 and to Porphyry’s account of
the magical attack conducted unsuccessfully against his master. This story begins with
Timaeus 90A, where Plato asserts that each person possesses an assigned daimon. Rist
sets this up as one of two possible descriptions of the daimon in Plato’s works. The
second is based on Plato’s Laws (732C, 877A, 620DE), where the daimon appears to
serve as a ‘guardian angel” chosen by the soul. Rist claims that Plotinus was trying to
reconcile Timaeus with Laws, that is, the notion of an internally chosen yet externally
perceptible daimon. Rist puts Plotinus dilemma thus: “what is inside the soul should be
different from what is outside; yet the word daimon is used for both.”473 In Plato’s works,
Socrates consistently treats his personal daimon as a restraining force, and—only once—
associates it with the capacity for prophecy. 474 The ps. Platonic Theages, accepted as
authentically Platonic up until the modern era, depicted Plato’s daimon as not only a
source of prophecy, but also something that one needed to supplicate with vows. Here
Socrates was transformed from sharp-minded interrogator to a man who performed
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theugic rites in order to acquire knowledge for the purpose of giving practical moral and
political advice.475 The second-century Platonist Apuleius wrote that Socrates knew and
worshipped his God, adding that Socrates could even make his daimon visible to the
eyes.476 Rist argues that Plotinus accepted the depiction of the daimon offered in Laws,
but that Porphyry accepted the tradition followed by Apuleius.477 As such the postPlotinian tradition of Platonic interpretation tended to treat the daimon as something
involved in worship. Iamblichus, who asserted that the soul was more deeply
incorporated into the body than his predecessors had, claimed that one needed to align
oneself with their personal daimon through material and symbolic rites. Such actions
would purify the body, raising it to the realm of the One.478 Ficino, as we shall see in
chapter four, shared this Iamblichan conception of theurgy. Theugic actions are an
important component of the apparatus know thyself.
At the same time as Socrates’ daimon became the guardian angel of the Platonists,
the daimon was also becoming an embodied presence in the world—an airy, thin,
invisible entity which surrounded humanity, both inside and outside the body. Porphyry
explained that these bodies were composed of pneuma and that they required food to
survive, eating smoke and other fumigations.479 Galen had earlier described pneuma as
the substance responsible for thought, emotion, and sensation. Demons were thus
equivalent to a vital bodily substance.480 This conception of the embodied daimon was
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taken up by both Augustine and Evagrius Ponticus.481 However, they received this
conception in a mythological framework much different than the Greeks had received it.
The Christian daimon was a fallen angel, born of pride and rebellion. As usual, in order
to understand the theodicy of late ancient Christianity, we need to turn to Second Temple
Judaism. Dale Martin guides us through the transformation. He explains that, before the
Second Temple period, the Hebrew word for angel (mal’ak) was strictly used to describe
God’s heavenly servants and messengers. 482 However, when the Greek translators of the
Hebrew Scriptures created the categories of angels to refer to mal’ak and daimon to refer
to all other gods and evil spirits, it opened up the possibility for new mythological
interpretations. Evil spirits or daimons become the disembodied souls of the giants born
of the congress of women and fallen angels.483 Eventually, after the dissemination of the
Gospels, and especially in the works of Origen, daimons became themselves fallen
angels.484 The Egyptian Desert Fathers inherited this conception of the daimon from
Origen and incorporated it into their monastic practice.
Late-antique monastics such as Evagrius Ponticus, as explained in chapter three,
entered the deserts of Egypt in order to wage a battle against daimons. Unable to directly
view their own soul, they measured their spiritual progress according to the degree of
their sexual self-control.485 The body of the monk was an “arena for struggle” against the
negative influence of daimons.486 Entering into the monk through his very breath,
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daimons attempt to dissuade the potential monastic from abandoning family and city; to
make him or her sluggish and drowsy, and assault the memory, evoking spontaneous
passions and inflated, impossible goals. When this fails, they attempt to fool the monk
into believing that he or she has accomplished the goal of angelic beatitude, even going
so far as to present themselves as unfallen angels. 487 Daimons perform this work through
the manipulation of the monk’s phantasy. 488 Later Western monastics, inspired by the
hagiography of Anthony of the Desert, and the translated writings of Evagrius and John
Climacus, took up this daimonic combat. The Camaldolese in particular attempted an
authentic revival of this method in eleventh-century Tuscany.489 Concern regarding the
influence of Satan and his daemons (as they were called in the Latin West) became
increasingly common in Europe generally in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries as
Catholic authorities grappled with the dualist Cathar heresy and with Arabic-Neoplatonist
learning.490 Authors such as Bernard Silvestris (1085-1176) and the twelfth-century
Dominican Guerrie of Saint-Quentin wrote of good and evil daemons and of celestial and
terrestrial, fallen angels.491
In order to describe the function of daemonology in the theological dimension of
the apparatus know thyself, let us turn to the second of Ficino’s letters to Braccio
Martello. In that text Ficino recalls a time when, living among the Valori family, he was
puzzling over a passage regarding the daemon in the writings of Plotinus (likely, Ennead
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3.4). Apparently it was at this time that Ficino discovered a series of passages in
Porphyry’s On Abstinence from Animals that cemented in Ficino’s mind the notion that
Platonism was compatible with the Hebrew mythology on which Christianity is built.
With this letter and the previous one analyzed above, Ficino believed that Martelli would
see that “not only Plato but even the Platonists are in harmony with our religio.”492
Indeed, much of this second letter’s content allows us to directly link Ficino’s
daemonology to the discussion of piety, religio, and self-revelation offered at the
beginning of this chapter.
The most useful elements of this letter are the headings which Ficino uses to
break up Latinized excerpts from Porphyry’s Greek text. The first such excerpt describes
the “First God,” who “controls and contains that which is extended in three dimensions,”
governing the world through nature “according to the best order.”493 Before this passage
Ficino writes that the Platonists “sacrifice nothing to God and the Soul of the World
contrary to contemplation.” After this he adds that “the flowers and fruits of the earth and
trees sacrifice nothing to the spirit contrary to the stars.” 494 The implication here is that
true Platonists refrain from the ritual sacrifice of animate objects such as living creatures
492
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for the purpose of converting the soul to the realm of the immaterial. As the passage from
Porphyry states in Ficino’s translation, “the other gods and the world, both wandering
and not wandering, who we are manifested to the eyes, consisting of soul and body, ought
to sacrifice only by inanimate sacrifices.”495 In nature, according to the government of
God, immaterial sacrifices are sanctioned. If the celestial and metaphysical beings render
themselves to God through contemplation, and even vegetation lives according to the
stars, it follows that all beings, to the extent they can, render themselves to God through
contemplation. Correct daemonic interaction involves contemplation.
Ficino introduces the third excerpt with an interesting proclamation. He asserts
that all daemons issue ultimately from the Idea of souls. In Ficino’s ontology, all souls
are products of the angelic hypostasis (see Appendix). It follows then that all daemons
are, in a sense, angelic in essence. This is why each daemon is composed of spiritus, that
same thin, airy body which is emitted by the soul of the Earth itself and also contained
within the human body, allowing it access to the divine. Those daemons who have
dominated their body are good and beneficial. Those who have not taken control of their
body in the least are evil and maleficent.496 In the next heading, Ficino explicitly refers to
the good daemons as angels, exhorting those who seek their benefit to purify their minds.
Those who sacrifice animals invite the afflictions of evil daemons.497 The last heading
reads: “Purity and abstinence guard us from evil daemons, to which contemplators ought
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to sacrifice nothing.”498 These headings neatly encapsulate Ficino’s daemonology,
explaining the nature of angels and evil daemons and elaborating the correct moral
relation between men and such entities. In all cases, Ficino equates goodness with
mastery over bodies, with a hierarchical relationship of command of soul over body.
In the third book of Ficino’s commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus, Ficino addresses
the duty (officium) of the daemon. The good daemons are “airy.” It follows that they are
material on some sense, although Ficino does not specify the qualities of that airy body.
Instead he focuses on what good daemons do and how they maintain themselves. Good
daemons survey mankind, evaluating its conduct, condemning and approving as is
appropriate. Furthermore, they serve as intermediaries between God and man, passing on
gifts and reporting to the gods the duties performed by mankind. Ficino writes that these
daemons live by song, “that is, by contemplation and praise of things divine, content with
the air.” Sometimes men appear to transform themselves into such a daemon, but this is
only temporary—they do not become natural daemons, but visiting daemons, able to
communicate directly with the natural variety. 499 Evil daemons exist below the good
variety, using “traps” and “lures” to detain souls in bodily delights, keeping them from
turning “back to the point of their celestial home.” Good daemons likewise detain souls
in a body, Ficino writes, “yet this is not unjust, for the good daemons recall us meanwhile
also to the divine.”500 With this distinction between good and evil daemons, Ficino
establishes a guardian class and an adversarial. The guardian class, although serving as
judges, provide celestial gifts to those who perform their duty on earth,those who employ
498
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contemplation to disregard the body. The goal of the gaurdian angel is to offer positive
reinforcement to those seeking to convert themselves to immaterial existence. The
adversaries, on the other hand, work to keep mankind focused on the body, using
pleasure as their tool. The conflict between daemons is ultimately over the direction of
mankind’s vision.
Elsewhere the commentary offers us an opportunity to expand on this dichotomy,
fleshing out the characteristics of good and evil daemons. Ficino writes that evil daemons
detain souls according to the lots the daemons themselves have selected. They move
human imaginations “by means of their own imaginations, powers, and machine to
believe in and hope for future pleasure in such things.” In other words daemons work to
keep souls from attaining the theological virtue of hope. As we have seen, hope
immunizes mankind from the desire for pleasure and justice in the material realm.
Daemons perform this function even against youth. Both sets of daemons do this, but
good do it in such a way “that the universal order may be fulfilled.” Evil daemons seek to
interfere with that order. Citing Iamblichus’ On the Mysteries of the Egyptians (8.6-7),
Ficino asserts that good daemons “partly bind us to fate and partly free us from it,”
allowing souls access to immaterial reality at various moments. Another thing which
daemons have in common, according to this commentary, is the means by which they
communicate with mankind, “the sight and hearing alike.” There are two possibilities.
Either the daemon “takes the concept to be imagined and effectively grafts it to the
inmost hearing,” or the daemon uses its own spiritual body to vibrate the spiritual body of
man, mimicking natural sensory input. 501 Good daemons regard the officious man who
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turns his mind to God; evil daemons lead men to shirk their duty and seek earthly
pleasures. Both intervene among men through psychic imprint or through manipulation of
men’s spiritual body.
Ficino makes reference to daemons on numerous occasions through the third of
his Three Books on Life. The majority of such references are to evil daemons. They are
referred to in the plural and associated with acts of deception, seduction, and contagion,
or outright called evil. Ficino, writing about the supposed efficacy of rings and other
magical objects, explains how they were thought to improve the complexion and make a
mind happy and wise, driving out evils daemons (daemonia).502 One should not offer
prayers or fumigations to such creatures, for it is through their “harmful vapours” that
daemons (daemones, daemonum, daemonas) seduce men with promises of power beyond
natural affect.503 Those who have not embraced their appointed station in life are even
contagious with maleficent daemons (daemonum).504 The quality of evil among daemons
is a measure of their negative influence on spiritual progress and their disruption of
society generally.
When Ficino refers to good daemons, he usually does so in the singular, writing
of the guardian daemon, or associating them with the celestial spheres. Citing Iamblichus,
Ficino explains that materials “naturally akin to the things above,” if collected together
and “compounded at the right time and in the proper manner,” imbue their holder with
“forces and effects which are not only celestial, but even daemonic and divine.” 505 Later,
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when writing about the astrological assignment of human duties, Ficino writes of the
sorting agent as a guardian daemon.506 Returning to Ficino’s commentary on Phaedrus,
we detect a continuity in Ficino’s daemonology. He writes that the “god of each soul is
not only the celestial planet itself but also the celestial and airy daemon, the god’s
companion who is named the same name.”507 Each planet and star, as embodiments of the
nine-fold angelic order, issues forth daemonic powers in the form of divine light and a
rarified airy daemon. These are the guardians of man, serving to bolster his physical and
moral health, and to direct him towards his proper end. Ficino writes that since the end of
life is to return to heaven and God, “in justice what most contributes to this goal is to live
on earth according to one’s own god and that god’s daemon.”508 It is necessary for men
“to know, to imitate, and to attain the study and office most akin to his own.” Evil
daemons, on the other hand, disrupt the proper functioning of the body in order to
confuse the mind and disorient the soul, leading it away from God through disobedience
of the law.
Ficino places his daemonology into an explicitly Christian context in his sermon
on the Gospel of Luke. In the final chapter of Luke we read a story about two men, one
named Cleophas, the other unknown, both disciples of Jesus. They are walking to
Emmaus, a village just outside Jerusalem. Earlier that same day they had heard that
Jesus’ tomb had been found empty; the women of the group had even spoken of an
angelic vision. The NRSV of the Bible records that, while the two men were talking and
discussing these events, “Jesus himself came near and went with them, but their eyes
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were kept from recognizing him” (24:15-16). The story continues to relate how Jesus
offers a lengthy allegorical interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures, beginning with
Moses, explaining how the Old Testament shows Jesus to be more than a “mighty
prophet in deed and word” (24:19), how he is in fact the Messiah. But still the two men
do not recognize Jesus. Nevertheless, impressed by this seeming stranger’s knowledge,
they invite him to dinner. Let us read again from the text. “When (Jesus) was at the table
with them, he took bred, blessed and broke it, and gave it to them. Then their eyes were
open, and they recognized him; and he vanished from their sight” (24:31). In their
excitement, the two men rush out of their home to tell the Apostles of their experience.
The Apostle Simon, they are told shortly afterward, has just experienced something
similar. During this moment of group astonishment, Jesus shows up once again. Yet the
Apostles and the disciples remain incredulous. “Is this a ghost?,” they ask. Jesus replies,
can you see a ghost? Touch a ghost? Does a ghost eat broiled fish? At this, Jesus eats
broiled fish in their presence. The fish now eaten, “he opened their minds to understand
the scriptures” (24:45).
In his sermon De Duobus Discipulis in Emaus, Ficino writes that the two disciples
“were lacking the firmness of faith; a daemon kept back their eyes, so that they did not
recognize Jesus the Father.” He speculates that the daemon accomplished this by
“summoning a certain vapour to their eyes, dispersing their pupils and bringing about
redness. By which a likeness of Jesus, both larger and more red, appeared.”509 Ficino
claims that this was the opinion of Augustine. He then explains how Jesus, the sight of
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whom restores perspicacity, used his allegorical interpretation of Scripture to sow faith in
the two men. This inspired charity. Faith is not sufficient unless charity is added, Ficino
writes, just as charity does not suffice in attitude unless it is performed.510 This is why
Jesus did not appear to the disciples until they had received him in hospitality and
conviviality. At that moment, when charity was enacted physically through communion,
the daemon was expelled. “Therefore we ought to approach Jesus simultaneously in
charity of attitude and work, if only so that he will say to us ‘taste me, and see how sweet
is the Lord.’” 511
The first thing to note about this exegesis of Luke 24 is that it provides us an
opportunity to address the theological virtue of faith. Firm faith allows one to begin to
overcome the perceptual and cognitive manipulations of daemons. One acquires faith
through charity, which was—as we have seen—the perfected form of the moral virtues of
continence and temperance. But what is faith itself? We know that it is established
through a particular allegorical interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures and through social
rituals such as communion with Christ. The writings of the Camaldolese prior Paulo
Orlandini, one of Ficino’s many prominent interlocutors, ought to help us further sketch
out the quality of faith itself. Even among the Camaldolese, the doctrinal content of faith,
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atque, ut alibi diximus, optimum in quolibet odrine proprium amatoriae charitatis obtinet signum. Ibid
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its quidity, involved a simple affirmation of Christ’s divinity, sacrifice, and death. 512
Faith in Ficino’s context, amounted to a dogmatic rejection of Arianism.
A perfected religio is a complete conversion of thought and action to God. In
order to perfect the virtue of religio, one needed to perform the actions of sanctity. These,
as we have seen, are philosophical investigation, penance, and confession. Such actions
purify the psyche and brings the body into a state of health. For Ficino, sin was a
measurement of psychic impurity and bodily illness. It manifests itself in impiety, that is,
a denial of monotheism, Providence, or an immortal, immaterial soul. Since piety is
innate to the human soul itself, the potential for attaining religio always exists, so long as
one can retain enough purity and health and understand that it is necessary to perform the
actions of sanctity. However, the chaotic nature of materiality and the mischievous
assaults of evil daemons constantly threaten piety or lead one to misplaced sanctity. In
the case of Muslims, it can even lead to a species of heresy and the violent conquest of
others. To defend against daemonic assault, one needs to cultivate the virtues of faith,
hope, and charity. Faith, as we have just seen, is a correct understanding of Scripture and
an adherence to fundamental Christian rituals such as communion. This amounts to a
rejection of Arianism and Manichaeism. Hope is the perfected form of the moral virtue of
prudence. It is the absolute acceptance of the doctrine of Providence resulting in an
apathetic patience toward worldly injustice. Charity is the perfected form of the moral
virtues of continence and temperance, the elimination of sinful choice, resulting in a
benevolent attitude towards the vulnerable. One seeking religio may also, indeed often
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must, call upon the occult powers of the angels and Mary to retain psychic purity and
bodily functionality. Guarded by the defensive theological virtues, driven by piety,
performing the actions of sanctity, assisted by divine powers, the soul comes to know
itself in God. This is the theological dimension of the apparatus know thyself.
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Chapter 5
Wisdom
Having examined the theological dimension of know thyself, we turn now to its
philosophical dimension. Using Ficino’s theological terminology, this chapter will be an
exploration of the procedures of sanctity. It will describe how a Christian attained the
moral virtues of continence, temperance, prudence, and wisdom. The procedures
employed to attain these virtues will be categorized under the headings of fasting and
prayer. Both of these activities are means of converting the soul to God. Fasting produces
continence and temperance within a body; prayer imbues a mind with prudence and
wisdom. These procedures result in a state of psychic purity necessary to the proper
expression of human piety. As we shall see, for Ficino, philosophy and prayer are
practically synonymous. They are both a means of turning the vision of the soul inward
and thus toward God. Fasting, on the other hand, is a means of conditioning the body so
that its operations do not impair the vision of the soul. Among those practicing
philosophy, fasting amounts to combat against evil daemons seeking to disturb the
balance of the four bodily humors, especially melancholia or black bile. When the body is
disrupted it cannot produce spiritus, the airy substance within the body that potentially
enables perfect human cognition. To battle daemons and maintain spiritus, one must live
according to an astrologically beneficial regimen and abide the will of their guardian
daemon. Should one successfully practice philosophy and live under their star and
daemon, performing prayer and fasting, they may attain the theological virtues.
Ficino begins a letter entitled No One Incontinent is Able to be Wise with a
distinction between the highest and lowest powers of the soul concerned with knowing.
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The highest are the intellect and reason; the lowest are taste and touch. The highest lead
the soul up toward the incorporeal divine substance while the lowest leads it down
towards corporeal nature.513 Analogizing corporeal nature with darkness and incorporeal
substance as light, Ficino asserts that if touch and taste are favoured over reason and
intellect, the soul is submerged in darkness, unable to be illuminated by the rays of the
highest powers.514 In order to avoid what is to Ficino a self-evident danger, the mind
must separate itself from the body. The mind accomplishes this through two activities:
purgation and attention. Morals are the object of the first action, contemplation of the
second.515 Offering another analogy, Ficino reminds his readers of how those who suffer
from an inflammation of the eye see the world in hues of red, and how those with a bitter
taste in their mouths taste everything as bitter. Similarly, the mind that has failed to purge
its moral conduct and attend to itself in contemplation will fail to correctly perceive the
nature of divinity, going so far as to deny the existence of divinity itself, or to assert that
divinity is a corporeal phenomenon.516 It is for this reason that Ficino claims that no one
who is ruled by the body can be wise. “Therefore, whoever you will have observed to
serve their body foolishly, you will deny that they are wise. Who you know to be wise,
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Inter omnes animae vires quae in cognoscendo versantur, supremae sunt intellectus et ratio, infimae
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those are not slaves of their servant body, but masters.”517 Parsing these statements will
reveal to us the basic characteristics and valuations associated with the process of
separation under consideration.
Ficino conceives of the relationship between the body and the mind as one of
slave and master. Implicit within this valuation are the concepts of property and control.
The mind rightly owns the body, is master of the body. And since the mind, through the
as-yet-undefined faculties of reason and intellect, gives the soul access to the illuminating
rays of the divine, it follows that reason and intellect are a means of acquiring ownership
of what is below itself and of manipulating corporeal existence. Conversely, the faculties
of taste and touch are subversive forces, which up-end the correct order of being. The
practices of purgation and tension are methods of eliminating subversive forces within
the mind-body order. By purging moral conduct of the effects of taste and touch and the
tense use of reason and intellect in contemplation of the incorporeal divine, one literally
severs the connection between mind and body, or at least cuts off the signals from the
lowest powers of the soul so that the body no longer interferes with the direct reception of
divine rays. Purgation and attention are technologies of containment, repression, and
isolation with respect to the realms of mind and body.
Near the end of this letter Ficino offers hints as to what is practically involved in
this process of mind-body disjuncture. Addressing the class of philosophers, Ficino asks
why they engage in so much late night study; addressing Sophists, he asks why they need
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such long disputations. “The lone path (for us) to the light itself is serenity.” 518 Ficino
then commands the two classes—philosophers and sophists—to learn from Galen (who
Ficino identifies as a Platonist), to see that “it is impossible for a soul suffocated with
blood and fat to know anything celestially.”519 He orders philosophers and sophists to
learn, following Plato and Pythagoras, that “the wisdom of the mind is nothing other than
the light of the highest good itself diffused everywhere through good minds just as the
most pure mirrors.”520
These exhortations are a critique of the philosophical and rhetorical practice of
Ficino’s contemporaries. Part of what Ficino judges wrong about the intellectual culture
of his age is its lack of regimentation, how it goes not only beyond the bounds of time,
but beyond even the boundaries of daylight, entering into darkness. He discourages nighttime labour and over-long disputation. There is a desire to circumscribe the action of
thinking, both oral and textual. Ficino also criticizes the bodily constitution of his
fellows, alluding to an abundance of blood and bodily mass. Blood, in the Galenic
tradition of humoral biology, is associated with passions such as rashness and vanity. 521
Fat, on the other hand, although lacking a biomedical connotation, seems to allude to
laziness, and to a body devoted to material reality—to taste and touch. Having criticized
his fellows, Ficino offers them a thought exercise. They are to imagine that the substance
of their mind is able to reflect, as in a mirror, divine light. Although it is not yet clear
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what good such a thought exercise would do, these criticisms and suggestions reveal to us
that, for Ficino, the process of separating mind from body involves a reconfiguration of
behaviour, constitution, and imagination. The letter implies an alternative form of bodily
and psychic discipline, one which codes darkness and matter with negative moral
qualities, and light with the divine. Ficino conceives of the philosopher as a creature of
light, one who not only works in the immaterial light, but also works to resemble the
immaterial light.
The point here is that it takes work to establish a mind-body duality. It was
something you did, actively working to contain, repress, and isolate the body so that it did
not interfere with the function of the mind. And, indeed, we find such a method of
establishing mind-body duality. In this chapter, we shall follow the process of attaining
wisdom through philosophy, from the education of the boy to the revelation of the man.
We shall describe how the apparatus know thyself surrounds and inserts itself into a body,
forging it into a specific biological and psychic configuration. How it controls sound, air,
food, and habitation. Know thyself informs and regiments bodies, removing them from
the process of thought, allowing the mind to ascend to an inescapable state of religio, a
freely chosen abdication of free will. Sometime in the 1470s, Ficino addressed a letter to
Giovanni Francesco Ippoliti, the count of Gazoldo, a small commune located fifteen
kilometers west of Mantua. Entitled On the Platonic Nature, Instruction, and Duty of the
Philosopher, the letter outlines the characteristics of the Platonically trained philosopher,
how one trains to become such a philosopher, and what such a philosopher rightly does
with himself. Ficino informs his reader that philosophy is the love of wisdom, and that
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wisdom is the contemplation and cognition of the divine.522 He asserts that there are
many “parts and attendant skills” which serve as steps from the lower things, the realm of
touch and taste, to the highest, to reason and intellect. The number of steps varies
according to the natural disposition of the philosopher-in-training and to the quality of his
diligence.523 The ideal recipient of Platonic philosophical instruction is a boy who
displays an openness to discipline generally, a tendency toward truth-telling, a good
memory, and a preference for higher over lower things. Such a person is magnanimous
and strong, unafraid of death and uninterested in empty glory. 524 He is someone
possessing a liberal mind, open to and directed toward eternal truths, also possesses a will
that seeks justice, a virtue which Ficino associates with temperance and freedom.525
When this ideal candidate—magnanimous, open, intelligent, dedicated to
abstraction—receives the proper discipline and education the result is “a man perfected
by virtue.”526 Let us think of this education as a machine that operates in stages, like a car
wash. The first mechanism surrounds the boy with words and sounds and gives basic
shape to the body. In the beginning the boy learns how to read and write; letters are the
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Cum ab omnibus Philosophia, (ut nomen ipsum a Pythagora inductum perhibet,) sapientiae amor
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“elements of all knowledge.”527 Once the boy has learned to read and write, or while he
learns these things, “his inharmonious mind ought to be composed by the use of the lyre.
(And) his body ought to be exercised gymnastically through games, so that arriving at a
good habit, his body may offer service to the study of philosophy.” 528 Although the ideal
potential candidate is endowed by nature with a tendency towards higher over lower
things, and a willingness to be disciplined, it remains necessary to begin an immediate
process of mind-body separation. Part of the technology used in this process is literary,
but the rest is sonic and physical. The assumption is that the mind naturally lacks order
and structure, and that music somehow instills order. This first stage of Ficino’s
apparatus seeks to inculcate a habit into the body. Those who fall into sin, as we have
seen in chapter four, do so because habit had directed their attention from mind to body.
In a sense then, the mechanism of literacy and music served to inoculate the mind against
sin, stabilizing the newly embodied soul in a world of chaos.
Music is of fundamental importance to the know thyself. Looking briefly at
another of Ficino’s letters, entitled On Music, we read:
“As Plato and Aristotle asserted and we have often found from our own
experience, serious music maintains and restores the harmony of the parts
of the soul; medicine restores the harmony of the bodily parts. Since the
body and soul correspond with each other, as I have said, it is easy to care
for the harmony of both body and soul at the same time. Hence Chiron
practiced both arts, while the prophet David is said to have soothed with
his Lyre the body and soul of the mad Saul.”529
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Both the body and the soul are composed of physical and psychic elements. Plato, Plato’s
most famous student, and mythological figures from the classical and biblical
traditions—essentially every possible kind of authority, philosophical, literary, and
scriptural—all confirm that “serious music” is capable of restoring harmony to the parts
of human existence. This is because the body and soul are interrelated. Indeed, this
passage indicates that music and medicine, both perform the same function, although at
different registers. The example of David and Saul explicitly connects music and
medicine, the healing of souls and bodies. Saul suffered from madness, which—for
Ficino—was associated with the humor of melancholia. As we shall see, melancholia and
madness resulted from poor diet, over-study, and the assaults of evil daemons. Music,
being a reflection of cosmic harmony, reconfigures and regenerates a disordered mind
and body, exorcising daemons and balancing humors. 530 It deals with the divine elements
of human existence, capable of affecting both material and immaterial human life, and is
for that reason a superior form of medicine.
The gymnastic elements of this first stage of the machine were borrowed from
Ficino’s immediate context. Returning to Vergerio’s The Character and Studies Befitting
a Free-Born Youth, we read:
“Unless from childhood and through all the stages of life they harden both mind
and body to endure toil, they will immediately be broken and unable to resist if
afterwards any danger should threaten them. It is this very hardening that the
authority of Minos and Lycurgus, the celebrated legislators of antiquity, enjoins.

corporis colere etiam. Hinc Chyron utramque exercuit facultatem. Hinc David Propheta animam
corpusque Saulis delirantis Lyra traditur curavisse. Ibid: 1.650-1
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The laws of the Cretans and the Spartans trained their youth in exercises designed
not only for physical endurance but also for mental self-control.”531
A healthy body performs work that an infirmed one cannot. Moreover, exercising the
body disciplines the mind, teaching it to accept hardship and deprivation. It makes the
mind courageous. Pain and pleasure are the two chief reasons for the soul’s
disorientation. They draw the vision of the soul from heaven down to the realm of
materiality. The aim of such physical education is to accustom the mind to disregard pain
and perform its duties. At this early stage in the process, the boy’s mind and body are
prepared for later transformations. The apparatus strengthens the body so that it may later
be left behind unattended.
When the boy becomes an adolescents, the mechanisms of literacy and sound
enter into new modes. This is the second stage of the machinery of education.
“Meanwhile the statutes of the best laws ought to be inserted into (the boy’s) ears. His
mind ought to have been formed by noble encouragements so that it returns moderate and
peaceful. This moral education they name ethics.”532 Modern readers, those used to
thinking about the subject of ethics academically, that is, as a series of debatable
propositions, systems, theories, and thought exercises regarding conduct, may find
Ficino’s conception surprising. Here ethics seems little more than a means of
indoctrinating and pacifying children. A soundscape of recited texts and salutary
encouragements forge a particular psychic attitude. Now, accustomed to hardship through
exercise, strengthened by encouragement, living and breathing the constitutions of
531
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ancient city-states, the boy no longer experiences extremes of opinion or outward
expressions of aggression. His mind and body are prepared for adulthood in the machine.
No longer distracted by bodily concerns, such as hunger or the desire for pleasure,
“liberated from the perturbation of the appetite,” the student is sufficiently prepared for
the cognition of mathematics. This discipline “concerns itself with numbers, planes,
figures, and solids, and their numerous motions.”533 Ficino claims that “since numbers
and figures and the reasons of their motion pertain to cognition rather than to exterior
senses, by their study the mind is not only separated from the appetite of the body, but
from its senses; it confers itself to interior cognition.”534 Once the student has reached the
state of development conducive to understanding mathematics, the first two stages of the
machine, the mechanisms of literacy, sound, and bodily conditioning recede into the
background. The machine introduces a third stage that trains the mind in symbolic
manipulation. Mathematics, a pure abstraction dealing with the manipulation of symbolic
ideal forms, cuts the mind off not only from touch and taste, but all sensory input, leaving
it free to regard its own reason and intellect.
Ficino calls the practice of mathematics “to practice death.” He claims that Plato’s
Phaedo equates this action with the duty of philosophizing. Through the practice of
death, the philosopher is able to become similar to God, a goal outlined in Phaedrus and
Theatetus.535 The student, as a human, cannot totally escape its material existence, the
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onslaught of its senses, desires, and needs, even if born with natural philosophical
proclivities. The machine works to deaden those things, using literacy, sound, and
exercise to teach the person how to attain a state of apathy. Once temperate, peaceful, and
indoctrinated, the student then attempts to deny totally his materiality in a bid to resemble
a metaphysical ideal. This is what it means to become a philosopher.
The third mechanism performs its work, crafting the penultimate stage of
philosophical conditioning in five sub-stages, moving from point to line to solid, and
ending in a totalized embrace of an interconnected cosmos. The practice of death, the
name we have given to this third stage, involves arithmetic, geometry, stereometry,
astronomy, and music.536 The inclusion of astronomy and music are not inappropriate
here. Astronomy and music address the highest and most vulnerable vehicles of
perception, the eyes and ears.537 Many late medieval intellectuals considered and used
astronomy as a mental exercise.538 It regarded “the motion of solid bodies, that is, of
spheres.”539 Notice that Ficino’s definition does not involve measurements born of
observation. Astronomy is not about seeing the planets, but remembering where the
planets should and would likely have been at any given moment both now and in the
future. As unchanging motions, it was possible to regard the heavens purely as a
symbolic abstraction, an object of psychic exercise meant to bring order and regularity to
thought. The same was true of music, which “investigates the vocal order born out of
536
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motion.”540 The assumption is that true motions, unchanging heavenly motions, produce
particular sounds. The study of music is the study of these sounds.
The final stage of the appartus employs the mechanism of dialectic. Once the
subject has learned how to view the entire cosmos as lines and regular motions, it is ready
for the revelation of dialectic, that is, “the knowledge of demonstrating truth.” Ficino is
quick to emphasize that dialectic is more than logic, more than the capacity for detailed
reasoning; it is access to truth in its totality.
“(Dialectic) is the profound skill of the freed mind, comprehending first the true
and the pure substance of each thing through physical reasons and then
metaphysical, so that the reason for anything can be imparted and the light of the
mind beyond the nature of the senses and bodies may be perceived, and the
incorporeal species of things, which we call Ideas, may be understood. From
which, the one fount of all species, the origins of minds and the rational principles
of men, the beginning and end of all (what Plato calls the good itself) may be seen
into. The scrutiny of this is wisdom, the love of which is defined most rightly as
philosophy.”541
It is as if the practice of dialectic downloads the blueprint of the cosmos into the mind of
the philosopher, presenting it as a systematic unity. 542 The mind moves from reasons to
species or Ideas, and then to the ultimate Idea, the Good itself. It receives knowledge of
all physical and metaphysical processes, perceives a light known only to the mind
directly, and understands the Ideas which set natural and metaphysical processes into
motion. It may even scrutinize the essential purpose and source of all existence. This is
wisdom. Yet, it ought to be noted that this wisdom is born out of an ostensibly clear
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psychic landscape, a landscape forged deliberately through the study and creation of
texts, encouragement, song, indoctrination, memorization, exercise, and the manipulation
of a complex array of abstract symbols designed to stand in for the world, the heavens,
and their occult relations. The attainment of dialectic marks the point at which this
machine, this process of subjectification, closes in on itself, producing a perfectly selfreferential system. The philosopher no longer needs eyes or even ears, for he has seen
and heard all. To him, all is light.
Having described in outline the process of know thyself which molds the human
body and mind so that it disregards materiality to the extent possible, we ought to gain an
understanding of why. What precisely about the body prevents the soul from easily
turning to God and how precisely does know thyself overcome these counter forces,
producing wisdom? As mentioned in Platonic Theology, Ficino explains that the body
has a tendency to impose outward and linear motions on matter. The soul must overcome
such motions, redirecting matter toward angles and then circles. God placed men into a
body weaker than that of beasts in order to facilitate the imposition of correct motion.
“Elsewhere we have argued that our body is the most well-tempered of all earthly bodies
and most resembles the heavens, so that it may minister more tranquilly to the offices of
the heavenly soul.” 543 In Ficino’s late-medieval cosmos, all bodies were composed of
some combination of the four elements: air, fire, earth, and water. When placed into
complex relationships with one another, such as in composite substances, these elements
produce qualities of heat, cold, aridity, and dryness. In the human body these qualities
were associated with four biomedical objects that medievals referred to as humors. The
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four humors were blood, associated with air, and thus heat and humidity; choler,
associated with fire, and thus heat and aridity; phlegm, associated with water, and thus
wetness and cold; and melancholia or black bile, associated with earth, and thus coldness
and dryness.544
The struggle to maintain the humoral complexion of the body induces images and
desires in the phantasy. Modulating choler risks awaking anger; modulating blood, vain
exuberance; phlegm, disgust and indolence; melancholia, fear and sorrow. In some
instances, these feelings and their attendant images threaten to produce insanity, should
the reason not be able to overcome the phantasy. 545 The phantasy is the faculty of the soul
most concerned with lower things and ought to be subordinated to higher. If this
subordination is accomplished through humoral regulation and humoral regulation
activates the phantasy, it follows that the soul risks embracing darkness over light when it
struggles to unite, site, and renew the body.
To understand why the soul risks such danger when it performs its most basic,
fundamental duty, practicing to die in philosophy, we need to examine the human body
even more closely. The embodied soul possesses five powers: the vegetative, sensitive,
appetitive, motive, and intellective. The first regards nutrition and growth of the body, as
well as reproduction; the second regards the collection of sensory materials and the
processing of those materials; the third regards the human will; the fourth regards
locomotion; and the last regards an evaluation of the material processed by the sensitive
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power.546 The first of the soul’s powers, the vegetative, is responsible for refining a
bodily element called spiritus.
“Moreover, in many men, when the vegetative power strives to thin out the
thicker sprits, it is testifying to their extreme sluggishness, but in other men, when
it diligently tries to congregate the thinner spirits, it is demonstrating that they are
ill-suited to a constant concern with contemplation and memory.” 547
The vegetative power thickens the spiritus if it is too thin or thins that which is too thick.
A perfectly moderated spiritus is ideal for contemplation. The capacity of the vegetative
power to moderate spiritus determines the moral and intellectual capacity of the
individual. The phantasy, the humors, and spiritus exist in a relation. The phantasy, a
faculty governed by the sensitive power of the soul, influences the state of the bodily
humors, which in turn determine the quality of spiritus. This relation is in turn
determined by the functionality of the brain, heart, liver, and stomach.
When one introduces food into the stomach, the stomach—with the aid of the
liver—converts that food into blood, the hot-wet humor of the air. This blood is
composed of lighter and heavier parts. According to Ficino’s Three Books on Life, The
lighter parts of the blood travel upwards into the heart where it is further heated by the
“vital virtue.” The product of this process is spiritus, “which is defined by doctors as a
vapor of blood—pure, subtle, hot, and clear.”548 This spiritus travels upward further into
the brain where “the mind uses it continuously for the exercise of the interior as well as
the exterior senses.”549 The proper care of the body, particularly of the stomach, liver, and
heart, make contemplation possible. If the organs fail or diminish in capacity, the body
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exists in a state of distress that monopolizes the attention of the soul, preventing it from
turning its vision to God.
Those who devote themselves to learning must be sure to avoid the danger of an
abundance of phlegm and melancholia. Ficino writes that “phlegm dulls and suffocates
the intelligence, while melancholia, if it is too abundant or vehement, vexes the mind
with continual care and frequent absurdities and unsettles the judgement.” 550 Ficino does
not explain in detail how an abundance of phlegm comes about, but he does spend a great
deal of time discussing melancholia and its connection to learning and contemplation.
Ficino lists the three causes of a melancholic complexion. The first is celestial. The occult
influence of Mercury and Saturn, both cold and dry, both associated with the persistent
investigation of doctrines, impart a similar quality and attribute on their followers. The
second cause is natural. Because the pursuit of difficult knowledge requires a mind to
withdraw itself into itself, moving from external to internal senses, and to remain in that
position, the mind takes on the quality of the earth, the natural motion of which is centrebound. “Contemplation itself, in its turn, by a continual collection and compression, as it
were, brings on a nature similar to melancholia.” The third cause is human. Melancholia,
like spiritus, is formed from blood. When the intellectual draws his mind inward, it
requires a great expenditure of spiritus. If that spiritus is not replenished by an abundance
of thin blood, it must be replenished from the store of thicker blood. In this case, the body
must produce melancholia from the thickest, least suited parts of the blood. At the same
time, a body separated from the mind tends to have a weak stomach and liver, the source
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of blood itself.551 This exacerbates an already damaging situation. Ficino’s monastic
contemporaries appear to have shared his emphasis on the importance of melancholia in
the overall process of know thyself. Paulo Orlandini, in his On Virtue, writes that
melancholia allows the soul to return “to itself through itself.” This process is arduous
and extremely difficult, but through melancholia the soul is able to move itself “from
external to internal things just as from a circumference to the centre of a circle.”552 The
quest for self-recognition in God involved a complex form of biological regulation
centred around the production of melancholia and spiritus.
In order to successfully exercise the soul’s powers of reason and mind, to
investigate and contemplate truth, practicing to die, the body must have a balanced
complexion. The philosopher accomplishes this through spiritual combat against evil
daemons. In Platonic Theology, Ficino claims that a defiled soul, an incontinent and
intemperate man, has not strictly speaking lost anything, but has only admitted inferior
elements into its bodily composition. This does not destroy the soul, for that would be
impossible. The soul is immortal. Rather, by admitting inferior elements, the soul is
possessed through the body.553 These agents of possession are, according to Ficino, the
daemons described in Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians (6:12). The enemy of the
philosopher is the evil daemon, possessed of a subtle, agile airy body and a
knowledgeable and perspicacious mind.554 Using these bodies, and being composed of
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the same material, as spiritus, they plunge themselves into the philosopher’s body,
manipulating his imaginations and desires.
Ficino explains how he thinks this works. As the airy daemons vibrate the
spiritus, “the humors too are moved in the body and the images are aroused in the
phantasy.”555 In bodies given over to an imbalance of blood, the daemons entice men to
pleasures; in those given to choler, they excite anger, conflict, and irritation; in those
given to phlegm, they inspire sloth and torpor; and in those given to melancholia, they
induce, as mentioned previously, fear and gloom. “They alarm the phantasy with
deceitful shadows, and they trick the mind with opinions that are frequently false.” 556
Ficino claims that both the ninth-century Syrian physician Serapion the Elder and
Avicenna support this model. The Platonists, Ficino writes, claimed that one could retake
the possessed body through philosophy and sacrifices. He then cites the efficacy of the
Orphic Hymns as evidence.557 But it is Christ, “the true healer of minds,” who teaches
men to fast and pray. Ficino interprets fasting to “mean abstinence from those things that
either augment a certain humor or move an image or desire.” Prayer, meanwhile, is “a
vehement conversion toward God so that the rational soul pays no regard to the stimuli of
daemons, and so that daemons despair of being able to conquer a mind devoted to
God.”558 Fasting and prayer are the actions of sanctity, rendering the body and mind to
God. The performance of these actions, characterized as daemonic combat, links the
pursuit of wisdom through philosophy with the process of attaining the theological virtue
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of religio. Both involve exorcising daemons and both result a self-referential vision of the
divine.
Those who devote themselves to a process of mind-body separation are, as
mentioned, threatened by phlegm and melancholia. Philosophers need to watch what they
eat, and eat to provide sufficient raw materials for the production of both spiritus and
melancholia. The danger is that low blood levels will result in thick spiritus and heavy
melancholia. At the same time as the philosopher seeks to avoid the danger of poor
quality melancholia, he must also work to produce melancholia of the best quality.
According to the fifth chapter of the third of the Three Books on Life, melancholia is of
two kinds: naturally produced melancholia and that which comes about through adustion.
The natural melancholia is the “dense and dry part of the blood.” The adust, however, is a
run off product from the burning of natural melancholia, of lighter blood, of choler, and
of phlegm. Melancholia that accumulates from the process of adustion is a danger to the
philosopher’s psychic landscape.559 During the process of adustion, the philosopher risks
excitement or frenzy, and afterwards, when only the soot remains, stupidity and
senselessness. The melancholia conducive to wisdom is natural. But only under special
conditions. If left untreated, natural melancholia “beclouds the spirit with a mess that is
black and dense, terrifies the mind, and dulls the intelligence.”560 Mixed with phlegm,
melancholia turns black and dense, but also cold, causing extreme torpor, intense
depression, and a fear of everything. Should melancholia putrefy, “it produces quartan
fever, swellings of the spleen, and many infirmities of the same kind.”561 The
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philosopher’s entire emotional configuration and well-being, not to mention his capacity
for thinking itself, is linked to the type, quality, and quantity of melancholia in his body.
The ideal melancholia is a product that is thin, hot, and abundant. It must possess
all three of those characteristics to be most effective. Too thin and it does not temper
blood, choler, and spiritus; too much and it is a burden; too hot and it will burn, leaving
adust melancholia. Ficino offers an ideal proportion of eight parts blood, two parts
phlegm, and two parts melancholia. Blood heats the melancholia in the heart, while
phlegm keeps it from burning. Good melancholia is like heated iron, shining without
burning; like wood in straw, “it burns and shines more and longer.”562 When a
philosopher has managed to live his life in such a way as to produce good melancholia,
heated by blood and tempered by phlegm, shining “much like red-hot gold tinged with
purple,” he produces within himself the best-quality spiritus. Spiritus born from the
rarefaction of melancholia is capable of suffusing the narrowest passage of the brain and
inciting the most vigor. Due to its long burning nature, it also provides a plentiful source
of fuel. “Supported by such compliance, our mind explores eagerly and preservers in the
investigation longer. Whatever it is tracking, it easily finds it, perceives it clearly,
soundly judges it, and retains the judgement long.” 563 Furthermore, possessed of an
earthly fuel, the mind more easily centres itself, moving inward with the aid of celestial
influences from Mercury and Saturn. In moments when philosophers manage to attain
this state, having been called away from the body, becoming a “neighbour” and
“instrument” of the divine, they are “filled from above with divine influences and oracles,
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and (the mind) always invents new and unaccustomed things and predicts the future.”564
Given that such benefits accrue from the proper regulation of melancholia in the body, it
is imperative—if he wishes to attain wisdom—that the philosopher structure his life
appropriately. Otherwise he invites the instigation of evil daemons.
In light of both the dangers and benefits associated with melancholia, the
philosopher must practice sexual and ingestive abstinence, and regiment his sleep
patterns. In other words, he must fast in the manner defined by Ficino in Platonic
Theology. Not only is sexual intercourse an activity associated with the lowest of the
senses: touch, it drains the body of spiritus, thereby weakening the brain. By dissipating
heat suddenly, it ruins the stomach and heart, organs that require heat to function well.
Equally inappropriate to a philosophical way of life is the ingestion of too much food and
wine, things associated with taste. Wine disrupts the intelligence, while an abundance of
food burdens the stomach, preventing it from performing its natural work, leading to the
production of low-quality spiritus and to dense melancholia. Ficino again cites Galen,
noting that a mind suffocated by fat and blood is unable to perceive things celestially. 565
Sleeping outside the boundaries of night likewise threatens to throw both mind
and body into disarray. Studying late at night disconnects the philosopher from the occult
influences of the Sun, Venus, and Mercury. “After sunrise, (those planets) are
immediately thrust into the twelfth house of heaven, which is assigned by astronomers to
prison and darkness.”566 Working beyond the boundary of daylight attunes the body to
darkness. In daylight the air stirs, is rarefied by heat, and so is clear. Blood and spiritus,
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surrounded by such air takes on its energetic, healthy quality. Blood rules and moves the
body at dawn, providing the materials suited to the production of high quality spiritus.
The heat of the sun’s light opens the body, allowing humors and spiritus more room for
movements and suffusion throughout the body. At night the body contracts, leaving those
humors to putrefy through immobility. Excrement remains in the system longer. By the
fall of night, the spiritus is of limited supply, exhausted from the day’s use, whereas in
the morning it is plentiful. And, perhaps worst of all, those who study into the night do
not give their phantasy a chance to rest, leaving the mind “distracted and upset by the
many long and contrary imaginations, cogitations, and cares while it is awake.”567
Fasting, as a form of abstinence and sleep regulation, maintains the quality and
quantity of blood, melancholia, and spiritus. It ensures the proper function of the
stomach, heart, and brain. And it allows the phantasy time to rest from the collection of
sensory and discursive inputs. In this way fasting protects the philosopher from evil
daemons. But what is most interesting is the fact that, for Ficino, the operation of fasting
attunes the body to occult celestial forces, particularly to Venus, Mercury, and the Sun,
while the action of contemplation attunes the body to Saturn. With this in mind we must
further expand our understanding of Ficino’s cosmos, focusing on the planets and stars,
the manner and mode of their respective influences. Ficino incorporated a complex form
of astral magic into the philosophical dimension of know thyself.
There are seven planets encircling the Earth. Listed from closest to furthest from
Earth, they are the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. These
planets revolve around the Earth in regular cycles, in orbits that resemble concentric
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spheres. Beyond Saturn lay the realm of the fixed stars, home to the various
constellations such as Gemini, Taurus, and Libra, and to notable individual stars such as
Algol, the so-called Daemon Star, in the constellation of Perseus (today known to be an
eclipsing binary).568 According to Ficino, each of these planets and stars possess a soul
which gives motion and quality to their substance. Being beyond the earthly elemental
sphere of fire, planets are composed of pure, simple bodies. As such, their motion is
regular and unchanging, even when retrograde.569 Stars, on the other hand, are composed
of spiritus born of the soul which governs and brings life to the Earth itself.570 Each of
these planets and stars influence the motions and qualities of objects on Earth, including
mankind, through the power of their rays and through their associated daemon.
Furthermore, each of these rays and daemons is capable of influencing the rays and
daemons of the other celestial entities. So, given that the stars are born of the Earth, and
that those same stars in turn affect the status of Earth-born objects, and that the planets
likewise influence the Earth and associate themselves astrologically with stars, it is
somewhat reasonable to view the cosmos as a single organism. Ficino calls it “an animal
more unified than any other animal, the most perfect animal, provided that it is an
animal.”571 Everything is interconnected by the power of the occult forces issuing from
metaphysical entities, and through the actions of celestially-attuned daemons.
There are seven basic ways of deliberately drawing celestial rays into one’s body.
The first is through stones and metals. The second is through plants, fruits, and gums.
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The third is through powders and vapors. The fourth is through words, songs, and sounds.
The fifth is forms, motions, and passions. The sixth through sequential arguments and
deliberations. And the seventh is remote and simple operations of the intelligence. These
objects and actions draw down the influences of the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, respectively. 572 Surrounding one’s self with objects or
performing actions associated with a planet or star attunes the body with celestial powers.
In the case of the Sun, you could not only play music or listen to orations, but carry
objects of gold or amber, burn frankincense or myrrh, and eat cinnamon. Similarly you
could own a hawk or enjoy the company of swans.573 Doing so was beneficial to the
functioning of the vital power of the heart, and thus to the head.574 And if attempting to
make use of the benefits of Algol, in order to gain the quality of boldness, you could
carry diamond or muguart.575 Finally, (and this is Ficino’s personal recommendation),
one could prepare medicines composes of plants, herbs, and spices associated with a
variety of self-reinforcing powers, such as thierac.576 There are many options available to
the philosopher seeking to calibrate his body for optimal biomedical efficiency or to
diagnose a body that has ceased to function optimally. Through observation, the
accumulation of knowledge, and trial and error, the philosopher could develop a magical
routine perfectly suited to his specific humoral constitution.577 “Therefore let everyone
know himself (se cognoscat); each of you be the ruler and doctor of himself.”578 Magic,
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like Iamblichan theurgy, prepared the body for wisdom and revelation. It strengthened the
body and optimized its functionality, boosting its immune system, so to speak, so that it
did not succumb to daemonic assault. It performed this action by invoking the assistance
of angelic intelligence.
Ancient Greek authors, such as Hippocrates, used the term magoi to refer to
begging priests and to healers lacking a correct grasp of theology and cosmology. Plato
denigrates such common healers in Statesman.579 The term possessed a negative
connotation despite having become associated with the Persian Magi described in
Herodotus Histories. These Magi, as we see from pseudo-Plato’s First Alcibiades, were
later associated with an ancient theology. 580 By the time of Seneca, the Magi had become
the originators of magical practice generally, teachers of the Greeks and Egyptians. In
Seneca’s Letters, the author explains that the Magi even appeared at the momentous
event of Plato’s death. Nonetheless, despite this growing positive association between
magic and Magi, the term magic continued to possess its pejorative aspect in the ancient
and late antique Roman world.581 Peter Brown argues in fact that, in the fourth century,
accusations of magic-use were used to displace non-Christians from the increasingly
Christian Roman establishment.582 Such accusations introduced a distinction between
priests and magic-users in regions, like Egypt, in which such a distinction had previously
been meaningless, inspiring the creation of the cults that would eventually produce the
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Hermetica.583 Christians acquired this distrustful conception of magic both from their
Hebraic origins and from their conflicts with Jews over the correct interpretation of those
origins.
In the books of Genesis (41), Exodus (7-9), and Daniel (2), the ancient Hebrews
depicted magic-users as men outside of Judaism.584 Furthermore, in 1 Samuel 28, the socalled witch of En-Dor is shown to summon foreign gods in order to retrieve a spirit,
from the realm of the dead essentially practicing necromancy.585 By the Second Temple
period, Jews—re-reading Genesis 6:14—attributed the origin of magical and divinatory
knowledge to the giant offspring of the Nephilim or fallen angels. 586 In this period
“sorcery and magic become part of a constellation of ‘foreign’ or polluting influences.”587
Jews, leading up to the rise of early Christianity, used the accusation of magic to
delineate between those with legitimate access to supernatural power and those without,
between Jews and non-Jews. This does not mean that Jews of the Second Temple period
and beyond did not practice forms of worship and study that we would today label as
magical. For instance, some rabbi evoked the names of God or His angels to improve
their own memory of Torah.588 Within Judaism there was a tendency to use an accusation
of magic to displace certain rites, removing them from the practice regime of Jews. At the
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same time, there was a contradictory tendency to adapt the forms of outsider practice to
the ends of legitimate worship. The Latin West inherited these contradictory tendencies
from Judaism.
In late medieval or ‘Renaissance’ Europe, magic conducted within the framework
of astrology was legitimate; magic conducted otherwise was superstition or, worse,
daemon worship. Astral magic, sometimes called astronodia, iatromathematics, or simply
natural magic, depends on the ancient and well-documented science of astronomy for its
legitimacy, although practitioners of the time did not recognize a distinction between
astrology and astronomy. One studied the position of the stars because the stars
performed work in the world. In Hippocrates’ Airs, Waters, and Places the author asserts
that astronomy is of the greatest use to medical practitioners.589 Greek authors inherited
this line of thought from ancient Babylonia, associating the celestial bodies with earthly,
human bodies. Then, as now, there were both expert and popular forms of divination,
each centred around the stars. Stars were evoked as gods, petitioned for favourable signs,
knowledge of the future, protection, and power over enemies.590 Among elite astrologers,
the stars were used in four ways: to cast horoscopes, to determine the moments beneficial
or harmful for certain actions such as wars or marriages, to imbue objects with beneficial
or harmful powers, and to turn away harmful powers and prevent disease.591 In the sphere
of medicine, stars were used to ‘charge’ concoctions with healing powers. 592 Ailments of
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the spleen and kidney were treated by medicines charged with energies trapped from
Jupiter and Mars, respectively.593
The concept of the Zodiac, the twelve houses of the sky named after various
imaginary images recognized in the position of the fixed stars based on the arbitrary
vantage point of someone living on Earth, was not formed until the Hellenistic conquests
of Egypt and Mesopotamia merged the Greek, Egyptian, and Babylonian methods of
astral worship.594 The Romans eventually inherited this amalgamated tradition, handing it
over to the Latin and Arabic Middle Ages. The second-century astronomer Ptolemy is
decisive here. His writings incorporated Stoic philosophic objectives into the tradition.
Knowledge of the stars now aided one in one’s quest to live calmly in the often
dangerous natural world.595 Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblios, like the Babylonian-inspired Greeks
before him, associated the practice of medicine with the study of the stars, offering an
expanded table of the planets’ occult relationship with various body parts. 596
Furthermore, it incorporated the four Aristotelian-Galenic qualities of wet, dry, hot, and
cold into its schema, giving certain planets specific qualities. Saturn, for instance, was
said to have a drying and cooling influence on the world.597 Isidore of Seville, through his
highly influential sixth-century encyclopedia, inserted Ptolemy’s schema into a Christian
context.598 Mimicking the early conflicts between Christians and Jews regarding
astrology, Isidore distinguished between legitimate ‘natural’ astrology and ‘superstitious’,
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illegitimate astrology. 599 Legitimate forms of astrology recognized the non-deterministic
nature of the celestial beings. The planets influence the seasons; comets and fallings stars
herald important events—sacred texts and pagan knowledge demonstrate this. One could
read the heavens in order to gain a sense of the general direction and atmosphere of the
cosmos.600 Those, however, who attempted to use the power of the heavens to affect the
world in ways contrary to the natural order or to predict the future employ unwittingly or
wittingly the aid of the daemons which Augustine had warned Christians to fear.601 As
with magic, some groups are insiders, some are outsiders. Yet the insiders continue to
share a basic form of practice with those on the outside. It all depends on what powers
your magic addresses and what you do with the knowledge of the occult connections
between stars and bodies.
Meanwhile, in the Arabic tradition, the discipline of astrology was receiving a
renewed and complex philosophical underpinning. In his work On Stellar Rays, the ninthcentury Arabic philosopher known to the Latin West as Al-Kindi, proposed a system of
invisible rays connecting the planets not simply to the Earth but to specific earthly
materials beyond human body parts.602 This tendency to place astrology into the
Aristotelian-Ptolemaic cosmos accelerated under the pen of Averroes, an author who
would largely shape the Latin debate over astrology and astral magic in the later Middle
Ages. Gad Freudenthal argues that Averroes’ rejection of Avicenna’s theory of the active
intellect necessitated a new explanation for the generation and corruption of material
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beings. Averroes’ solution was the ‘astrologization of Aristotle’s biology.” The motions
of all animate beings on Earth were the products of celestial heat; “the planets, then, not
only are indispensible for the emergence of souls in matter but through their positions and
velocities they determine the identity of the ‘intelligible form’ emerging in sublunar
matter.”603 The inclusion of astrological forces into human biology created the
interconnected, chaotic, ‘living’ image of the cosmos, albeit one with a stronger emphasis
on the material force of creation. Twelfth-century Latin Christians, such as William
England, began the long process of translating the Arabic astrology into Latin,
incorporating it into the curricula of emerging universities such as Bologna. 604 This
learning—part of the quadrivium of arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy—was
thought to aid the Christian both physically and spiritually, healing the body and allowing
the soul to contemplate God’s design. 605 Aristotelian-Ptolemaic-Averroistic astrology
became the framework for debates regarding astral magic in Ficino’s era.
The mechanistic cosmology of the Averroists sat uneasily with scholastic
theologians like Aquinas. He sought to reinstate a direct relationship between God and
the material world, emphasizing the role of Providence in creation. His solution to this
problem owes a debt to the pseudo-Aristotelian Book of Causes and to pseudo-Dionysius’
angelology.606 These Platonic authors inspired Aquinas to posit the existence of
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substantial forms, a metaphysical being that exists between form and substance, imbuing
hylomorphic substances with qualities such as dryness or heat (see Appendix). Aquinas
employed the concept of substantial forms in his explanation of astral magic. It is through
substantial forms that the planets affect changes on the terrestrial realm. These are the
rays of planets, stars, and the Sun, modifying bodies internally. Ficino took up the
Thomist mechanism in his own cosmology, using it for the same purpose.607 Ficino’s
astral magic makes use of naturally occurring metaphysical processes and connections
between celestial and terrestrial beings in order to prepare the body for revelation. In this
way, Ficino’s astral magic resembles the theugic practices of Iamblichus, who likewise
employed the occult powers of material objects to purify the body and mind. 608 However,
unlike Iamblichan theurgy, Ficino—as we have seen—denied the efficacy of fumigations
and animal sacrifices in the summoning of angels. Such actions instead summoned evil
daemons.
In making this distinction between legitimate astral magic and illegitimate
sacrifice, Ficino continued the tradition of using magic to establish boundaries of
practice. Ficino’s astral magic was meant to be distinct from the necromantic practices of
the so-called clerical underground. According to Richard Kieckhefer, the necromancy of
a sub-set of clerical magic-users was explicitly daemonic. They used rituals involving
circles, bodily gestures, verbal formulae, and animal sacrifices in order to affect the
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minds and wills of others, create illusions, and discern secret things. 609 By the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, as a consequence of magic accusations leveled against popes
during the Western Schism and between monastic orders, European theologians began to
fear the spread of superstition, the improper and inappropriate practice of rites and
observances.610 Furthermore, theologians began to conflate clerical necromancy with folk
magic. Magical practice of any sort, but particularly explicitly demonic magic, was
increasingly associated with apostasy and Satan worship. 611 Ficino’s astral magic, in
repudiating material sacrifice and daemonic supplication, attempted to navigate these
uneasy intellectual waters. Yes, Ficino (perhaps foolishly) wrote about drawing down the
powers of daemons, but—as we have seen—he considered these beings to be angels. His
writings on magic merged Thomist astral magic with Iamblichan theurgy, developing
from them something resembling a monastic quest to overcome spiritual deception in
order to achieve a state of imageless prayer.
Historians, as explained in chapter one, have tended to approach Ficino’s writings
on magic from the traditional perspectives of intellectual history, placing them into the
context of other magical texts or into the history of the development of a techno-scientific
ethos.612 But what would happen if we attempted to re-imagine the philosophical way of
life outside of the categories of ritual and even magic itself?613 We would see that, in
Ficino’s writings, astral magic was an embodied practice regimen, a totalizing approach
609
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to one’s life. Nearly everything that Ficino did would have done possessed a magical
connotation. What one ate and wore and did had cosmological resonances. Living
correctly, in harmony with planetary rays and angelic daemons, raised the philosopher
toward heaven. In this sense it was theugic. But it was a theurgy without end, more akin
to a cosmogenic monasticism. Here the scholastic Aristotelian-Galenic-Averroistic
medical tradition had its most powerful affect on Ficino’s thought and lifestyle. To reach
heaven, one needed to temper the body’s complexion, balancing its humors, avoiding
foul melancholia. The stars and planets constantly interface with these bodily elements in
both beneficial and harmful ways. The quest to acquire wisdom and revelation, the end
goals of the philosophic and theological dimensions of know thyself, was a quest to
ensure that the planets and stars delivered to mankind only their most beneficial affects.
The philosopher fasts and prays with the direct aid of the celestial spheres, themselves
direct emanations from the hypostasis of angel, the shadow of God’s light in the world.
Let us imagine for ourselves the daily routine of the philosopher-priest. The day
begins either at sun-rise or an hour prior. It begins, even before leaving bed, with
massage. Using his palms, the philosopher massages his entire body, and then with his
nails, his entire head. This massage should be light, so as to impart a moderate motion on
the body. Having gotten out of bed, the philosopher takes a half-hour to himself for
“expurgation.” The body ought to be clear of process waste. When this is completed,
perhaps as the sun itself is rising in the sky, the philosopher takes up meditation and
reading, that is, the spiritual exercise of prayer. We shall describe that process in detail in
the next section. For now, note that after tensing the mind in the use of reason or mind,
the philosopher takes up an ivory comb, using it to stroke his head forty times from
188

forehead to neck. The significance of the ivory is not certain but one suspects that its
organic whiteness is meant to draw the influence of the Sun. And the action of massaging
the head relaxes the contracted brain, opening the pathways for spiritus to travel through.
The philosopher, for the same reasons, rubs his neck with a rough cloth. Each of these
behaviours is based on a recommendation from the established medical tradition, from
Galen and Avicenna. Afterwards, the philosopher returns to dedicated study, spending an
hour or two. In some cases, he extends his meditations to the hour of the midday sun, but
not often. Between sunrise and midday, the Sun is astrologically beneficial to study.
Beyond that, its powers diminish; “if you want to seek the Muses, you should seek them
under Phoebus’ leadership during the same hours. For the remaining hours seem suitable
for reading the ancients and the work of other scholars rather than for thinking new
thoughts of one’s own.” 614 Due to the need to attune himself astrologically to the Sun and
to clean and maintain his biological mechanisms, the philosopher performs his duty, the
practice of death, within specific temporal boundaries and in short bursts.
Within this routine, in order to avoid the build-up of phlegm, the philosopher is to
exercise twice daily on an empty stomach, but not strenuously. Too much sweating
lessens the body’s natural wetness. The philosopher should also engage in a detailed
hygiene regimen, wiping dirt from the skin of the entire body, especially the head.
Because moral and intellectual failure are coded as the result of stains and dirt, and
because the skin needs to be open to the spiritus flowing from the body of the WorldSoul, the philosopher is sure to keep himself clean. As for foods, the philosopher ought to
guard himself against phlegm and melancholia simultaneously. He eats two meals a day,
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both light, takes a short walk, and then rests for two to three hours.615 These meals, one
assumes, occur after bouts of meditation and exercise. That would place the first meal at
midday, after the second round of meditation and exercise, and the second meal
sometime in the evening when the philosopher becomes hungry.616 When he does eat, the
philosopher, understanding how delicate his body is, avoids foods that are cold and moist,
“most of all, those which are fatty, full of poison, sticky, oily, and glutinous or which
have a strong tendency to rot.”617 Indeed there are many foods and activities denied to the
philosopher; dark, heavy wines; “food which is hard, dry, salted, bitter, sharp, burnt,
roasted, or fried;” beef, old cheese, and a medley of vegetables. He must eat nothing
black.618 The ideal meal is cooked from birds, young animals, raw eggs, or brains, and is
seasoned with cinnamon, saffron, and sandal.619 Each of these animals, foods, and spices
is astrologically attuned to either the Sun or Jupiter. This is why the philosopher
sometimes drinks teas or soups infused with red-hot gold and silver.620 It calls down the
power of the celestials.
In addition to ingesting astrologically beneficial substances, the philosopher
tailors his daily environment according to the example set by the ancients. “The Magi,
Brahmins, and Pythagoreans seem to have been most prudent in this, in that when they
feared that Saturn would oppress them on account of their sedulous zeal for
philosophizing, they would wear white clothes, use Jovial or Phoebean sounds and songs
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every day, and live continuously in the open air.”621 The philosopher seeking wisdom is
no less prudent. He too wears white and lives in the open airs whenever possible, above
the heavy and cloudy air of the city. And, as we have already seen, he listens to and plays
the lyre, using the music of the spheres to bring harmony to the complexion. He does this,
as we have seen, in imitation of Hermes Trismegistus, Pythagoras, and Plato, and also
King David, who “used to free Saul from madness with psaltery and psalms.”622
Furthermore, the philosopher surrounds his body with scents and images conducive to
bodily harmony. If it is cold, the body requires warm smells such as roses, violets, and
camphor; if warm, it requires things like cinnamon, citron, and musk. Not only should
these smells suffuse the nostrils, but they are best applied to the chest in an ointment.623
The philosopher’s presence was most likely sensed with the nose before seen with the
eye. When possible, he would stare into shiny waters of green or red. Furthermore, he
would walk through gardens, along the banks of rivers, and through meadows. Ficino
further advises that he practice horseback riding, sailing, and that, above all else, he relax
with easy occupations and good company. 624
Should the philosopher’s disciplinary regimen of diet, exercise, hygiene, dress,
and decoration not suffice to ward off illness of mind or body, there are a number of
options available to him. Ficino cautions against blood-letting or diuretics. Only in
emergencies should the philosopher consider drastic alterations in the body’s biomedical
constitution.625 All therapies ought to produce gradual results, or work their effects
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through astrological forces. This means that the philosopher may either employ magical
objects, images, or medicines. For instance, the philosopher may construct a ring
encrusted with the metal or gem associated with a particular star or planet, perhaps using
crystals attuned to the Pleiades to sharpen vision. However, objects like this are either
inefficient—or in the case of objects said to obtain favour from princes or power over
evil daemons—outright inefficacious.626 One other possibility, to cite a second example,
is to compose a small amulet from marble in the likeness of a man holding a javelin,
during the rise of Mercury, and to then swallow it. This would, supposedly, combat
fevers. However, here too Ficino is incredulous. The practice is not harmful in principle
so long as prayers and fumigations are not offered to daemons during the construction of
the amulet.627 Finally, and here Ficino is most enthusiastic, the philosopher may employ
medicines on a regular basis. We have already mentioned theriac, a confection composed
of aloe, chebule myrobalan, roses, sandal, and other materials, taken twice a week. The
philosopher may also eat daily bread made of sugar and powdered fennel to keep vision
sharp, or take a regimen of pills twice a year, in spring and autumn. Such pills would be
composed of gold, frankincense, myrrh, saffron, aloe-wood, cinnamon, and a host of
other objects and spices connected to Jupiter, Venus, and the Sun.628 This, for Ficino, is
what it means to fast. Fasting meant regimenting one’s life completely according to the
heavens. Such regimentation owed its form to a long tradition of daemonology, magical
theory, and medical thought. The ultimate aim of this regimentation was to optimize the
functionality of the body, balancing its constitution and refining its vital fluids.
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Specifically, it involved the production of high-quality melancholia and spiritus. If we
insist on calling this behaviour magic then we must say that it is a peculiar magic, one
more akin to a biotechnologically determined way of life, a machine that the philosopher
entered into and remained within for the extent of his material existence. Through it the
philosopher regulated and contained the body, acquiring the moral virtues of continence
and temperance. These virtues, in turn, allowed the mind—assuming it possessed enough
of the right spiritus—to access the divine face of the soul, wisdom.
Just as the philosopher designed his home so that it was conducive to fasting, so
too did he design it for prayer, that is, for contemplation of the divine. The most
interesting object in the philosopher’s country villa would have been an image of the
cosmos. This image ought to be composed of bronze, and coated with a thin plate of
silver. The colour of the Moon, Venus, and Earth should be green, the Sun gold, while
Jupiter ought to be saffire-blue. A model of this sort can be carried on one’s person, but it
is best to fashion one that moves, representing the constant motion of the spheres. In “the
very depth of his house, he should construct a chamber, vaulted and marked with these
figures and colours, and he should spend most of his working hours there and also sleep.
And when he has emerged from his house, he will not note with so much attention the
spectacle of individual things as the figure of the universe and its colours.” 629 The
philosopher ought to emerge daily from his home in a contemplative mode. He may also
post spiritual reminders to himself and train himself in virtue while in the city.
We know that Ficino had carved a series of maxims into the wall of his villa at
Careggi. “From happiness to happiness, such is the course of the world. Be content with
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the present. Do not attach importance to money. Do not crave honours. Avoid excesses.
Avoid the cares of business. Be content with the present.”630 This constant reminder of
the workings of Providence in the cosmos and call for abstinence and moderation echo
thoughts that Ficino had delivered in a letter to Giovanni Cavalcanti in 1475, entitled On
Bearing Injury. At the conclusion of that letter, Ficino draws a distinction between reason
and time. As a remedy for injury, time—“a pernicious doctor”—causes more damage
than it heals, leading the injured to hope for a better future that may never come. Reason,
on the other hand, argues that “we must live for today, since he that lives for tomorrow
never lives.”631 One must live for God, in whom every moment is the present moment,
existing as He does beyond the realm of change, diversity, and quality. Ficino instructs
others to embrace a state of God-like present-mindedness, eliminating any boundaries
between past and future, collapsing experience into a single, homogenized moment in
space. He preaches the theological virtue of hope, the essence of prudence.
In its operative mode, this virtue is called patience. Ficino opposes this state
against the desire for vengeance. The vengeful man wishes to settle a score, to turn a past
injustice into a present or future justice. Ficino claims that patience not only
accomplishes this transformation but reduces that amount of evil in the universe
generally. God’s providence will settle the balance later.632 Ficino then cites Socrates and
Christ as exemplars of patience. The former practiced this alone and the latter practiced it
630
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above all other virtues.633 Three things dissuade mankind from practicing patience. The
crowd, small-mindedness, and lack of strength. For Ficino the crowd is worthless; he
compares it to a polypus, a multilegged beast without a head. The magnanimous man
views the crowd for what it is: trivial, temporal, fleeting. The crowd exists in time, and
time is meaningless. In order to ignore the crowd and practice magnanimity, one must
have fortitude. “For injustice to be conquered a man has to stand firm so that he is not
moved from his place by its onslaught.” 634 This is a common theme throughout Ficino’s
writings. A few years later, perhaps in 1478, Ficino penned two other letters on the same
subject. In There is No Remedy for Evils More Fitting Than Patience, written for Ficino’s
nephew Sebastiano Salvini, Ficino argues that patience is easy. Indeed, what could be
easier than doing nothing? “All the other virtues hinge on acting well, while patience
alone consists in suffering well. What is suffering well, other than not adding to the
suffering occasioned by evils?” 635 Here Ficino employs a logical postulate to evoke a
mind-arresting paradox. Patience is difficult, as we all know, precisely because it
involves suffering well. Few are able to accomplish this gracefully. Ficino is making a
joke, subverting expectations.
The argument is that patience is the only virtue capable of conquering fate; “for
patience, being in accord with the will of divine Providence, changes what fate has
decreed to be immutable and unavoidable, so that it makes the unavoidable voluntary.”
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Fate is a name given to the material and historical events which surround a body imbued
with will through soul. Providence names the dynamic and adaptive program of
remunerative distribution operating through fate. Humanity, Ficino claims, is capable—
through the virtue of patience—of harmonizing their will with that of Providence.
Accepting the dictates of fate makes the “unavoidable voluntary.” 636 The practice of such
patience has a transformative effect on its practitioner. Through patient suffering, the
practitioner “becomes good.” Adversity becomes an endurance trial which acclimates the
subject to misfortune and injury while simultaneously teaching the subject to appreciate
and make wiser use of “sweet experiences.” The patient man becomes a veteran solider, a
man of gold, tried by fire.637
Ficino uses the remainder of the letter to offer more arguments in favour of
patience and to provide metaphors with which to think about the qualities of patience.
Essentially Ficino conceives of the realm of fate as an unabating storm. As such, he
argues, “life itself is a form of suffering that presses on the wretched without respite.”638
The patient man, through the trial of adversity, is able to harmonize his will with that of
Providence because he has learned to access the “light of the mind,” that is, the sense of
divine justice innate to a disembodied soul. The soul then thinks of its body as air, which
always returns to its natural state after an interaction with denser materials. “All that is
softest and most pliant endures unbroken and can bind the hardest things; because the
636
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hardest do not know how to yield, they are forced to be hewn, shattered, and bound.” 639
For Ficino, patience—the harmonizing of human will to the divine—empowers the
sufferer, making it superior to the subjects of fate. Unable to suffer well, the subjects of
fate crash against each other or are entrapped. Suffering well, which is submission to
divine law, is the ultimate freedom and protection.
A second letter, written in roughly the same year, entitled One Cannot Have
Patience Without Religion, introduces another theological element to the discussion.
Patience, he writes, requires its practitioner “to raise yourself to the level of God.” 640
Impatience separates the subject from the highest good, thus making it more difficult to
be patient generally. Unity with the highest good, on the other hand, allows the subject to
enter into a state where all evils are remedied. The subject’s love of individual objects is
revealed as a love for all objects, since the love of goodness is in fact, at root, love of the
highest good. Patience, in this reading, becomes something more than simply the
endurance of hardship for the purpose of learning to be good and of increasing the
amount of goodness existent in the material cosmos. Patience becomes a conversation of
the soul with God in which the subject understands that all objects are reflections of
God’s simple, unified, and omnipresent light. “Thus, in loving all things, we shall realise
beyond doubt that it is God Himself who is being loved; in this way we shall join
wholeheartedly with His will. Thus unified with God, we shall successfully surmount
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fortune, nature, and fate.”641 Patience here resembles an active form of sanctity, the
rendering of one’s self to God having recognized that the self is both from God and in
God’ being. Ficino takes this theme further in his epitome to Euthydemus, employing a
rhetoric similar to the monastics. We must not only “endure with any misfortune…but
also… surrender ourselves to the one who has foretold this, to be flayed, dissolved, and
utterly destroyed,” after the example of Christian martyrs. It is a form of active prayer, a
spiritual exercise, one that governs all aspects of the philosopher’s life. In patience the
philosopher submits himself absolutely to the dictates of the cosmos, hoping that
Providence will right all wrongs in the end.
Ficino repeats in Platonic Theology that “when the body is at peace, the mind can
let its thought range without hindrance, and it is then that it feeds on its proper foods.” 642
This food is truth. On such a diet the mind “becomes incorruptible, tempered, just, the
captain and master of men, more exalted than the heavens, equal to the angels, like unto
God.”643 He acquires this food and its benefits from the speculative virtues. These include
the knowledge of the metaphysical and physical realms, prudence with respect to citizens,
and the arts of all men, knowledge acquired through the machinery of Platonic
education.644 Ficino is quick to point out that these virtues do not emerge in the psyche
suddenly, but only after a gradual process of training.645 But when they do emerge, the
mind’s gaze intuits the Idea of an object and recognizes that such an idea is innate to
641
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itself, “and gives birth to the notion of the object which includes everything that is
necessary and omits everything completely that is superfluous.”646 From this it follows
that the acquisition of speculative virtues names an act of self-reflection. Indeed, Ficino
writes as much: “understanding is the turning back of life upon itself.”647 Again, as with
religio, in prayer we detect a self-reflexive loop, as the subject conditions the mind to
perceive the cosmos in a particular manner and then, having achieved that vision, settles
into its conclusions and premises, using them to extrapolate a totalizing worldview.
According to Ficino, the principle duties of the soul are contemplation and
consultation. Contemplation occurs when the rational soul seeks to understand what God
is.648 As we have seen, the process of contemplation begins with the sensory input
collected in the phantasy. The phantasy constructs an imaginary statue from the data
given by the five senses. If the philosopher has failed to correctly fast, he risks
proclaiming that this image of God, born of material perception, is an accurate
representation of Him.649 A purified body and mind, however, may access reason itself
through dialectic. Reason, “from the height of the mind’s watchtower,” is not fooled.
Reason knows that truth exists and hungers to grasp it. Ficino, wearing the mask of
reason, advises the mind to beware the “tricks of this idle sophist,” the phantasy. To
reorient the imagination towards truth, Ficino-as-reason offers a visualization exercise.
He instructs the reader to imagine a light brighter than the Sun’s but more refined than
the eye may perceive. Imagine compressing that light into a single point; “gather the
whole if you can into a point so that from this infinite union it can be infinitely
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powerful.”650 Imagine that this point of light resides everywhere, “not scattered in space
but wholly present in any point in space.”651 This light is God.
Visualization exercises like this one are common throughout Platonic Theology.
They are an important component of Ficino’s prayer regimen. Indeed, M.J.B. Allen
suggests that the eighteen-book treatise is itself a single, long levitatio designed to raise
the vision from matter up to God.652 And we have already encountered such an exercise
in Ficino’s theological writings. Platonic Theology offers others.653 “Form in the soul that
your eye grows all the way to the point that it occupies your whole body and so that,
having removed the various species of body parts, the eye is your entire body.” Such a
body will receive the light of the sun in greater abundance and with a single gaze. Shortly
later he writes: “Form again that your mind becomes strong to the point that it commands
the soul so that, having removed the remaining parts pertaining to the phantasy, sense,
and generation, the whole soul is one mind alone.” Such a soul is like the angelic mind,
which receives the truth contained in the light of God in the greatest abundance and in a
single gaze.654 This exercise both informs the imagination of the philosopher and outlines
a series of goals for him to achieve through contemplation. In an earlier section of
Platonic Theology, we learn that the human mind betakes itself daily from particular
forms to universals and absolutes. This movement of the self is conducted first through
mathematics, then through metaphysics, and finally to the realm of points and numbers.
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From there it travels to the point itself beyond time and location, where there is only
unity and stability. This is all to say that the mind travels from substantial forms, to
accidental forms, and then to the axis of existence itself that is God. 655
Having accessed the realm of divine light, the reason of the successful practitioner
of contemplation understands that the rational soul is also composed of light, that it is a
direct emanation from God. At this moment, the practitioner recognizes himself
becoming truly pious. Inspired by the theological virtue of piety, the philosopher now
seeks to determine the correct method of fasting and attaining sanctity. He accomplishes
this through unfettered deliberation, that is, through the application of reason in reference
to God’s revealed design. Each soul possesses more or less an understanding of truth, a
certain universal model of things good, that the judgement compares against particular
instances, such as when faced with a choice between two actions.656 The reason consults
the recovered memory of the forms of God that it possesses in order to discern which
choice is congruous with God’s will. Further contemplation will improve the quality of
the vision of truth contained in the memory, thereby improving the quality of
deliberation.657 Indeed, Ficino reports that “once the soul has been sufficiently converted
to things divine, and become through repeated conversion suitably prepared for the
infusion of the divine,” it is no longer necessary to employ the phantasy during the act of
contemplation.658 When this moment arrives, as Ficino explains in his discussion of seers
and prophets in the thirteenth book of Platonic Theology, the soul is “positioned with
regard to the laws of Providence, fate, and nature not just as a passive subject, but as an
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active agent.”659 Through the mind, the vegetative powers, and the humors, the soul is
connected to the fundamental laws of the universe.660 The philosopher has learned how to
die. Fasting and prayer, the instruments of sanctity, now determine every aspect of his
material existence and psychic interior. He does not need to see the world; he is wise. In
wisdom he attains a vision of the divine, a transformative revelation which perfects his
theological virtues, imbuing him with a perfect knowledge, continence, temperance, and
prudence, with faith, hope, and charity.
Returning to the concluding section of Ficino’s letter regarding Platonic
education, the author claims that the man who successfully philosophizes, that is,
experiences the revelations of dialectical experience or wisdom, “administers personal,
familial, and public affairs, and teaches laws and the principles of administrating. Thence
laws have a beginning.”661 Not only is the body and mind of the philosopher wholly
indoctrinated and pacified at the end of the process of instruction, but after having
perfected that process, detaching himself to the extent possible from a direct experience
of the material, he seeks to take up positions in government that would allow him to
replicate his own subjectivity in others, using the same apparatus. The letter’s closing
remarks make concrete the connection between Ficino’s Christian context and his
apparatus of Platonic instruction. First there is the apocalypticism. Ficino writes that an
ascended philosopher, being a “familiar of God”, had once established a Golden Age, and
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that “Plato prophesized that it will return only when wisdom and power come together in
the same mind.”662 Ficino asserts that minds practicing philosophy, that is, experiencing
dialectic revelation, when they forsake their bodies, “fly to the heavenly kingdom.” In
heaven they rejoice with God, wish joy upon themselves, and watch over men, under the
respective auspices of truth, freedom, and piety. 663 Ficino calls these men “interpreters of
God and prophets.” They serve to convert the minds of men to God and “to interpret the
arcane mysteries of God to human minds.” 664
The philosopher, having attained wisdom and revelation, represents the point in
the cosmos at which soul touches matter producing substance (see Appendix). In this
sense, the philosopher’s body becomes angelic, serving the same purpose as the
hypostasis of angel.665 Occult rays emanate from his being; he receives visions of the
future and transmissions from other intelligences, both human and angelic.666 He has
access to all knowledge. In many respects, the philosopher becomes a prophet, someone
capable of reforming society so that all men, women, and children operate according to
the dictates of the apparatus know thyself. He becomes an embodiment of justice and a
fount of law. Through these virtues the philosopher-turned-prophet may design the
perfect heavenly constitution, borrowing from the human law codes that informed his
youthful magnanimity. He will create a city, perhaps a world, in which all turn their
662
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vision to God through fasting and prayer. This is the final phase of know thyself, when
wisdom and revelation propagate themselves beyond the body of the philosopher,
enveloping society as a whole.
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Chapter 6
Reform
This chapter regards the political dimension of the apparatus know thyself. It describes the
way in which know thyself captures and orients a population, producing an obedient
citizenry. The philosopher, having attained revelation and wisdom, transforms in that
moment to a prophet capable of enacting heavenly reforms. These reforms seek to
approximate in the terrestrial realm the divine laws of justice and friendship. In practice
know thyself amounts to instituting a system of generalized moral training both in the
family and in the functioning of the state, under a theocratic monarchy. Each individual
possessed an astrologically-assigned purpose in the cosmos, a duty that they were
morally and even physically bound to perform. Within Ficino’s reformed state, the two
most important duties were those of the husband and those of the priest-magistrate. Both
duties involved the management of households. The husband and priest-magistrate bring
order to families and servants. The duty of the priest-magistrate, however, extends
beyond this to the management of the state. As a prophet, he is a lawgiver akin to
Pythagoras and Plato. His access to the truth of divine law allows him to distribute goods
within the state in such a way as to foster justice and friendship among the citizenry. If
perfectly implemented, these reform measures would produce a state which resembled
that of the Golden Age of mankind, a time before the onset of sin and the devastation of
the Flood. In the age to come men would be heroes, that is, totally in control of their
bodies; their minds would be directed absolutely towards the light of God. Ficino referred
to such an approaching regime as the reign of Saturn, and considered it a preparation for
the end of time.
205

In many respects Ficino’s reformed state resembles Plato’s Republic and the
constitution outlined in Laws. Indeed, Ficino’s political thought is often presented in
commentaries concerning those two highly-influential dialogues. Yet Ficino’s republic
was not Plato’s. Many centuries, and many developments in intellectual culture separated
the two men. Ficino’s was a post-Plotinian, Christian city-state, existing in a world of
angels and evil daemons, of astrology and magic. It was inspired by a late-antique
“reflection on the function of political life in the divinization of man.” 667 Among
Platonists, the chief exemplars of philosophical political life were Pythagoras and
Plotinus. Iamblichus, in his Life of Pythagoras, presented its subject as a law-giver.
Pythagoras’ “gestures toward political activity and the shying away from it are the result
of calculated allusions to Plato’s descriptions of the philosopher-king in the Republic and
the law-giver in the Laws.”668 Porphyry, in his Life of Plotinus, recommends in his master
“a model of practical virtue, benevolent and selfless stewardship, and fair arbitration,
exercised in conjunction with contemplation of transcendent principles.”669 Among Jews
and early Christians, Moses was the exemplar of lawgiving. Josephus described Moses’
government as a theocracy better than all others.670 Eusebius, reading Josephus, asserted
that Mosaic and Platonic politics were congruent, that Greek philosophers had in fact
plagiarised the Hebrew Bible. “The Bible, including Torah, is the textual equivalent of
Plato’s political literature, while the Christian church and the Hebrew polity are living
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paradigms.”671 Ficino, following Eusebius, treats the ideals of Platonic political theory as
anticipations of the City of God. Plato’s Republic and Laws, Porphyry’s Life of Plotinus,
Iamblichus’ Life of Pythagoras, they all taught the philosopher how to orient the
community toward a vision of God through the bonds of love. Borrowing from these
examples Ficino offered reforms designed to forge a society immune to the deceptions of
evil daemons.672 It was a blueprint for reformation, a quest for universal religio.
Ficino’s work represents a moment in Quattrocento Florence, prior to the
Reformations of the sixteenth-century, in which political and pastoral power could have
intersected even more directly than they already did. 673 Pastoral power, a Christian
political innovation, although political, is primarily concerned with the successful
management of its flock beyond the bounds of law courts and elected representation. It
begins with the zeal and endless devotion of its pastor and manifests itself through his
surveillance and care. The pastor watches and counts, looking at each member of his
flock individually.674 It manages this flock according to an “economy of faults and
merits.”675 Ultimately, pastoral power is a form of government established through
universal submission, the submission of one to another and of one to all. The pastor,
teaching by the example of his submission to the discipline of divine law, and by the
submission of his body to the soul, directs the daily conduct of his flock, teaching them
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how, through self-examination, to master their own selves.676 In Ficino’s Platonic
interpretation of Christian pastoral power, law was the chief mechanism behind such a
totalized authority.677 Ficino’s republic was a republic of divine law overseen by a
pastoral authority, a prophet who would lead the community as a whole into a state of
harmonious friendship. Each citizen would submit to the discipline of their God-given
duty.
Let us return briefly to the third of Ficino’s Three Books on Life. In the twentythird chapter of that book, Ficino explains how the stars assigned duties to mankind.
Everyone possesses a natural work (naturale suum opus). At infancy and in youth this
capacity for specialization manifests itself in the child’s words, games, and chosen
actions; “that activity which you try more frequently, which you perform more easily, in
which you make the most progress, which you enjoy above all else, which you leave off
unwillingly. That surely is the thing for which heaven and the lord of heaven gave birth
to you.”678 The assumption here is that even in youth a person is naturally drawn to
certain roles. We saw that the ideal philosopher-in-training was a child given to truthtelling, discipline, and abstraction. Ficino would argue that such proclivities are the result
of the influence of one’s guardian daemon, “assigned by his own personal star, which
helps him to that duty (officium) to which the celestials summoned him when he was
born.”679 As the soul descends from the metaphysical to the physical realm, acquiring a
material form, its body is bombarded by celestial forces. The most influential such forces
are those in ascension at the moment of birth. Philosophers, for instance, are born under
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Saturn. Saturn thus becomes the philosopher’s guardian daemon. It imbues the
philosopher’s body with a biomedical capacity for deep thought and contemplation.
One does not need to follow the dictates of his guardian angel, but in Ficino’s
cosmos it a wise man who does so. Disregarding one’s assigned duty makes life difficult.
Ficino reports that there are two sorts of unfortunate people: those who, having been born
into a particular duty, perform no action; and those who, born into a particular duty,
perform another instead. Such people are lazy or misfits labouring in vain without the
assistance of higher powers. The wise man investigates what direction and region his star
and daemon have assigned to him so that he may live there and refine the quality of his
labour.680 “Assuredly, it is that region in which, as soon as you reach it, your spiritus is
somehow refreshed through and through, where your senses stay vigorous, where your
physical health is stronger, where the majority favor you more, where your vows
succeed.”681 Ficino believes that the willful embrace of one’s astrologically assigned duty
rewards the performer with an efficient biomedical constitution, high social standing, and
a closer connection to the powers of the metaphysical realm. It follows then that those
who fail to perform their duty, producing nothing or producing what they should not,
suffer from poor health, unpopularity, and spiritual abandonment. Indeed, those who
shirk their duties become contagious with malevolent daemonic forces, infesting the
polis; “remember to flee far away from the unbridled, the impudent, the malicious, and
the lucky. For these, being full of bad daemons or rays, are maleficent; and the lepers and
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people stricken with the plague, they harm not only by touch but even by proximity and
by sight.”682 Social malcontents and the deathly illnesses of the rotting dead threaten the
fabic of a healthy citizenry.
Ficino, in a letter written sometime in the 1480s, entitled On Duties, asserts—
citing Cicero—that “the action particular to any individual is duty, keeping propriety and
integrity according to what circumstance, person, place, and time demand.”683 From this
simple definition we may deduce a number of underlying principles. Duty is an action or
movement, an effectiveness; it exists in actuality rather than in potential. 684 Each person
is, as it were, assigned a particular action which is its duty, something that they must do.
This action is at once regular and variable. On the one hand, it preserves the qualities
called propriety and integrity; on the other, it is a response to an individual’s personality,
occupation, and position in time and space. In order to understand the core of duty then,
what it does in any given moment, we must determine the characteristics of the values of
propriety and integrity, decorum and honestum. If we understand the core, we may
account for variables. And to understand the core we must analyze the many examples of
duty offered in Ficino’s letter, cross-referencing them with examples of duty offered
elsewhere.
Ficino’s On Duties contains thirty-three examples of duty, ten regarding civic
duties, nine regarding familial, eight occupational, and seven concerning what we might
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call existential, such as the duties related to particular sexes, ages, and fortunes. It would
be tedious to analyze each of these thirty-three duties, so we shall limit ourselves to two
or three per category, allowing them to serve as representatives of the whole. Under the
category of civic duties, Ficino takes up those of the priest, the prince, and the magistrate.
The “duty and virtue” of the priest is “a certain wisdom burning with piety, and a piety
illuminating with wisdom”; of the prince, “a circumspect providence, clement justice,
humble loftiness, and a lofty humility”; and of the magistrate, “to remind himself that he
is not master of the law, but the attendant, guardian, and public servant of the city, and
furthermore that he is judged by God while he judges men.”685 The duty of the priest,
how he keeps honestum and decorum, is through a dual quality, active in nature. He
ought to possess a wisdom that is modulated with piety and a piety modulated by
wisdom. The two qualities interface with one another, forming a closed loop. Through the
priest, the ends of the religious and philosophical dimensions of know thyself overlap
completely. To be a priest is to be an individual who has acquired wisdom and revelation;
doing so he has somehow brought the two qualities into a self-supporting relation,
entangling them. We see that this is similar to the prince, who—in addition to acquiring a
thorough oversight of one’s principality and a moderate legal mandate—brings into
relation the dual quality of humility and loftiness, of subjection and judgement. Only with
the magistrate do we find that duty can be more than an active quality; it can be a
command to act in certain ways. The magistrate is a magistrate, keeping propriety and
integrity, to the extent that he reminds himself of his subordinate position with respect to
685
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law and the needs of the city-state, and that in his essential actions, which are attendance,
guardianship, and service, he remembers that he is under an omnipresent surveillance.
In the realm of the household, the duty and virtue of the master is “to serve law
and reason, by which he is able to rule servants legitimately and rationally; to consider
the servant as much human as the master; and to always mix humanity with dignity.” 686
Once again duty is presented as a complex action. The master, keeping propriety and
integrity, serves, rules, considers, and mixes. Mastery is not only an occupation, but an
attitude that colours one’s entire life. This is because the master is subordinate to
metaphysical concepts such as law and reason. By means of these two concepts, and only
these two concepts, the master rules those under his authority. Otherwise he is just a man.
In this way, just as with the prince and the priest, the master entangles two essential
qualities—humanity and dignity. The duty of the the servant, on the other hand, since he
is subordinate to a master capable of ruling legitimately and rationally, is “to judge that
his own life and own reason are the master’s.”687 A similar relationship exists between of
the husband and wife. The duty of the husband is “to love his wife as if she is his own
body and feeling, and to lead her most lovingly.” The wife, on the other hand, is “to
honour her prudent husband just as her own mind and reason, and to follow him most
willingly.” Provided that the husband possesses the quality of prudence, which implies
that he has further acquired knowledge of law and reason, the wife is duty-bound to
subordinate herself to him through actions such as honouring and following. For his part,
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the husband is to love and to lead. What is significant beyond all of this is that, once
again, duty appears to name not only a particular quality or action associated with
dominance or submission, but also an entanglement between two states of being. The
husband, to the extent that he is a husband, is mind and reason; the wife, to the extent that
she is a wife, is body and feeling. Through the actions of love and honour these two
spheres are brought into a self-supporting, closed relationship reminiscent of that formed
in the processes of bodily and spiritual discipline characteristic of know thyself generally.
What we are quickly beginning to detect is that, for Ficino, the concept of duty
contains in itself a notion of hierarchy, in which authority flows down from the realm of
the metaphysical into the realm of physical, manifesting itself as a form of pastoral
governance. As such there are two fundamental types of duties. There is the duty of those
who, although human in every other respect, are able to access the realm of the
metaphysical, bringing their life directly in line with law and reason; and there is the duty
of those who are equally human but incapable of such access, and so must live indirectly
under the rule of law and reason. So then duty appears to be a product of the
metaphysical concepts of law and reason. Without these two concepts, there is no duty of
any sort; duty is an earthly continuation and manifestation of the cosmic hierarchy.
This conclusion extends, more or less, to occupational duties. The duty of the
lawyer is “that he be the most venerable of all men and know that he who adulterates
sacred law, such as in sacrilege, ought to be punished more severely than one who
adulterates coins.”688 Here the lawyer, having attained a proper attitude of seriousness or
gravity, enforces sacred law above the laws of commerce and exchange. The duty of the
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doctor, meanwhile, is “to realize, when he aids those who are sick, that he is dealing with
life so that he dare to attempt nothing without reason, nothing without plan.” 689 Like the
lawyer, prince, and master, the action of duty is conducted with respect to the concept of
reason, which we have seen is closely associated with law. Between the lawyer and the
doctor, we begin to get a sense of the sacral nature of law. Not only because the lawyer
devotes himself explicitly to the administration of sacred law, but because life itself is the
product of the rational soul (see Appendix). The duty of the musician likewise conforms
to this scheme, although in a manner that will allow us to sharpen our analysis. The
musician’s duty is “to imitate the grace of song in sound and the elegance of speech in
song; and to remember that the motions of the mind should be consonant much more than
voices ought to be— the inelegant musician, foreign from the muses, is he for whom ,
while the voice and lyre are consonant, the mind is dissonant.”690 The practice of duty
requires direct or indirect access to the metaphysical concepts of law and reason; it brings
them down, so to speak, from heaven to Earth. In the case of those who access directly
the metaphysical realm, where law and reason reside, duty becomes an act of
harmonization, which we have until now called entanglement or bringing-into-relation.
The example of the musician furnishes us with this metaphor.691 The musician’s duty is
to use sounds to bring order to the mind. These songs, which include sound and speech,
must possess the qualities of grace and elegance. Imbuing music and lyrics with these
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qualities, that is, imbuing songs with harmony, gives the musician power over the human
mind, modulating its motions. As we have seen, such music has the effect of drawing the
motions of thought closer to the soul, and to bring about proper circular thought. Once
again, the act of duty involves the creation of a closed, self-sustaining loop.
It is a different matter with existential duties. These take the form of
commandments, and can be separated into two categories. The first category regards the
biological conditions of sex and age. Ficino instructs males to avoid effeminacy while
instructing women, who ought to above all display modesty, to train themselves to be “in
a certain way masculine.” In the next line, Ficino remarks that “magnanimity is as much
proper to man as modesty is to a woman.”692 Magnanimity, or greatness of mind, names a
complete rejection of femininity. Woman may partake in this virtue of magnanimity—
indeed it is their duty to attempt this—but they must only do so to the extent that it does
not impinge on the quality of their modesty. As for the existential duty of age, Ficino
offers directions to old men and adolescents. The old man ought to see that he is no
longer a boy, that he has already experienced his youth. Adolescents, on the other hand,
ought to remember that they are young, but that they too shall age. Knowing this, they
should honour those older than themselves.693 The existential duties associated with
biology are orders designed to maintain the social categories of male, female, old, and
young. Furthermore, they serve to establish a hierarchy of quality and obedience. Elderly
men, provided that they shun effeminacy, sit at the summit above young men. Below
their male fellows, one assumes, are masculine women who have acquired modesty. And
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at the very bottom, among those who shirk duty, are effeminate men, immodest
masculine women, and immodest feminine women. Those near the top of this hierarchy
possess a greatness of mind far above that of those at the bottom. We are speaking of a
hierarchy of continence and temperance.
The second type of existential duty regards circumstance. Typical for his age,
Ficino established a binary opposition between fortune and misfortune.694 The fortunate
man ought to know that beneficial circumstances are only beneficial to the extent that
their recipient is possessed of the quality of goodness; the unfortunate man ought to
reflect that harmful circumstances are harmful to the extent that the recipient lacks the
quality of goodness. In either case, a man ought to know that fortune, good or bad, is
fleeting, that rain follows clear skies, and clear skies follow rain. As a consequence,
Ficino writes, “let mankind consider, since he is never able to live contented on Earth,
that he is a citizen of heaven, yet an inhabitant of Earth, so that he strives to think, speak,
or do nothing that is not fitting to a citizen of the heavenly country.” 695 This action, the
action of patience, seeks to efface differences of status and condition between individuals
by foregrounding their variability, and by asserting that the degree of an event’s benefit
and harm are measured according to one’s moral worth. A good man turns all things into
goodness. Once again, we see that the ultimate duty of mankind then is to regulate its
behaviour so that it exhibits continence and temperance.
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It is for this reason that Ficino places the duty of the philosopher in a position
between occupational and existential duties. Although we would expect Ficino to treat
the philosopher as an occupation, he does not describe the duty and virtue of the
philosopher as he had the priest, prince, magistrate, master, servant, husband, wife,
lawyer, doctor, and musician. Instead, as with the existential duties, Ficino offers the
philosopher commandments. The philosopher is, as we have seen, “to assiduously seek
out divine things so that he may delight in them, and to scrutinize natural things so that he
may use them.” He is a son of heaven, not of Earth, and so is a philosopher despite the
wishes of the state. His duty places him both inside and outside of the material city,
aligning him fundamentally, in a way distinct from the priest, with the city of God. 696 It
is for this reason that, in Ficino’s cosmology, it would be possible to combine the duties
of the philosopher with any of the civic, occupational, and familial duties.697 Philosophy
is an attitude toward the divine and natural world that fosters piety. The duty of the
philosopher, if conjoined with that of the priest and magistrate, produces a perfect
lawgiver, one capable of transforming—through the grace of God—into a prophet. Such
an individual would implement reforms through the offices of the father and the priestmagistrate. Under orders of the prophet, the father would reform the family while the
priest-magistrate, like a bishop or cardinal, would reform the city and territory.
Ficino wrote two letters on the subject of matrimony. The first was to Francesco
Berlinghieri, a Florentine patrician associated with the Medici faction and one of the
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financiers of Ficino’s 1484 Latin edition of Plato.698 The letter makes it clear that
Berlinghieri has a daughter that had reached the age of marriage. He is looking to form a
lucrative marriage alliance by placing her on the market. Ficino’s letter serves as a
caution to Berlinghieri. “If you intend to entrust someone with the protection of your
house, the safekeeping of your finances, the feeding of your sheep, or the care of your
fields, will you look for someone rich and powerful?” 699 Equating the young girl with
real estate, money, and livestock, Ficino wants to emphasize her worth as a commodity.
However, he does this only to increase the rhetorical force of his next move. Ficino
writes that the girl is “by far” more precious than such things, and may only be given to
another once. “The gravest errors we make are those that can be openly and permanently
condemned but that cannot be corrected.”700 Ficino is alluding to the chance that the
girl’s new husband, although rich and powerful, may not treat her well. This was a real
possibility in Ficino’s day. 701 Poor husbands did not perform their essential function,
which Ficino considered to be the “protection, safekeeping, support, and care” of the
family unit, especially of the wife. “A husband’s fortune may promise all these things,
but only his virtue will provide them.”702 According to Ficino, virtue was the force which
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optimized the functionality of the household. Without virtue the husband would fail to
correctly provide for the future of mankind.
The second letter, entitled On Praise of Matrimony, addressed to the poet Antonio
Perlotti, describes the many benefits of marriage. It preserves life and provides
companionship. In a family, a man has a “domestic republic, in the governance of which
he may exercise the powers of prudence and all the virtues.” Indeed, a wife is not only a
solace from men’s labour, but “the strongest incentive toward moral philosophy.” 703
Marriage is one of the oldest and most respected human institutions, “numbered among
the sacred mysteries.”704 There is then, in Ficino’s mind, a fundamental connection
between the maintenance of the family and the maintenance of virtue. Indeed, marriage is
a training ground for the practice and improvement of virtue. It is a means by which men
may approach God. At the same time it is a microcosm of the republic as a whole. The
only two categories of men who are exempt from the duty of matrimony are the
biologically damaged, “unsuited to matrimony on account of some imbicility in their
nature;” or men who have devoted their life to Minerva, that is, to philosophy, the pursuit
of wisdom and revelation, to waging a constant spiritual combat against evil daemons. 705
Such exemptions are warranted by divine law. Otherwise, it is a man’s duty to marry. In
this state, the rays of Apollo and Mercury “will come at once to his defense.” They will
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recognize in Perlotti a renewed application to the Muses and “raise his eyes to the
stars.”706 The family, created through the sacred mystery of marriage, serves as a theurgic
machine, purifying men, preparing their bodies through astrological forces, attuning them
to the Sun and Mercury, those planets that give protection against phlegm and
melancholia. Cosmic power flows downward through the husband and permeates the
family as a whole, protecting and supporting women and children. A similar sort of
power structure exists in the home of the priest-magistrate.
In January of 1478, Ficino addressed a letter to the newly appointed Cardinal
Riario. Ficino addresses the high church official, then just an eighteen-year old boy, from
behind a rhetorical mask, playing the role of Truth. The address of Truth to Cardinal
Riario begins with a condemnation of ostentatious wealth. Truth, as an object of
cognition, is “apprehended only by a clear mind.” It does not reside in palaces. Indeed, it
is “driven back from the thick roofs and walls of rich houses; and if these doors are ever
opened, a tumult of countless falsehoods immediately streams out to meet (it).” 707 Ficino,
observing the aristocratic and elitists tendencies of high church officials generally, is
arguing that a life of wealth is incompatible with the reception of revelation and
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wisdom.708 Rich homes attract flatterers and the “pernicious lies” of slanderers, men who
serve the same function as evil daemons. Ficino, through the mask of Truth, offers Riario
five types of instruction for the purpose of avoiding a political culture hostile to clarity of
mind.
The young Riario must not attribute his rise to power to the boy’s own merits or
to fate. He received his position in life through family connection and through the will of
God. “For divine providence has ordained that in our times she should nurture at her
breast the perfect shepherd of the Christian flock, feeding him from his very birth on
spiritual food alone.”709 Ficino, as Truth, instructs the young Riario to put the world
aside, to “hold fast to Him who is not moved,” and to distrust the powers of the highest
and greatest men. It is foolish to abandon God, for God’s power is inescapable. Those
who attempt to transgress His designs “encounter him again as an avenger... a fiery
judge.”710 Ficino, through these exhortations, wishes to entangle the young cardinal in the
apparatus know thyself by convincing him of its metaphysical underpinnings. God is the
only reality; the cosmos operates according to His providential design; attempting to
thwart that design leads only to material or immaterial correction.
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The second type of instruction is institutional. As a cardinal, the young Riario
ought to consider himself a pivot of the Church. He is a representative of the Apostles, of
Paul himself. The cardinal’s hat is not a road to personal advancement, but a duty that
one owes the Church as a whole. Cardinals “should do, think, and speak nothing that is
unworthy of apostolic sanctity.” 711 Here, in the exhortation of Truth, we detect another
explicit association between the theological and philosophical aspects of know thyself.
Ficino is urging the young cardinal to embrace sanctity, which we have determined is
equivalent to fasting and prayer, to training in patience, learning how to suffer well the
stings of fate. Sanctity forges a will in conformity to providence, a man capable of
turning evil into good through forbearance. The young man ought to avoid pride,
ostentatious display, and luxuriousness at all costs.712 He must cling to God and live
humbly.713
The third kind of instruction connects the personal aspects of know thyself
explicitly to the political. Ficino informs the young cardinal that he should take care to
serve divine law and control his own senses. Drawing an analogy between an ordered
display of physical possessions and an ordered mind, Ficino argues that, if Riario enjoys
a well-organized and elegant home, full of obedient servants, he ought to likewise order
his interior being. This means acquiring decorous words and moral attributes. “Your
music will be the moderation of all passions of the mind and all actions lest, to him who
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all things are consonant externally, the mind alone is dissonant.” Riario should read
frequently from “the most select writers.”714 Ficino likens such study to the acquirement
of riches. The mind—master of the enslaved body—ought to be adorned in a display of
psychic wealth. At the very same time as Truth encourages the adornment of Riario’s
psychic landscape, she exhorts the young cardinal to avoid anger however possible, for
“does not a ferment of anger end in intoxication and madness?”715 Riario must learn to
control his tongue and to bind his hands and feet. Nothing should be said or done in
anger. Here Ficino cites the customary moral exemplars of Pythagoras, Socrates, and
Plato, the triad of Platonic circumspection. Ficino reports that Pythagoras’ disciples could
never detect anger in their master, nor could the friends of Socrates, except when he was
silent. The progenitor of the Platonists always controlled his tongue in anger. And Plato,
when angered beyond restraint by a student, passed the duty of disciplinary action to
Xenocrates. The aim is to restrict word and action to states of mind in which the proper
hierarchy of top-down control, from soul to body, is maintained. Outside of this state of
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ontological perfection, government is ill advised. The mind of the young cardinal should
at the same time be both “humble and exalted.”716
Truth issues to Riario a number of explicit imperatives that he ought to obey. We
may infer that these habits would be those of the ideal priest-magistrate. He is willing to
part company with material possessions, but unwilling to bind his own will to the
material concerns of others. He possesses a firm faith and is circumspect in his conduct.
When judging cases, the humble but exalted mind carefully follows the words of the
wise. Indeed, in order to avoid errors in judgement and conduct, the priest-magistrate
narrows his trust to an elite few, and—even then—that trust ought to be limited. All
judgements should be based on pure reason. And all actions ought to be analysed for their
degree of goodness and the probability of their completion.717 With this series of
imperatives, we see that a “humble and exalted” mind exists independent of material
concerns; it possesses integrity of purpose and direction. Its deliberations are unaffected
by the adornments which it itself possesses—it proceeds according to the dictates of
dialectical analysis and planning. In these ways, the mind is exalted. Yet such a mind’s
judgements exist in an ancient continuity of wise men such as Pythagoras, Socrates, and
Plato. The ideal priest-magistrate humbles himself before the voices of men who, through
the apparatus know thyself, had attained access to truth before him.
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The fourth kind of instruction is social. These commandments pertain to who the
priest-magistrate surrounds himself with, how he interacts with that group, and how he
acts toward society generally. Ficino commands that the young Riario surround himself
with “hunters and fowlers” who likewise possess the qualities of learning, probity,
prudence, and humanity. 718 A priest-magistrate’s subjects should feel nothing of
contempt, envy, or hatred. Because men possess a free will, they are reluctant to bear
servitude when wronged. The solution to this dilemma is to proceed with humility and
wisdom. “Contempt is avoided by knowledge, seriousness, and integrity. Hatred is
softened by innocence and humanity. Envy is allayed by munificence, liberality, and
magnificence.”719 When taking counsel, the priest-magistrate ought to listen to many of
the best elders. They ought to be free to criticize him. Flatterers ought to be banished
from the household as if poisoners. From these instructions we see that Ficino’s ideal
priest-magistrate treats his recreational social circle and confidants as both an instrument
of public relations and a means of remaining in the continuum of ancient tradition. There
is an anxiety regarding the misuse of rhetoric and argument. Poorly used rhetoric, meant
to remove the priest-magistrate from the continuity of ancient tradition into the material
realm of pleasure or pride, is equivalent to a “spell” that removes correct vision and
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hearing.720 Like evil daemons, the poetic flatterer attempts to blind the senses most
associated with the highest powers of the soul, leading their listener to spiritual ruin.721
The final kind of instruction regards the priest-magistrate’s habitat. This advice
overlaps at moments with other kinds of instruction. Ficino writes that Riario’s household
should be a “temple of God,” associated with the virtues of prudence, justice, fortitude,
and temperance. Furthermore, it ought to exemplify the virtue of charity. The ideal priestmagistrate uses his home to educate children in oratory and poetry, to hold as sacred the
practice of philosophy and theology, and to provide a place for prudent men to deliberate.
From such a household, society ought to receive social services and sanctuary. 722 Riario’s
household, as the dwelling place of a priest-magistrate or even a prophet, should be a
gymnasium for virtue and a forum for truth. Citizens would visit such a school in order to
discern for themselves, or hear proclaimed, the content of divine law, the source of all
friendship and justice. Through it know thyself reaches out to encircle and mold the
citizenry.
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In order to begin to say something about the nature of divine law, of which each
duty is a reflection, we shall turn to another letter, written also in the 1480s, addressed to
Lorenzo de’Medici, entitled On Law and Justice. Ficino asserts that there are three kinds
of law, arranged in a three-tier ontological hierarchy—divine, natural, and written. Divine
law is the law according to which the cosmos itself consists and is governed. There is
something in divine law that not only confers meaning or form to matter, but also directs
and shapes its motions. It is through this creative and governing power that divine law
produces natural law. When human minds come into being, divine law embeds within
their being an “inextinguishable light” that mankind may access when attempting to form
judgements regarding good and evil. This innate, natural law, is the standard used to
measure the quality of all acts, all events. External to mankind is written law, the codified
product of past judgements on society and conduct. It is only a faint ray of light emerging
from natural law, itself only a glimmer of divinity. Knowing that there are three kinds of
law; one which forms and directs the cosmos, one imbedded in minds themselves, and
one codified in legal statute; and knowing that all law is a product of God, Ficino argues
that it ought to be clear to mankind that there is no excuse for sinners.723 Ficino’s law is
everywhere and everything, an omnipresent and inherent basis for making correct moral
choices. Indeed, one infers from the above that piety, mankind’s innate knowledge of its
created nature, is an aspect of the divine law’s affect on the soul.
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Knowledge of the three kinds of law imparts knowledge of justice, revealing its
therapeutic and distributive value.724 This knowledge shows “the eyes of the mind that
justice is nothing other than a habit of will, as directed and strengthened by reason, with
the result that, enticements having been disdained, it determines to act in no way other
than divinity, nature, and politics have dictated.”725 As we have seen previously, and as
we can infer from this passage, the habit of will strengthened and directed by reason is
one that has forgone hedonistic enticements. This cleansing, as the passions are purged of
corruption, returns man to a state of health and human will to a continuous state of moral
excellence. In such a society, imbued with justice, those just men who enter into the ranks
of the magistracy, writes Ficino, hold always before their eyes the law “as if God.” The
just magistrate, as read earlier, “judges himself not a master of law but a trustworthy
mediator and diligent attendant,” one who punishes transgressions “with equity and
without perturbation.” He will reward virtues “without envy, and consult regularly with
elders, as well as with pious and prudent men.”726
We may discern a number of essential points from this letter, some of which
confirm what we have seen in On Duties, and others that reveal something new. The first
is that law, justice, and duty exist in a causal and normative relationship. For Ficino, the
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concept of law is the source of justice, the basis of all correct social action, all duty.
Indeed, as Ficino asserts near the conclusion of On Law and Justice, without just actions
no social unit, whether a home, city-state, army, or commercial network, could sustain
itself. Justice, the distribution of rewards, honors, discourse, and counsel according to
worth, “is a necessity of the world machine.”727 Without justice mankind would fall into
civil war or dissipate into warring tribes. Second, justice requires men who have been
transformed by know thyself into holy men. Knowledge of divine law, necessary to the
acquisition of justice, flows outward from men who have submitted to the apparatus know
thyself. These men are best suited to the magistracy, since they may mediate—through
meditation and consultation—between the metaphysical and physical realms. Third, that
the aim of a just political organization is to eliminate, as far as possible, the sense of
individuality between citizens, and between man and God. Once know thyself has
produced men capable of aligning divine and written law, citizenship becomes entangled
in a legal framework that seeks to overlay the material realm with the immaterial,
bringing heaven down to Earth.
Ficino elaborates on this immaterial framework, this theological economy, in a
number of his epitomes to Plato’s dialogues. In the epitome to Minos, Ficino—citing
Timaeus, Phaedrus, and Gorgias—asserts that there are four laws, all of which fold
themselves back toward the Highest Good. The first is Providence; it exists in the divine
mind, which Ficino associates with Saturn, flowing from the highest good around the
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hypostasis of mind. The second is Fate; it exists in the highest part of the World Soul,
associated with Jupiter, flowing from the divine mind and the highest good. The third is a
moving law, called Nature; it issues from the moving and inferior power (potentia) of the
World Soul, associated with the First Venus. The fourth is natural prudence; it exists in
the human mind, issuing with moving law, from the highest good, divine mind, and
universal soul, but associated instead with the Second Venus.728 This description echoes
that given in Platonic Theology.
Ficino writes that Providence “is the succession of minds, fate the succession of
souls, nature the succession of bodies.”729 In book thirteen, he writes that Providence
names God’s inscribing of “a universal figure of the world in single entities” by means of
His ray, angels, and rational souls.730 Elsewhere, in the eighteenth book, Ficino writes
that Providence “moves bodies from within…my an inner law and by a sort of natural
inclination.” This law, distributed in “supernal minds and souls” governs the cosmos in a
manner so gentle that none feel constrained by it until they have reached their assigned
end. Human minds are capable of using their judgement to deny the law embedded in
their being, but that law nonetheless “conducts them toward the places, the punishments,
and the rewards best suited to them by a sort of inner and hidden inclination.”731
Providence names the cosmogenic mechanism of justice that enables the virtue of hope,
728
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the denial of temporal injustice. All things lead, eventually and always, to the end
dictated by God’s design.
Fate operates through the life-giving power of the soul’s highest point, the
idolum. This power “nourishes, perceives, rules, and moves.” These actions, when
performed on matter, imbue animate beings with a “particular disposition or complexion
which is effective and vital.”732 This disposition and complexion is its nature. Fate
distrubutes natures beginning from the idolum of the World Soul, the twelve souls of the
moving spheres, and then the souls of those inhabiting those spheres. The World Soul
issues commands and distributes seeds, giving shape to animate beings using the lifegivine power of souls as its mechanism.733 Ficino concludes that we are thus “bound to
the whole machine (of the world) by these three ropes as it were: by our mind to minds,
by our idolum to idola, by our nature to natures.”734 However, through moral reform, man
may attain—as mentioned—the status of prophet, positioning the soul with respect to
Providence, fate, and nature as an “active agent.” 735 In an echo of Augustine’s vocabulary
of charity and continence, Ficino writes that when reason cleaves (cohearet) to mind, it
rises to Providence.736
One thing to note about this complex hierarchical scheme is that law is a direct
product of a transcendent being, an unmoved mover called the Highest Good. Law does
not exist in the Highest Good, however, but issues out from it, existing in relation to its
origin. Everything flows down and outward from a central transcendent metaphysical
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point without which one cannot formulate law. The second thing to note is that, although
one cannot know the immediate will of the Highest Good, one may access the law
through beings accessible to human understanding through the apparatus know thyself,
through Ideas, reasons, and seeds. As a philosopher learns, through fasting and prayer,
through sanctity, to practice death and attain wisdom, he peels back the layers of
cosmogenic law. Ficino writes in his epitome to First Alcibiades that “consciousness of
the divine mind and of ideal forms is called wisdom. Knowledge of the self and the
discovery of the good and useful in oneself and in one’s fellows, emanating from the
observation of the divine mind, is called prudence.”737 The wise and prudent man
understands beauty. As a consequence, he knows “the sequence and way to be
followed.”738
God harmonizes the dissonance of the world, enacting law, through love and
beauty. He governs through persuasion rather than determination, since all beings desire
beauty and seek it out of love. According to Ficino’s epitome to Lysis, love is the desire
for beauty contained in all beings. It is like a pathway guiding them towards friendship. 739
Here, Ficino employs a typical Neoplatonic concept.740 Love is the force in Ficino’s
cosmos that attracts and binds all beings, “a conceptual expression for the basic unrest
which moves the consciousness inwardly and drives it upward from grade to grade, until
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it at last reaches it goal and finds rest in the highest act, the contemplation of God.” 741
According to Ficino’s epitome to Hippias, beauty has four aspects: the good, beauty
itself, splendor, and truth. The good is the action of all things, the force making action
more effective. Beauty itself, for its part, is the force that activates and regulates the
cosmos, the being that imbues the cosmos with life. Splendor is what in the appearance of
something that lures the reason and the sensory faculties to itself. Truth is that which the
recognition applies to itself in the recognizing power. Every element of cosmic being
exists in relation to desire, even human knowledge, which is a loving recollection of the
Good; “beauty is a circle of divine light, emanating from the Good, abiding in the Good,
forever turned back toward the Good by means of the Good.” 742 There are parallels here
between beauty and law: they are both two four-tiered hierarchies, issuing from, relating
to, surrounding, and enabled by an unknowable-yet-necessary centre; they give life,
regulating it, shaping it, forming it; and they are both accessible at the metaphysical,
physical, and psychic levels of being.
Ficino’s claim that the beautiful man, the philosopher in revelation and wisdom, is
the ultimate reformer, reveals to us that these parallel hierarchies overlap and
interpenetrate one another. The epitome to Hippias confirms this. Ficino writes that all
aspects of human existence can and ought to be prepared to receive beauty so that they
return thereby to the Good, origin of law and beauty, source and object of love. Bodies
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receive beauty through arrangement and appearance, sounds through harmony, duties
through “uprightness of living directed towards a good end,” study through order towards
a “true objective,” the soul through purity and the mind through a pious gaze on the Good
Itself.743 This folding of bodies, sounds, duties, study, soul, and mind towards the Good is
subjectification through know thyself. It is the method through which the prophet
establishes friendship and justice. Here citizens emerge from bodies and minds,
obedience from law, and sin is removed from the world.
After a discussion of the teachability of virtue, the highest daemons, and the
revelation of dialectic, Ficino epitome to Protagoras informs us that Jupiter, which we
have seen was associated with the law of fate, used Mercury to write the laws of civic
knowledge into men’s hearts. Jupiter wrote this law at the beginning of the cosmos, and
he writes it “everyday through the agency of the angels, who interpret the divine will to
us.”744 Without the inspiration of God, mankind lacks the capacity to rule itself. The
epitome to the seventh book of Republic described the practical dimension of angelic
inspiration. Ficino claims that the priest-magistrate, if he wishes to become a prophet,
should practice mathematics, that is, submit himself to the process of mind-body
separation at the centre of know thyself, while managing public affairs. When he reaches
the age of thirty, he should be initiated into dialectic, reaching its “divine end” after two
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decades of further practice, at age fifty. 745 At this age, under that regimen, having
balanced his life and household according to the dictates of wisdom, strengthened and
empowered through magic, capable of accessing the idea do the good, the priestmagistrate experiences—with the grace of God—a priestly, maybe even prophetic frenzy,
a state of revelation associated with the completion of mind-body separation and the
virtue of temperance.
Ficino’s commentary on Ion posits four kinds of frenzy: the poetic, priestly,
prophetic, and that of the lover. Because bodies tend to affect the perceptive capacities of
the mind, distracting the mind with perturbations, filling it with discord, poetic frenzy
uses musical tones to awaken the mind and to temper the body. Priestly frenzy, through
“acts of expiation and sacred rites and every kind of worship of the gods,” directs the
mind toward worship of God. Prophetic frenzy then leads the mind back to “unity itself,”
allowing it to foretell future events. Finally, through love, the soul is converted into “the
One which is above essence.”746 In Platonic Theology, Ficino explains that “when man’s
soul has been completely disjoined from the body, he occupies all place and all time, as
the Egyptians maintain. Or rather the rational soul is already by its very nature
everywhere and always or virtually so.”747 Because all beings are connected through the
laws of Providence, fate, and nature, a rational soul separated from body in a state of
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prophecy perceives the design of the cosmos.748 It may, in this moment, predict “a future
rainstorm or earthquake or the like.” For instance, if the “supernal idola,” highest power
of the World-Soul and of the souls of the twelve spheres, is going to produce rain, the
“heavens’ turning wheels” make the air wet, which provokes bodily phlegm, which in
turn moves the spiritus, evoking images in the phantasy and reason, “so that we suddenly
think of rivers, showers, snakes, eels, fish, and the like.”749 Such powers are available to
men of a tempered complexion, such as Pythagoras and Plotinus. Ficino approves of the
latter especially for his capacity to read the characters, errors, and fortunes of men
through his connection to supernal influences.750 Possessed of a pious mind, such men—
prophets—are capable, as we have seen, of supernatural effects such as telepathy,
weather control, and matter manipulation.
Ficino opens his epitome to Plato’s Statesman, entitled On Kingship, addressed to
Federico de Montefeltro, the Duke of Urbino, with a call to action. “When God and
nature bring forth man through their action, they undoubtedly bring him forth in order to
act: I mean, to act by the grace of divine influence.”751 As we have seen, the Ficinian
cosmos was governed by the law of love, and implemented through the distribution of
beauty. God rested at the centre of this web of activities. Since the prophet was meant to
act as a conduit for divine law, linking the metaphysical and physical realms, part of his
duty, beyond practicing to die, was to organize the state into a form of pastoral
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governance. Citing Plato, Ficino uses the traditional metaphors for such a ruler: masterbuilder, shepherd, helmsman, and judge. As a master-builder, the prophet discerns the
truth and commands that others follow his laws and not those of another; as a shepherd,
he watches over the flock of humanity, directing it toward the Golden Age; as the
helmsman of humanity, he directs his power toward a single point, “for human
governance is identical to divine governance, and the one God is ruler of the whole
world;” finally, as judge, he must command the undoubted respect of all other authorities,
so that they possess a final court of appeal.752
The prophet performs his function as ruler correctly when he manages to force out
competing legal systems, regiments society, imbuing it with the quality of piety, and—
like Solomon—serves as a supreme court within the boundary of his jurisdiction. He
ought to be, as Ficino writes in his eptime to the fourth book of the Republic, a “living
law.”753 This is why Ficino asserts that the prophet should be a “model of virtue to his
subjects.” His clemency and moderation will not permit him to desire a kingdom beyond
his own or envy another’s. “He will desire peace above all; he will prize calmness and an
abundance of all good things, as a reflection of the empire which manifested under the
rule of Octavian.”754 Ficino’s prophet is an absolute monarch who conducts himself as
the first of citizens, lacking in greed and envy, serving as a model of right conduct to all.
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The prophet, once inspired by angelic powers with the wisdom of citizenry, works
to establish a pastoral government and a theological economy. He accomplished this
through sociological constructs identified as public justice and public friendship. One
definition of public justice is that offered in the epitome to First Alcibiades, where Ficino
asserts that is it “the lawful distinction by which each individual proceeds according to a
different path.”755 Here justice is a distinction, a method of individuation, where each
enfolded citizen performs a specific function in the overall system of duties assigned by
the law of fate. This definition agrees with that offered in the epitome to the fourth book
of Republic. Ficino claims that “justice is a lawful consensus” that “lies in governing,
fulfilling, and obeying, and in carrying out one’s duties and not usurping those of
another.”756 Justice individuates, but it is a willing individuation that substantiates the
hierarchical structure of society. As Ficino writes in the epitome to Statesman, the
prophet’s “subjects will live in the fullness of justice, since under this monarch there will
be no possibility of escape for the unjust.”757 Under the rule of a prophet, every subject
lives under the regime of justice, governing, fulfilling, obeying, keeping their place.
Ficino believes that such a subjectivized populous will care for their own interests
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through submission to the prophet. Some citizens, denying their duty, made miserable
and socially dangerous, will resist justice, but those bodies will be like patients visited by
a doctor, who imposes his regimen “on the willing and occasionally on the unwilling.” 758
Justice does not simply substantiate and reinforce the hierarchy of enfolding subjects, it
in itself is a process of subject-formation, existing at the threshold between subject and
object, a product of the apparatus know thyself.
The third definition, offered also in the epitome to the fourth book of Republic,
states that justice “is the wholly equal distribution according to what is owed to each, and
the solid foundation of the state.” At the same moment that justice individuates and
subjectivizes, substantiating a hierarchy of wisdom, temperance, and continence
according to prudence, justice names an economy. Like the number eight, which can be
broken down into geometrical parts—4s, 2s, 1s—so too does justice distribute the
material of the whole state.759 In the epitome to book three, Ficino outlines the potential
fluidity of his metoricracy. Plato had recognized a hierarchy of occupations: members of
government over military personnel, who in turn stand over producers of goods. Yet
Plato had also, Ficino writes, “decreed that individual talents be directed to those
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functions for which they are fitted; and thus the sons of the governors should be directed
to what is baser, in accordance with their talents, and the sons of the lower ranks should
in turn, be likewise directed to nobler functions.”760 For instance, if the law of fate were
to imbue the son of the prophet with a biology suited to the life of the soldier, then that
boy would enter into that profession. This is what geometrical equality means for Ficino.
Skipping momentarily to the epitome to book six of the Laws, we read that an
arithmetical equality, “by which things of like number, measure, and weight are granted
to individuals” often produces great injustice.761 If we take the iniustissima seriously, we
read disharmony, which means the open expression of envy and greed among citizens,
enmity and violence. Ficino would like to see a state that rewards the degree of one’s
virtue through geometrical equality, “by which the deserts of each can be weighed, and
the functions can be allotted to individuals in such a way that the ratio of deserving to
merits is the same as that of officials to officers.”762 Ficino’s meritocracy involves a
distribution of goods and offices according to moral and biological worth.
Returning to the epitome to First Alcibiades, Ficino calls public friendship “a
common accord by which all assemble freely under the same law and same prince, faxing
together toward the same end.” 763 Because the prophet reflects the highest good, having
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attained the state of beauty, possessing wisdom and revelation together, the enfolded
subjects accept his law as divine and rational. Friendship is the substratum of the just
state, enabling a geometrical distribution of goods and offices. Commenting on the fifth
book of Republic, where Plato offers his notorious suggestion that wives be held in
common and that the parentage of children remain anonymous, Ficino offers an apology.
What Plato had meant through the words of Socrates was that property should be held in
common as if among friends. Humanity had degenerated over the ages as a consequence
of its distributive principles.764 Property held in common through friendship, distributed
geometrically, would remove the cause of division and misery, leading to mutual
agreement, union, and happiness. A citizen enfolded in beauty and justice through law,
being healthy and attuned with truth, will know that he owes all to God, the highest good,
and would for that reason be willing to share all material and social goods. In Ficino’s
comments regarding the first book of Republic he explains that such a man uses money
solely to “discharge whatever he has consecrated to God or promised to man or owes in
any other way.” If threatened with poverty, he will not lie or deceive others in order to
better his position, “for money should be related to justice, while justice should be related
to the reward for another life.”765 If, in the course of an individual’s life, due to their
astrologically-determined biomedical constitution, that individual were to fall into
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poverty, he or she would be expected to practice the duty of the unfortunate, to exhibit
patience. They would willingly accept their position as a sign of God’s will.
Know thyself, through the agent of the prophet, establishes public justice and
friendship through pastoral government and theological economy, enclosing bodies and
minds in a constantly regulated material environment. Citizens are made subjects at the
levels of biology, thought, and conduct. As Ficino claims in his epitome to Minos, true
law is that which actively moderates and constrains at every moment; it is not simply a
body of legislation and edict.766 Resting in this enclosure, seeking stillness in God, the
citizens, as Ficino claims in the epitome to Statesman, “will live in the greatest freedom,”
protected from tyrants, plutocrats, and demagogues, “guided to the Good of all by a wise,
just, and dutiful king.”767 Ficino elaborates on this process of enclosure at numerous
moments thought his epitome to the book five of Laws. He explains that the purpose of
the lawgiver related to the form and matter of the state. Like the soul, the lawgiver
imbues matter with qualities using substantial forms, creating a whole substance (see
Appendix). The matter of the state regards the city, its position in space, it arrangement,
and disposition. The form of the state regards public governance, its mode and order. To
establish a finely formed or “beautiful” state, the lawgiver must form the minds of his
citizens throughout their entire lives. This means that the city must be placed “far from
sea or harbor, not given to commerce, especially retail trading, or to excess, and not
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wealthy. Let the state be temperate, sober, modest, and, most importantly, pious.” 768 The
prophet, in order to eliminate the arithmetic equality of capital and trade, must detach and
literally isolate a citizenry from the world in order to impart law, justice, and friendship.
The enfolding of citizens, enclosing them in this poverty akin to the desert,
involves a life-long process of containment, restraint, discipline, and surveillance. Ficino,
following Plato, instructs the lawgiver to address the citizens directly. He is to order them
to follow human law because it is sacred. However, while doing so he is to add
“veneration and terror,” saying that God inspects each individual, that no one can hide
their transgressions from him.769 This serves to individualize the population, placing the
onous for moral conduct on individual citizens, submitting their minds to a subtle
technology of mass surveillance and discipline. Those citizens who, after God, revere
themselves most of all, have within themselves an inner-judge.770 Believing that they are
watched by God through the laws of His prophet, they convict themselves of impious
acts. Acts of confession and mandated penance reinforce such convictions. In his epitome
to Gorgias, Ficino emphasizes the benefits of confession and penances, acts of sanctity
necessary to the attainment of religio, for the elimination of illnesses of the soul. If
performed with “equinamity” and the will to repentence, these actions would purge the
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Sit ergo urbs procul a mari atque portu, non mercaturae prasertim cauponariae dedita, non luxuriosa,
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soul of impurities.771 The prophet is wise to reinforce the disciplinary powers of the inner
judge through such exhortations and rites, for his state will face many internal dangers.
The first danger facing the justice and friendship of the state will be poets and bad
priests, the class of sophists. In the epitome to Protagoras, Ficino explains that youths
and men value the ostentation of the sophists, those “grasping and ambitious teachers,”
over men trained in virtue and truth, quaffing “venomous draughts of false opinion and
vile ways.” Like Circe and the Sirens, sophists prevent the Odyssean soul from returning
home.772 To combat the danger of sophistry, the lawgiver institutes a totalizing regimen
of music, gymnastics, and dance for every citizen. Music and gymnastics, the
technologies used to train soldiers and philosophers alike, serve to impart children with
salubrious motion. Music, as we have seen, includes songs, singing, “poetry and what
pertains to the order of figures;” gymnastics to “all the motions of the body in stages,
sports, contests, and battles.” Dance brings together music and gymnastics. These three
disciplines—music, gymnastic, and dance—are the “ancestral laws” and “chains of the
state.”773 The prophet uses these disciplines to train men, women, and children in the arts
of war and peace. Without them the state collapses. These technologies, in addition to the
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Inter haec animadverte theologorum sententiam, nihil magis necessarium esse utiliusque peccatoribus
quam confiteri peccata, affici poenitentia, poenas a iudice petere, aequo animo ferre ut purgetur animus,
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individuation of the inner-judge, like the motions of life itself, place the citizenry into a
field of harmony, linking their motions together into a complete organic whole.
We see this when Ficino reports that Plato calls for citizens, after having
performed religious rites, to practice elaborate war-games. “The aim is for the state to be
whole, with both sexes equally useful, and for each member to be fully unified, with both
hands equally useful.”774 The state, with God and the law at its centre, is a thousand eyes
and hands directed by one mind, performing a single action in unison, always tending
towards justice, temperance, and the mind. As with the philosopher in his quest for
wisdom, such military training is conducted through music and gymnastics. 775 Socrates
“forbids them to hear words of tragedy about the inhabitants of the underworld, words
which might make them somewhat apprehensive.” Nor may they hear excessively funny
comedies, nor tales of lusty, unjust gods or heroes.776 Each story serves to calibrate the
emotional tenor of the subject in question. The citizens, as soldiers, must not fear the
underworld or experience extremes of joviality and lasciviousness.
As with all material objects, the bodies of enfolded citizens constantly threaten to
dissolve. This in turn endangers their connection with the divine. To stave off this second
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danger the epitome to book seven of Laws directs the attention of the state towards the
regulation of women; “women’s affairs should not lack order and continuous care, for if
they are neglected, twice as much harm, indeed more than twice as much harm, comes to
the state than if men’s affairs are neglected.” 777 Why is this? One immediately assumes
that this is due to Ficino’s concerns regarding sexual intercourse’s affect on the human
constitution, or because men may be driven to seek pleasures from the opposite sex. No
doubt this was part of Ficino’s concern, but the primary reason concerns melancholia in
children and the long-term effects of moral turpitude on child development.
Melancholia makes children “fearful, difficult, and quarrelsome.” They acquire an
abundance of the humor when menstrual blood putrefies in the womb during the
formation of the child’s body, becoming adust melancholia through poor bodily
regulation.778 As such the state must attend carefully to the bodily practices and mental
state not only of expectant mothers, but also those recently married and preparing to
conceive. Women must not drink wine on the evening of conception, for this disturbs the
mind. Nor should they experience anything emotionally disturbing immediately prior to
conception. They should also remain temperate for the “whole year of conception.”779
The implication is that women must be contained and formed through a regimen of
fasting while pregnant. If a child is born of an unfortunately melancholic temperament,
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either through natural or divine causes, or is otherwise malformed, the state may treat it
through a regimen of perpetual motion.780 Motion is the expression of life itself, imbuing
matter with its natural qualities (see Appendix). It keeps the body warm, helps it digest,
separates its waste products, balances the humors, and keeps the body strong. According
to the epitome to book five of Republic, Ficino held that, in cases when children cannot
be helped, they should to be removed from the state.781 Ficino’s reformed state held no
place for those biologically unfit for the reception of God’s light.
Unregulated sexuality poses a third specific danger to the state, particularly samesex coupling. Ficino epitome to Lysis explains the origins of human sexual desire. The
structure of the cosmos itself dictates that all humans desire the beautiful. In certain
situations, when two men share a kinship, that is, an “affinity in principle, star, and
being,” and “a measure of affection in soul and body,” the potential exists for individual
friendship, “an honorable communion of everlasting will.” 782 Sometimes, however, not
all criteria are met. In the case of kinship without affection, the result is a harmless wellwishing. But when there is beauty of the body but impurity of the mind, the result is lust
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and discord. Such individuals, when they encounter another man or woman with whom
they share a kinship, are enflamed with a passion for “vile coupling.”783
In the commentary on Symposium, Ficino explains that the love for higher
metaphysical truths leads men toward other men, while vulgar love favours females. But
because the reproductive drive of mankind cannot differentiate between sexes, and is
aroused by all beauty, homosexuality may result. Ficino is sure to assert that male
genitals ought to be used on women, since the waste of semen damages not only the
biological constitution, drawing heat and spiritus from the mind, but serves no purpose to
the state.784 According to Ficino’s comments on Laws, the public games, which place
youths in a co-ed or homosocial environment, threaten to inspire “loves of the basest
sort.” To combat this danger, the magistracy, should announce daily the dangers of such
intercourse, informing the citizenry that “unnatural sexual intercourse” is as morally
repugnant as the notion of incest.785 What is more, the epitome to Laches suggests that
the magistrate, like a bishop, should issue scouts every day and night to observe the
habits, words, and actions of youth.786 Recognizing the potential for social disruption
from human desire among youth, the prophet of know thyself watches and informs the
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children, reinforcing the voice of their inner-judge, and is prepared to administer law and
medicine to the bodies of the disobedient.
That prophet structures all rites and sacrifices in such a way as to lead the
citizens’ minds up from bodies and sight to the realm of the metaphysical. Here,
however, Ficino’s exposition of book seven and eight of Laws faces some difficulties.
Plato, through the voice of the Athenian, asserts that sacrifices should be offered to the
gods, the children of the gods, and the pure daemons prior to the start of youthful games.
These sacrifices, leading from daemon upward to the gods, prepare the youth for a vision
of God.787 Given the anxiety Ficino exhibits regarding evil daemon-worship of clerical
necromancers, it seems strange that he would recommend material sacrifice at all, even
one designed to prioritize higher beings over lower. The epitome to book eight works to
overcome this tension, but to limited effect. Ficino reports that Plato divides his city into
twelve regions in emulation of the twelve spheres of the cosmos—those of the elements,
celestials, and the firmament. Similarly, Plato allows many deities since God allows
many worshippers into his temple, and decorates his alters with many images, just as God
has many images of angels. However, Ficino emphasizes that “Plato wishes God to be
worshipped by mind alone, without material attributes, but allows animals to be offered
to the subsequent deities, as the law of country directs.”788 The claim here is that Plato
was a pragmatist. Existing as he did prior to the advent of Christianity, Plato could not
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deny contemporary law. Besides, Ficino defends, sometimes such rituals works, if
conducted by a mind that has been abstracted from body, “so that without knowing how,
they rise beyond senses and into the mind itself.”789 Those who are nervous about
daemons and scarifies of the Platonic State are welcome to visit the Aristotelian City
instead, but not without losing God himself along the way. 790 Each of the daily rites and
twenty-four monthly rites of the Platonic calendar is performed only for the purification
of the mind and the worship of the first God.
Admittedly, even if the lawgiver of a Christian state were to allow material
sacrifices, an unlikely proposition given that Plato’s pragmatism is no longer a necessity,
Ficino’s ritual calendar is certainly rigorous. The political dimension of know thyself, its
pastoral government and theological economy, exists to emulate to the greatest extent
possible the metaphysical realm of the cosmos, regulating and constraining bodies and
minds, enfolding them into a citizenry of justice and friendship under law. Daily exercise,
poverty, worship, surveillance, examination, and indoctrination inoculate bodies from
evil daemons and call down the powers of the angels. Ficino asserts that such a polity
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“meets with the fullest approval of the Apostle Paul,” who exhorted Christians to train
like athletes through abstinence for the victory of the soul. 791
The successful implementation of know thyself would result in a new Golden Age
of heroes, one that halts the cycle of decline, destruction, and re-birth that man had
experienced in previous eras. Ficino’s epitome to Critias provides us with a history. He
treats this history, accepted by Plato and later Platonists as literal, as being variously
allegorical and anagogical. Either at the beginning of the world or the beginning of
mankind, the children of the gods beget men from the moist, warm earth. These men
were heroes, guided by their parents, the angels, through some form of astral telepathy.
However, over time “there was a gradual decrease in the divine power implanted in
men’s hearts and a corresponding decrease in the fertility of the Earth.”792 God, in an
effort to purge the world of impious souls and infertile bodies, issued floods or fires. This
returned humanity to its previous divinity. After a lengthy discussion of other Platonic
works related to the content of Critias, particularly its companion Timaeus, Ficino reports
that from all of these mysteries the reader may gather that the account of history offered
in Critias reflects the myth of Genesis, of paradise, expulsion, Babylon, and Flood.793
The epitome to the fourth book of Laws echoes and cites Critias. The ancients reported
that “blessed souls once lived under the rule of Saturn.”Living first among the divine and
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angelic minds, the souls slipped down into bodies. And then, once embodied, they
neglected totally the life of pleasure, burning with love for the contemplative life, acting
very little.”794 They lived a life of revelation and wisdom, having used know thyself to
regulate and contain their bodies and to still their minds.
These ancients, Ficino goes on to say, had first been ruled directly by angels and
the better daemons, guided in the ways of truth and light. Then, when they needed to
govern themselves through sanctity, did so as if by some secret inspiration. Their innerjudge, the sacred law written in their hearts in the form of piety, sanctity, and religio,
allowed them to live a life devoted wholly to friendship. Ficino cites historical examples
of the city-states and communes that exemplified the coming reign of Saturn. The ancient
Greeks and Egyptians practiced the law of friendship, as did the Bohemians of Placa, the
islanders south of the Ocean, and the Garamans of distant Africa. Ficino further lists the
Brahmin philosophers, the Gymnosophists, the Essenes, the Pythagoreans, and “the saints
who established the early Christian Republic.” 795 This list is not only notable for its
geographic diversity, but its sectarian and temporal range. Ficino argues that the law of
friendship, as a manifestation of divine law, existed and flourished naturally throughout
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the world, and throughout history. It is a constant born out of natural human piety. As
such, one need only look to examples from history and geography to discover how a state
of friendship was possible.
The conclusion of the epitome to Statesman reveals that Ficino associated a
renewal of the age of Saturn, the Golden Age, with an apocalypse. Ficino reports that
mankind does not possess a true and lawful king unless selected by God, “a shepherd
who fully represents the king of heaven Himself, not in name alone, but also in pattern of
life.”796 According to Plato, the cosmos ran East to West along a Jovian circuit decreed
by fate. However, at some point, a new circuit, Saturnine, from West to East, will rule the
cosmos. “In this movement men will be born of their own free will and will move from
maturity to youth and foods will be liberally supplied to them according to their desire
and without being requested, in a time of every lasting spring.” Each aspect of this vision
points to the coming new age. Embracing contemplation, men will experience
conversion, spontaneously reborn in a life of understanding. Ficino quotes Paul: “the
inward man is renewed day-by-day” (2 Cor. 4:16). Mankind, ever renewed in the light of
God, will nourish itself “with utter tranquility and enjoyment of life,” in the reflection of
truth.797 Ficino described a similar occurance in his Platonic Theology. During the second
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generation of mankind, he writes, when the cosmos reverses its ontological tendency,
raising toward rather than descending from God, the body will approach soul, taking on
the characteristics of a pure soul as it rises.798 The moral restoration of humanity will
enable this second generation and cosmic reversal. 799 And the resurrected body will be
capable of rising even to the “sublime region of the aether.”800 Mankind, reborn as
angels, higher daemons, will live in blessedness, eternally approaching the source of all
goodness and light.
Know thyself produces a state that is simultaneously prepared at all levels for war
and at all levels for contemplation. The training for war, practiced by men, women, and
children on a daily basis, precedes rites that, taken together, are designed to induce the
virtues of continence, temperance, courage, and wisdom. Know thyself accomplishes this
goal through justice and friendship. Law is the mechanism that stabilizes and implements
justice and friendship. The state, envisioned in relation to the structure of the physical
cosmos, works to instill in its citizens a reflection of the metaphysical, enfolding them in
beauty. Those citizens assigned the duty of rulership acquired the quality of religio,
reinforced through faith, hope, and charity. This ruler, a prophet, would purify his
subjects, exorcising their daemons, worshiping the angelic powers. He would look down
at a state composed of bodies and minds directed toward a single goal—blessedness.
And, should that prophet, looking on the horizon, detect a threatening horde of violent
and impious men bearing down of his city, confused through lack of hope and faith, he
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would not be afraid. Nor would his subjects be. Providence would guide their welltrained bodies to victory.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Because God in unknowable, except through negative theology and the
experience of stillness, Ficino is forced to employ the metaphysical concepts of unity,
simplicity, and being when attempting to approximate a description. However, since
these categories are of limited heuristic value, Ficino sometimes uses analogies to
communicate his meaning. God is light, the divine Sun, an axis, a source, a military
commander, a governor, and a lord.801 In each of these metaphors, God is analogous to a
central point, either a point of balance or a point of radiation. He is the place from which
and through which the cosmos and society takes its beginning. He is the source of order.
“In short, the movement and order of this vast complex machine, so regular over so many
centuries, demonstrates that the power of its governor is inexhaustible and therefore
infinite.”802 Turning constantly on an eternal axis analogous with the highest good, “the
universe’s order has been arranged in the best possible manner.”803 Ficino writes that
when naturally different things unite in one common order, that order necessarily exists
with respect to a single thing, like the order of an army in relation to single leader. 804 This
ordering process is instantaneous and omnipresent, just as the visible light of the Sun
spreads everywhere instantaneously, so does the invisible light of God spread throughout
the cosmos.805 God is difficult to find because He is everywhere and nowhere. 806 The
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human phantasy, basing its judgments on the nature of the “corporeal machine alone,” is
fooled into concluding that this is absurd; God must be somewhere or He does not exist.
However, reason retorts that the world “revolves around Him as best it may; or rather, it
revolves in Him, only, however, where the position and the movement is prescribed by
divine law.”807
Ficino’s God is a hidden God. Yet, because He obviously exists as the unity,
simplicity, and being that created the cosmos, physical and metaphysical, His presence is
manifested in a self-sustaining law and economy. As in the writings of Aquinas, Ficino
employs the concept of order to describe the relationship between an infinitely distant,
placeless unmoved mover and a present, material, finite, localized cosmos. 808 For
Aquinas, the cosmos possessed an order with relation to God (ordo ad finem), but also an
order within itself, between created beings (ordo ad invicem). Agamben argues that, in
Aquinas, ordo ad finem and ordo ad invicem “refer back to one another and found
themselves on one another. The perfect theocentric edifice of medieval ontology is based
on this circle, and does not have any consistency outside of it. The Christian God is this
circle, in which the two orders continuously penetrate one another.”809 Ficino’s God is
Aquinas’ referential, circular order, that from which all emerges and to which all returns,
not only in the realm of being, but in the realm of human experience. The apparatus know
thyself, built in relation to ordo ad finem, worked to establish the ordo ad invicem in
human society, submitting it to the divine law-economy.
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As mentioned in the first chapter, Agamben’s recent work has attempted, among
other things, to analyze the major components of the apparatus oikonomia. One such
component is duty. Agamben reports that “officium institutes a circular relation between
being and praxis, by which the priest’s being defines his praxis and his praxis, in turn,
defines his being.”810 It is “what renders life governable, that by means of which the
human life becomes ‘instituted’ and ‘formed’.”811 Agamben also claims, in another
discussion of Aquinas, that virtue—operative habit—“is that by which being is
indeterminated into praxis and action is substantialised into being (or, in the words of
Aristotle, that thanks to which a human being ‘becomes good’ and, at the same time, that
thanks to which ‘he does his work well’.”812 Looking to monasticism, Agamben sees that
a state of religio marks the point where virtue and duty “enter into a threshold of
indeterminacy.” 813 A reading of Agamben’s The Highest Poverty seems to confirm this
supposition. He writes that “the attempt—by means of an investigation of the exemplary
case of monasticism—to construct a form-of-life, that is to say, a life that is linked so
closely to its form that it proves to be inseparable from it.”814 In monasticism the concept
of habit, that is, of a “stable and absolute constitution of mind and body,” becomes
associated even with clothing; everything becomes a symbol of one’s training in virtue. 815
Meditatio is “the technical term for this mixture and near hybridization between manual
labour and prayer, between life and time.”816 Christian vows have no other content than
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“the production of a habitus in the will, whose ultimate result will be a certain form of
common life (or, from a liturgical perspective, the realization of a certain officium or a
certain religio).”817 Vows produce a living example or forma vitae.818
The apparatus know thyself employs the techniques of vows and meditation,
mixing labour and prayer, life and time, with the aim of realizing duty and religio not
simply among monks but among citizens generally in the form of a Christianized Platonic
State. However, whereas monasticism is a form of life that, in Agamben’s words, has
“the form of law, but not its content” and “no immediate object except the very will of
the one vowing,” Ficino’s know thyself realizes duty and religio under law.819 Through
the agency of a prophet, know thyself enfolds bodies and minds, placing them into the
“providence-fate machine” that had emerged over time from oikonomia. Developing out
of the ancient Stoicism of Chrysippus and the work of Alexander of Aphrodisias, the
providence-fate machine worked to reconcile theodicy with the divine economy of early
Christians.820 Providence is the ordo ad finem of the cosmos, while fate is the ordo ad
invicem; the two orders are “functionally linked, in the sense that it is God’s ontological
relation with creatures—in which he is, at the same time, absolutely intimate with them
and absolutely impotent—that founds and legitimates the practical relation of government
over them; within this relation (that is, in the field of second causes) his powers are
unlimited.”821
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Ficino’s God creates and maintains the order of the cosmos through the
simultaneous contemplation of Himself and all external things, making “the universal orb
rotate while He remains motionless Himself.”822 God performs this action with absolute
freedom; His very being (esse), “is the universal axis,” rotating essence, life, mind, soul,
nature, and matter.823 This rotation, as have seen, takes the form of three laws:
Providence, fate, and nature. They inform the human law of prudence, accessed and
developed through know thyself. Prudence, born of revelation and wisdom, substantiated
in the form of a prophet, transforms a body and mind into an instrument of God’s will
equivalent to the angels. The duty of a prophet, possessed of the essence of prudence and
the revelation of dialectic, is to emulate Providence, the cosmic force that turns the events
of fate and nature toward the Highest Good. This emulation takes the form of law and an
economy of beauty. Nature threatens political dissolution in the form of sexual
misconduct, biological disorder, and moral error; beauty orders and regulates nature;
law—the Earthly reflection of Providence—maintains and establishes beauty, turning evil
toward good, disharmony toward harmony, enmity toward friendship.
Know thyself accomplishes all of this through physical and psychic exercises,
study, indoctrination, music, medicine, and magic. That last element, magic, is of central
importance to the functionality of know thyself. Without magic, without the assistance of
angels, without the laws of fate, there is no way of establishing the ordo ad invicem of the
Platonic State. One needed a direct and real connection between man and the celestial
spheres. Magic allowed Ficino to link the duties of priest, philosopher, doctor, and
governor into a single occupation. As a preist, the prophet could access the will and being
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of God; as a philosopher, he could perceive the laws of the created order; as a doctor, he
could make use of the knowledge of the priest and philosopher to heal, that is, restrain
and constrain bodies; as the governor, he could establish the laws that mandate such
restraint and constraint, setting Christians free. The duty of the prophet merged these four
aspects into a single whole, creating a single being that was axis, light, and leader on
Earth, reflecting heaven.
Magic was a biotechnology of governance that would have enabled an
unrecognized Ficinian moment in the history of subject formation, when oikonomia
might have shifted from the fields of theology and jurisprudence into the realm of human
praxis through the apparatus know thyself. If so then this Ficinian moment would
contribute to Foucault’s proposed long history of subject-formation between the era of
spiritual knowledge and the period after the Cartesian moment, when European
intellectuals began to embrace intellectual knowledge. Such a history would track the
continuity, dissolution, and transformation of four concepts within an apparatus of
subject-formation such as know thyself. Ficino’s apparatus requires that one embrace
perceptual realism, humoral physiology, daemonology, astrology, and religio. Perceptual
realism is the belief that, even though the phantasy distorts the perception of reality, there
is a real object available to perception.824 The Cartesian moment marks, if nothing else,
the elimination of realism in epistemology; the cogito doubts all that can be doubted.825
Spiritual knowledge resulting from know thyself also requires an acceptance of Galenic
humoral physiology and the astrologization of the Aristotelian body. As we have seen,
Ficino’s apparatus was concerned above all with regulating the machinery of the body so
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that it produced blood, melancholia, and spiritus in an efficient manner. Astral magic
played a central role in the optimization of the subject’s biological constitution, as did the
existence of emobied daemons. Ficino’s know thyself manifested as a form of educative
and combative monasticism.826 Since evil daemons constantly threatened the subject’s
perception of reality through the disruption of biology, access to reality required a
regimen of spiritual combat. Religio, included the procedures of sanctity, provided both a
defense against daemons, giving a stable and unchanging definition of the real,
identifying it with God, and linked the theological apparatus of providence-fate with
human experience.827
Putting aside the question of the history of subject-formation, we may conclude
with some comments on the intellectual history of the Italian Renaissance. Ficino’s style
of life, if know thyself is any indication, was a quest for wisdom. It designated models of
wisdom, the Platonists, and sought to emulate their conduct and politics in a Christian
environment. The philosophy involved possesses not only a formal metaphysical
structure but a procedural dimension based on that form. The two structures reinforce one
another, making the other reasonable and natural. Ficino’s style of life, a bourgeois
monasticism predicated on the notion that such a life reflected the characteristics of God,
Providence, and fate, involved living in the hills, drinking fine wine, reading expensive
books, meditating without getting one’s hands dirty, eating delicate meals, and decorating
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one’s home with models of the cosmos. These actions, in Ficino’s imagination, produced
the same effect as would entering into the desert. Indeed it was the first step in the
founding of a city in which citizens sang with one voice and looked toward one God in
harmony. This voice and vision, however, was quite antithetical to any modern sense of
harmony, reflecting more the tendencies of Savonarolism than liberal egalitarianism. 828
Know thyself would repress women, persecute homosexuals, invade bodies, sensor
speech, and eliminate prosperity. Furthermore, and this is a point that is rarely
emphasized, know thyself would prepare a citizenry for war with the Ottoman Empire, an
entity that Ficino perceived to be hostile to the successful attainment of spiritual
knowledge, deluded as it supposedly was by Arian doctrines.
When Marsilio Ficino examined the world, he saw error, discord, and war.
Students were arrogant and sought glory rather than truth, Sophists spoke empty words to
a confused intelligentsia, all while the most influential professors lectured against the
reality of God’s love and the secret beauty of the cosmos. The Pope, when not warring
with other Christians, did little to reform an undisciplined church; the dreaded Turk
banged at the door. Believing that God had provided mankind with a mystery tradition of
religio, wisdom, and government, Ficino conjured into existence an apparatus meant to
correct error, bring harmony, and end war. He enclosed this apparatus in books and
letters and—with the aid of the stars, planets, and some Earthly patrons—sent it out into
the world. This apparatus marks one of the last, perhaps the most intense, moments of a
particular worldview and way of life. And yet, looking closely at its functionality, we see
something more than a lost moment; we see a reflection of our present, entrapped as we
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are in the mad progeny of the same ancient economy. Knowing the Latin writings of
Marsilio Ficino helps us to know ourselves.
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Appendix A
Body and Cosmos

It is difficult to state without falling into paradox where the Ficinian body begins.
According to Platonic Theology, in terms of ultimate causation, the human body, like all
bodies, begins with God; in terms of proximate causation, the body, like all bodies,
begins with Matter. To orient this discussion of Ficino’s conception of the human body,
we shall begin with a brief sketch of Ficino’s cosmos (Figure 1). The first thing to note is
that Ficino’s cosmos can be divided into metaphysical and physical strata. The
metaphysical stratum is in turn divisible into three substrata; the first named God, the
second Angel, the third Soul. The physical stratum is named Matter. These strata rest one
on top of the other according to the degree of their unity, simplicity, and being. God, at
the summit of this descending hierarchy of characteristics, is the most unified, the most
simple, the greatest being.829 Ficino, following a long Neoplatonic-influenced Christian
tradition, often refers to God as the One, the number one being, like God, the source of
all multiplicity yet not in itself being in any way multiple. Possessing an abundance of
being, God overflows; His essence flows outward and down, so to speak, as a ray of light
flows from Sun to Earth.830 The word Angel gives name to the product of this emanation.
Angel is the level at which multiplicity enters into the cosmos. Creatures
belonging to the category of Angel possess a diminished degree of simplicity and being,
and—most importantly—lack the essential unity of God’s essence. 831 This, we may
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suppose, is why humans may speak intelligibly of angels with different names and
functions.

Figure 1

Soul or anima holds a place in the cosmic hierarchy that marks the point of
interaction between the physical and metaphysical strata. Of the three characteristics of
unity, simplicity, and being, we may say that soul possesses multiplicity, complexity, and
finite being, yet as a metaphysical entity, like Angel and God, Soul remains immortal.832
Indeed, although it is difficult to comprehend from our embodied vantage point, time
itself does not even exist in the realm of the metaphysical, since time is a reflection of
change, something only possible in a world of qualities.833 No metaphysical creature has
size or shape, colour, or temperature. From our perspective, as bodies attempting to look
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upward according to the hierarchy of being, metaphysical creatures and their source seem
like they are both every-thing and no-thing.834
Matter or materia, the physical stratum of the hierarchy of being, is lacking totally
the characteristics of unity, simplicity, and being. Ficino defines Matter as “pure
potentiality, lacking everything; being itself formless, it is susceptive of all forms.” 835 It is
equivalent to khora, the prime material of the cosmos written of in Plato’s Timaeus.836
Ficino uses the analogy of a shadow when writing about Matter, since a shadow indicates
an absence of light, something that manifests on account of an obstruction. Admittedly
this analogy is of limited practical use when attempting to visualize the Ficinian cosmos
since it is difficult to conceive of a being that could obstruct the emanating light of God.
Furthermore, it does not help us to understand why Ficino would claim that Matter is the
“prime support of everything.” 837A shadow supports nothing. Better if we accept Ficino’s
shadow imagery as merely evocative and of a limited hermeneutic value. Instead we
ought to latch onto the word “subject,” a descriptor also employed by Ficino.838 Matter is
a being without form, capable of everything yet is in actuality nothing; lacking motion, it
requires the power or authority of an ontologically superior entity, something higher up
the hierarchy of being, to affect or rule it.
Not only life, but all material, embodied existence, such as that experienced by
humans, animals, plants, and minerals, is a product of the interaction between the
metaphysical stratum of Soul and the physical stratum of Matter. Ficino offers a number
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of analogies when attempting to explain the nature of this interaction. The first is like that
between art and the artist. Soul crafts Matter, moving it and forming it according to an
internally conceived design. 839 Later, Ficino speaks of Soul as a “stable bond” that
“strengthens, governs, and moves” a body’s parts. And very shortly after that he adds the
following:
“But it is that other bond we should more willingly call soul, or rather, the
soul’s power, since the soul’s power in a body is almost the same as the
power of a coagulant in milk to curdle milk, or the power of a magnet over
iron to attract or suspend it, or the fine-tuning in a clock which regulates it,
sets it going, and makes it chime in such a wonderfully ordered way.” 840
Let us consider the essential actions denoted in the above analogies before moving on to
Ficino’s Aristotelian-inflected technical language concerning the interaction of Soul and
Matter. Soul is variously a constraint, coagulant, force of attraction, and state of tension
that sets in motion a machine. Taken together, each of these analogies add up to a proper
understanding of Ficino’s thinking. Like a clock maker, Soul imbues the aspects of the
physical stratum with motion; like a magnet, it raises Matter upward in the hierarchy of
being toward God; like a coagulant, it beings solidity and form, and thus distinction, to a
homogeneous, formless being; and like a constraint, it maintains distinctions between
objects, making blank subjects into specific or unique objects.
In turning to Ficino’s technical language, we find it necessary to add to our
diagram of the hierarchy of being (Figure 2). Body or corpus, is not in itself a type of
being, but the word that names what manifests when Soul constrains, coagulates, attracts,
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and sets Matter.841 Yet before we add the category of body to our diagram, we need first
note three other technical terms that map themselves roughly according to the
metaphysical substrata as we have thus far described them. These terms are Form
(forma), Substantial Form (substantia forma), and Substance (substantia). God, the
source of all being is the Form-of-Forms, the point from which all power of constraining,
coagulating, attracting, and setting emerges. Angel, being the direct product of God’s
emanation, possessed of multiplicity, is the source of Form, that is, specific and unique
types of constraint, coagulation, attraction, and/or setting.

Figure 2

Bodies, as the point of interaction between Soul and Matter, are referred to as substances.
So it only makes sense that Ficino, searching for a middle term between
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bodies/substances and Angel/form, would borrow the term substantial form from Thomas
Aquinas in his effort to assign a technical term to Soul.842 Soul, at its lowest level, is a
substantial form; body is a substance.843 God produces all possible forms and assigns
them to the multiplicity of Angel. Soul’s duty then is to apply to Matter those forms
received indirectly from God through Angel in a bid to produce substances. These
substances or bodies, are characterized by qualities. These qualities, brought about
through motion, can be thought of as confused, broken-signal echoes of the Form-ofForms, of God, that allow Matter an opportunity to invert its ontological status, to turn
itself toward God. At the risk of getting too far ahead of this presentation, we may look to
another quote from Platonic Theology; “For the soul does not submerge its own being in
body, but raises body up to it.”844 The action of Soul, its power, to the extent that it acts
as a substantial form, is to imbue Matter with being.
In practical terms this means that Soul imbues Matter with motion. This action is
the means by which Matter acquires qualities such as shape and colour, among others. As
Ficino writes, all motion is alteration, generation, corruption, growth, diminution,
condensation, rarefaction, and progression.845 It follows then that the physical stratum of
the cosmos manifests itself as a plurality of motions. Physical existence, when you
consider the seemingly infinite number of bodies that exist, comes more and more to
resemble a tempestuous ocean, a sea of chaotic opposition. This is the context in which
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human life is formed into a substance. It is the first and constant challenge faced by any
aspect of Soul wishing to return itself to God.
As discussed in chapter two, one of the chief aims of Platonic Theology was to
counter the arguments of the so-called Epicureans. James Hankins has already
enumerated and described the arguments that Ficino employed in order to counter
Lucretian Epicureanism. Two of those argumentative strategies relate to our purpose
here. Ficino consistently argued for the existence of a third thing (tertium quid) between,
say, bodies and their qualities; and he frequently made categorical distinctions between
the body and the soul.846 As discussed, Ficino understood Matter as pure potentiality
undergirding the physical stratum of the cosmos. Matter lacked all form, all quality, and
thus the power to do something both to itself and to alien matter. Ficino conceded that
Matter can possess quantity, but that is only a power acting on itself, causing extension in
space. Where do its qualities come from? Ficino’s answer is Life Itself, a third thing.
“What gives (Matter) strength and direction is a kind of life which can
create life and sensation even out of lifeless mud, as in the generation of
flies and frogs; a life which can beget from a pile of ugly dung a variety of
beautiful flowers by way of a variety of beautiful seeds, which, as they are
not often found in dung, must necessarily be found in life itself.”847
The operative words in the above passage are “gives...strength and direction,”
translations of the verbs roboratur and ducitur. Life Itself has the power to give
strength and to rule a passive subject such as Matter. The result of this
strengthening and directing are organic function and sensation, as well as the
quality of beauty. Ficino refers to these results in the next line as order. “Order
comes from reason; reason consists in life; life affects according to an indivisible
846
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virtue, since death affects by division and dissolution.”848 Jumping ahead to the
end of his argument before demonstrating his own premises, Ficino wants to
claim that (1) the birth of animate, organic beings out of inanimate objects
represents the existence of a larger order of things; (2) since order is a product of
reason or planning, it follows that Life Itself and reason are equivalent; (3) they
perform their unified actions by means of a unifying power. Finally (4) the fact
that death manifests itself as the decay of unified animate, organic being is
evidence of the truth of (3).
Essentially Ficino is claiming that something is bringing matter into
ordered units, animating them. We might also add, as in the case of the ugly dung
birthing beautiful flowers, that something is converting matter in one
configuration into its opposite, often with a positive valence. We see this in the
lines that follow, as Ficino notes the time when the collision of cold bodies
produces fire, or the reflection of the sun’s rays sets wool aflame.849 Something is
unifying these powers or converting them from their opposites. Furthermore,
Ficino continues, something in our bodies cooks and breaks up our foods in a
gentle, orderly manner; something turns inanimate matter into animate within us;
something works effortlessly to bring heavier food stuffs upward against their
natural downward motion, or lighter foods downwards. Ficino asserts that it
cannot be the qualities of the food themselves, so this something must be “some
higher power, indivisible and life-giving.”850 Later, at the end of this particular
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string of argumentation, which includes reference to universal order and heavenly
dimensions, Ficino concludes that the something which strengthens and directs
Matter, producing order, that is, motion, sensation, beauty, concentrations of
power, unities of substance, and converting opposites, is rightly called a rational
soul.
Ficino argued against the Epicurean notion that matter could of itself
produce life. As we have determined, beings that have their origin in the
metaphysical stratum of soul are substantial forms, paradigmatic entities that give
form to substances. Bodies, which exist in the physical stratum of Matter, are
substances, distinct fields of matter that have been given specific or unique forms
by Soul. So far so good. But now we must risk confusing the discussion by
introducing a distinction between types of souls. Thus far we have only made
reference to the beings that Ficino calls rational souls, metaphysical entities
composed of scattered rays of God’s divine light. Now we must speak of
irrational souls as well (Figure 3).
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Figure 3

Irrational souls are the agents by which rational souls, as substantial
forms, give shape to the matter that makes up any given body, animate or
inanimate. There are five varieties of irrational soul: the vegetative, sensitive,
appetitive, motive, and intellective.851 The sensitive irrational soul is the source of
the phantasy, the appetitive exists in the will, and the intellective exists in the
forms of reason and mind. The motive irrational soul imbues the creature with the
capacity for movement, while the vegetative irrational soul has power over bodily
nutrition, growth, and reproduction. Minerals and plants are bodies given form
strictly by the vegetative soul; animals are bodies given an imperfect or perfect
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form by the sensitive soul; humans, as animals, are likewise formed by both types
of irrational soul, but are unique in their capacity to gain direct bodily access to
their substantial forms, their rational souls.
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